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Abstract

The aim of this work was to elaborate on overland flow runoff
processes and to characterize the isotopic composition of potential recharge in
an arid rocky watershed. Unique field observations were obtained from an
arid watershed in the Negev Highlands, Israel, through utilization of the
dynamic variations in the isotopic composition of rainfall and runoff.

The hydrological system's inputs are rainfall and its isotopic
composition. Three independent methods were used to follow the water
movement from rainfall through runoff to subsurface flow:

a. Study of the isotopic evolution from rainfall to runoff.
b. Identification of subsurface flow in an unsaturated zone, by (1) tracing

with sodium bromide; and (2) using a neutron probe to follow the
changes in the soil moisture, in profiles with depth of 4 m each,
throughout one year.

Rainfall and runoff were sampled in eight storms. High variability in
the isotopic composition of rainfall was observed during any single
rainstorm. Two types of rain storms are distinguished isotopically. The first
type had quite a constant composition during the rain shower, and the second
type was characterized by a wave shape distribution in the isotopic
composition of the rain shower. The isotopic distribution in the runoff at the
outlet of the basin appeared often not to be correlated to the isotopic patterns
of the associated rain storm. In some cases runoff water was found to be more
isotopically depleted with respect to the rainfall. The differences could not be
explained by evaporation. Three effects were identified:

1. Mixing of water with different isotopic compositions: (a) of direct
runoff with water stored in depression storage from the proceeding rain
showers, and (b)x of overland flow and the depression storage of the same
rain shower. A new mathematical model was developed to describe these
physical processes. The model called A Double-Component Kinematic Wave
Flow and Transport Approach, was designated to assess the dynamic isotopic
distribution in arid rain storms and runoff. This model simulates the
transport and 818O evolution of rainfall into overland flow and runoff in an
arid rocky watershed with uniformly distributed shallow depression storage.
A numerical solution for the problem was developed, to estimate the



depression storage parameters (relative surface area and the average depth).
Simulation of a reliable result with respect to observation was obtained after
parameter adaptation. The model also reflects the isotopic memory effect due
to the depression storage between sequential rain showers. This was verified
by six sets of temporal 518O distribution data of rainfall and runoff. It is shown
that the use of the parameters obtained from the double-component
kinematic wave flow and transport model provides an appropriate
qualitative and quantitative fitting between the computed and observed 818O
values in runoff. A good agreement between the observed and computed
hydrograph and the change of the 518O values in runoff in time confirms the
validity of the model. The model was found to be rather sensitive to changes
in geometric parameters characterizing the depression storage zones.

2. Spatial variability of the stable isotopic composition in the rain cell:
between the center with isotopically depleted moisture and isotopically heavy
in the edge. This might be due to the position of the rainfall sampler, located
at the edge of the rain cell receiving only isotopically enriched water, while
the runoff sampler collected water with weighted average isotopic
composition from the entire basin.

3. Runoff sampling was done with a better resolution than that of the
rainfall sampling. The water balance which relates the runoff discharge to
rainfall suggests that the entire discharge is produced by a very small segment
(1 mm) of the rain storm. The major objective was to obtain a certain
quantitative relationship between a runoff segment and rain showers. The
time distributions of the stable isotope compositions of oxygen and hydrogen
were used to identify the correlation between consequent runoff and the rain
showers. The standard rainfall sampler of 2 mm resolution appeared to be too
coarse, compared with the runoff sampler (5 min). In the last research season,
two rain samplers with high (1 mm) and low resolution (2 mm) were
available in the basin but showed only a difference of ±0.5 % for 518O.

It was found that only those runoff events with a flow volume
exceeding 10 m3 in the upper channel weir (UCW) can reach the lower
channel weir (LCW). The runoff from the UCW collected in the rocky
surface, infiltrates or percolates into the interface between the rocky and the
alluvial zone. Sodium bromide with natural zero background, was inserted
into this interface so that the paths of the percolating water could be traced.



According to the distribution of the bromide measurements on the colluvial
unit, the subsurface flow progresses mainly along the interface between the
colluvial unit (above) and the massive rock (below). The subsurface flow
consists mainly of a lateral component in the colluvial unit and a vertical
component in the rocky unit.

Soil moisture profiles were measured by the neutron emission
method. In the alluvial zone, two wet layers were found: an upper layer
which is wet only after the rain, and lower layer having no changes in soil
moisture over the entire winter. A dry layer was found between the two wet
layers. The source of this moisture in the lower layer is not due to vertical
flow. An additional source, such as lateral flow, was considered and
identified.

The results of the model and the obtained parameters enabled
assessment of the rate of infiltration and possible deep percolation through
joints over the bare rock terrain. The annual percolating depth reaches as
much as 9 m the below surface. Simple water balance for the rocky hillslopes
revealed an average recharge of up to 50% of the annual rainfall. Similar
ratios were also observed in three analyzed storms. The isotopic composition
of groundwater seems to be correlated with the isotopic composition of the
runoff at the UCW and not with the average isotopic composition of the
rainfall. This runoff water infiltrates or percolates into the interface between
the rocky and colluvial zones; it flows as a subsurface flow from the colluvial
to the alluvial zone. This is probably the source of the lower wet layer in the
alluvial channel which can recharge groundwater. Its isotopic composition
should, therefore, be reflected in the local deep groundwater system. This has
yet to be confirmed. That the isotopic composition of small springs in the
Negev Highlands is similar to that of runoff over the rocky hillslope, and not
to that of erratic floods, supports our model.
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1. Introduction

The study of rainfall runoff relationships under desert conditions has
been carried out for a long time/ basically for three reasons: water harvesting,
sediment transport and deep percolation. However, attempts to model the
runoff in arid basins, face some severe limitations due to lack of information
about the physical parameters which control the overland flow. At present
lack of data and a poor understanding of some developing runoff processes,
constitute the biggest obstacle to model development. Other problems include
the heterogeneity of field properties and the matter of scaling. On the other
hand, the evolution of hydrological research and the rapid development of
computer technology has made it possible to develop and use complex,
physically based distributed models for particular hydrological components
addressed to a complete catchment.

(a) Water harvesting

High variability in rainfall amount, distribution and intensity causes a
tremendous amount of runoff production development. Runoff forecasting
relies on the above mentioned information. Face models that compute the
runoff hydrographs abound in the literature. The Smith and Parlange (1978)
and Smith (1983) models rely on the distribution of the infiltration curve. Ree
et al., (1977); Wu et al., (1978); Podmore and Huggins (1980); and Engman
(1986) deal with the physical parameters of the watershed such as roughness
expressed by Manning's n. Later on, Woolhiser et al., (1990) use a kinematic
wave approximation based on Hortonian overland theory to simulate the
movement of excess rainfall overland surface through small channels as
functions of rainfall characteristics and of parameters of physical processes.

(b) Sediment transport

Floods in arid zones are characterized by high sediment transport. The
magnitude of erosion is a function of discharge stream channel morphology
and exposed geology over the watershed. In other words, erosion is caused by
rain drop energy and by the flowing water. Meyer and Wischmeier (1969) and
Foster and Smith (1984) modeled sediment transport based on these processes.
Stom and Jorgensen (1987) simulated water flow and soil erosion process with
a distributed, physically based modeling system. This model was tested in a



small catchment (0.02 km2), and was applied in Thailand to two upland
catchments of 45 km2 and 128 km2 each. Woolhiser et al., (1990) describe the
transport of sediment within surface channel elements through a reservoir.
Runoff related to sediment transport, however, is beyond the boundaries of
this study.

(c) Deep percolation

The process of groundwater recharge from runoff in arid areas was
studied by Issar and Gilad (1982) in the Santa Katarina Ridge of Sinai. The
authors concluded that recharge occurs both over the hillslopes and along the
wadi. Deeply fractured crystalline rocks allowed a quick infiltration of water
along open cracks towards the channels of small watersheds. Local perched
water tables are developed along the channels. The process of water collection
and storage is greatly enhanced in watersheds where porphyritic dikes of low
permeability run across the channel and act as subsurface dams, preventing
the downstream flow of the infiltrated water along the alluvial channels.
Matlock (1965) identified and quantified recharge from ephemeral stream
losses in the Sonora Desert of the southwestern part of the United States. He
found that stream losses are controlled primarily by the sediment load in the
flood water and to a lesser extent by the flow velocity. Keith (1981) showed
that ephemeral stream losses in the Tucson basin increase with stream flow
up to a threshold value. Beyond that, the stream infiltration is controlled by
flow duration.

There are difficulties in applying a model for deep percolation through
rock fissures over the hillslopes. The decisive role of the fissures in the Santa
Katarina area (Sinai) is linked to the crystalline slopes which are very long,
steep and devoid of any soil cover. A different situation exists in the Negev
Highlands. Hillslopes here are relatively short, and their angles are gentler
than those in the Santa Katarina area. As they consist of sedimentary
limestone, they have developed a steplike topography. Although the fissures
do not parallel the slope, they are highly discontinuous laterally and
vertically, and are filled with fine soil. Because the possibility of water
movement along a very tortuous pathway in these fissures can't be
completely discounted, their importance to groundwater recharge had to be
studied. Furthermore, the lack of dikes and snow melt in the Negev



Highlands are factors that should be considered in the study of water
collection in the fissured rocks of this area.

It is commonly assumed that groundwater recharge in arid regions
does not occur by means of direct infiltration of rain water. Geohydrologists
generally attribute the recharge into the shallow groundwater to stream bed
infiltration. The deeply infiltrated water does not evaporate and is assumed to
be available only for transpiration and deep percolation. Whatever remaining
moisture exists is eventually available for groundwater recharge. This process
is especially efficient in gravelly channels with a permeability rate of 300
mm/hr (Issar et al., 1984), high enough to allow quick infiltration of heavy
floods into deep, less permeable layers. The coarse alluvial material serves as
intermediate storage before deep percolation occurs. This infiltration during
the sporadic flooding of riverbeds is often considered the major source of
groundwater recharge in arid areas (e.g. Schoeller, 1959; Gat, 1980,1987; Issar et
al., 1984a, 1984b).

In the rocky terrain of the Negev Highlands, with an average annual
rainfall of 70-150 mm, groundwater recharge through the soil cover is
inhibited by climatological conditions (Yair et al., 1993). Most single
rainstorms are characterized by low to very low rainfall (Figure 1).
Rainstorms in excess of 20 mm per day may occur only once every two or
three years. Under such conditions, the depth of infiltration in the slopes
covered by loessial soil is limited to 30-40 cm and field capacity is rarely
reached. Thus, hillslopes covered by soil prevent any groundwater recharge.

In ephemeral loessial stream channels, wetting front due to stream bed
infiltration never exceeds 1.60 m (Adar, 1979; Yair et al., 1993). Furthermore,
as the interval between precipitation during the rainy season is quite long
(lasting from a few days to several weeks), most of the infiltrated water is lost
through evapotranspiration, thereby limiting the cumulative positive effect
of infiltrated water or the possibility of deep percolation. Following an
extremely heavy rainstorm of 46 mm, the wetting front in the loessial
channel of a watershed draining 0.6 km2 was limited to 80 cm. However, 2.5
to 4 m below the surface a second wet layer was observed separated from the
upper layer by a relatively dry loess unit (Figure 2). Karnieli (1982), who
worked in Sede Boker Experimental Site, showed from mass balance
considerations that deep percolation in the upper part of the colluvial unit is



available for groundwater recharge. Levin (1984) demonstrated a flow of
groundwater toward the northeast in the Judea Group in the Negev
Highland.

Over the last two decades, isotopes of oxygen and hydrogen have been
used extensively in watershed hydrology (Skalash and Farvolden 1979;
Kennedy et al., 1986). Stable isotope analyses are being used to provide a better
link between rainfall and the hydrologic response of watershed and streams.
In a short time frame, the linkage between rainfall and hydrologic response is
direct, and if the isotopic content for a storm is unique, linkage is often
quantifiable. However, the isotopic composition of a particular storm can be
misleading because its content can vary at different times in the course of the
storm (Pionke and DeWalle, 1992). Gat (1994) reported that the changes in the
isotope composition between precipitation, surface runoff and groundwater
derives from processes that range widely on temporal and spatial scales. Some
take place during the rain on surface or on rock exposures above ground. For
fragment events, one needs to consider the isotope variability of the
precipitation on quite different times scales. For this present study sequential
rainfall and runoff events were intensively sampled.

More than fifteen years of runoff measurements suggest that the rocky
terrain unit has a significant effect on depression storage (Yair et al., 1993).
Moreover, most of the runoff over the upper rocky terrain is absorbed by the
upper colluvial unit along the interface belt between the rocky unit and the
lower colluvial aprons. On average only two out of ten runoff events cross
the entire colluvial unit (150 m) down into the stream channel. The present
work focused on the effect of the depression storage on the evolution of the
isotopic composition from rainfall to runoff.

A new approach will be presented to explain the differing isotope
compositions between the input and the output. It takes into account the
depression storage effect by virtue of the evolution of 818O from rainfall to
runoff. These results contradict what Skalash and Farvolden (1979) found in
the humid zone. Based on stable isotopes composition between overland flow
and base flow, they employed four criteria for successful hydrograph
separation. Their forth criterion was the minimal contribution of surface
storage to the runoff event.
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2. Objectives

The major objectives of this research were to understand the processes
which control the evolution of isotopic composition from rainfall to runoff,
over the rocky, colluvial and alluvial terrain of the Negev Highland. As
depression storage over exposed rocks was assumed to play an active role in
the process of overland flow, its effect on the isotopic composition of the
runoff had to be intensively studied and later modeled. The expectation was
that a detailed study from even such a small watershed might yield results
which could later be extrapolated in dealing with larger basins.

As a function of the ambient air temperature, the origin of moisture
and the storm's trajectory, the 518O and 8D values vary from one storm to
another and possibly within the storm itself (Ferronsky and Polyakov, 1982;
Gat and Rindsberger, 1985). Additionally, the isotopic values in runoff may
change along the flow path, mainly due to evaporation (Levin et al., 1980; Gat,
1987). The goal was to elaborate the dominant processes taking place in the
818O variation in the runoff with respect to that of the rainfall. It was
assumed that the isotopic values in the runoff are interrelated but differ from
that of the corresponding rain shower. The aforementioned research
questions are summarized in the following questions:

1. What is the relationship between the S18O of the rain and that of the
runoff?

2. How does water stored on the surface (depression storage) affect the
isotopic composition of the runoff?

3. What is the 818O of the water available for deep percolation over rocky
and colluvial terrain?

4. Does subsurface flow exist in the colluvial and alluvial units?
5. What is the source of the lower wet layer up to 4 m below surface

observed with the neutron probe?

Based on objectives 1 and 2, an attempt was made to propose
conceptual and quantitative models to describe isotopic evolution in which
the quantitative role of the depression storage is examined from rainfall to
runoff.



3. Methods

In the present study, different complementary methods were
implemented in an attempt to follow water from rainfall through runoff to
subsurface flow paths in a small arid watershed. The working hypothesis was
that a quantitative assessment of the physical behavior of overland flow, is
achieved by the study of the distribution of isotopic composition of stable
isotopes (oxygen and hydrogen) in rainfall and runoff. Detection of the
subsurface percolation relies on the neutron detection of soil moisture, on
stable isotopes along the colluvium and an artificial tracing by sodium
bromide. Based on past experience (Adar et alv 1980), I was convinced that one
water sample per storm or rainfall would not be sufficient. Therefore multi-
samplers for rainfall and runoff were developed and used to collect sequential
water samples.

3.1 Sampling for isotopes

Stable isotopes of oxygen and hydrogen are considered conservative
tracers. No significant exchange of ions is known with rocks or sediment
colluvial terrain (Hoefs, 1980). Fractionation of these stable isotopes occurs
only through phase transfer: evaporation or condensation, is assumed to be
negligible during the storm even in a desert condition.

(a) Rainfall sampler

A new mechanical sequential rain sampler was developed to collect
approximately 250 or 500 ml of water from each 1 or 2 mm of sequential
rainfall (Adar et al., 1991). The novel approach is that, once an assigned
volume of water is collected, the self-potential energy of the loaded containers
is used to operate a mechanical seal for isolating the rain sample from the
atmosphere. A prototype of the new sampler was successfully tested with
artificial rain simulation (Figure 3). Each sampler had 20 rain collectors
allowing samples to be collected from a storm with 20 to 40 mm of
precipitation. A detailed description of the sampler was presented (Adar,
1991). The rainfall sampler was located in the center of the research basin.

All of the rain samples were analyzed at the IAEA (International
Atomic Energy Agency) Laboratory in Vienna while runoff water samples



were analyzed in the NLFB (Niedersachsisches Landesmat for Forchung)
Laboratory in Hannover, Germany. Samples of three rain storms were
analyzed at both IAEA Laboratory in Vienna, and at the NLFB Laboratory. A
standard deviation of + l%o for SD and + 0.1% for 818O, are acceptable
accuracy for 5D and 8^0 analyses.

(b) Runoff sampler

The isotopic composition of runoff water depends on the isotopic
composition in the rainstorm fraction producing the overland flow. It may be
also controlled by the length of flow path and air temperature (Levin et al.,
1980; Adar and Long, 1987). A sequential runoff sampler was designed and
three units were built (Figure 4). Two samplers were installed near each of the
channel weirs (UCW and LCW, Figure 5). An additional sampler was
attached to the water stage recorders in the rocky plots (12D Figure 5). From a
narrow path of the rocky terrain, the sampler collects 500 ml of the runoff
every 5 to 6 minutes. The water samples were stored in hermetically closed
plastic bags that were isolated from the atmosphere. A sampler can handle up
to 24 samples, equivalent to a maximum of 120 to 144 minutes of overland
flow.



Figure 3: Sequential rain sampler (front view).



Figure 4: Sequential runoff sampler.
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3.2 Monitoring subsurface flow

(a) Moisture measurements

Moisture profiles to a depth of 300-400 cm were measured by neutron
probes at two sites: 1) along a colluvial slope section and 2) along a first order
stream channel. The measurements along the colluvial slope section were
conducted on the east facing slope (see Figure 5; for further details of locations
of boreholes, see Figure 66). Borehole No. 200 was within the rocky area,
immediately above the colluvial slope, where five additional rows of
boreholes were dug. Four boreholes (Nos. 321-324 in Figure 59) were drilled in
the channel where runoff was measured (Figure 5). One borehole was drilled
immediately below the upper channel weir (UCW) located at the interface of
the rocky/alluvial channel. Two others were located downstream, within the
alluvial section, in proximity to the lower channel weir (LCW). The latter was
situated at the junction between the instrumental watershed and the channel.
As the thickness of the colluvial slope, or the alluvium where the drillings
were performed, does not exceed 100 cm, all boreholes penetrated the
underlying fissured bedrock.

(b) Tracing water percolation along the colluvium with stable isotopes

A large volume of overland flow produced over the rocky terrain
infiltrates into the top colluvial unit. The accumulated water was later
evaporated and partly further percolated into deeper sections. The objective
was to identify the subsurface flow path of the percolating water. To elaborate,
I tried to follow the flow path of the infiltrated water with 18O as a
conservative tracer. On November 11, 1990 a bulldozer opened a trench along
a colluvial section (Figure 5) to obtain fresh soil samples for soil water
extraction. Along 28 m from the upper colluvium interface, 33 samples were
taken for moisture extraction at seven cross-sections. Samples were taken at
the end of the summer before the beginning of the rainy season, when
pronounced isotopic differences between isolated and evaporated soil
horizons were expected. Soil water samples were extracted by azeotropic
distillation method with petroleum ether at 122 °C. Until all the moisture
was extracted, water vapor was trapped in a closed water tower cooling for
several hours.
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(c) Tracing subsurface flow by sodium bromide

NaBr was used as a tracer to follow the flow paths of the infiltrated
water. I chose it for several reasons: (a) NaBr is a very soluble salt and may
serve as an indicator for subsurface flow both in the colluvial unit and in the
stream bed channel; (b) local background for bromide was found to be
negligible (in ppm unit); (c) NaBr is a non-absorbed tracer even in the
presence of silt and clay. The retardation effect has not been considered.

Sodium bromide was buried at two sites at the rocky-colluvial
interfaces: 1) in a mini-catchment area located at the top of a colluvial hill
slope; and 2) within the stream channel, 10 m below the upper channel weir
(UCW). In the former site, two kilograms of sodium bromide were spread
along a 2 m strip and one kilogram was spread across 1 m of the stream
channel at a depth of 40 cm. Every value above the background (zero),
represents NaBr which was artificially inserted.

12
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4. The Experimental Watershed

The Sede Boker Experimental Site is located in the Negev Desert
Highlands (Figure 6). The average annual rainfall is approximately 95 mm
with a minimum of 30 and a maximum of 183 mm. The number of rainy
days/year varies from 15 to 42. Rain is limited to the winter season which
runs from October to April. The mean monthly temperature varies from 9 ° C
in January to .'5 ° C in August. Potential evaporation is 2,200 mm (Zangvil
and Druian, 1989).

The outcrops are composed of limestone and chalk of the Turonian
age. The area is divided into small watersheds, and first order drainage basins
represent up to 65% of the total area (Yair et al., 1993). Hillslopes are relatively
steep (29%) and subdivided into two distinct sections: an upper, mainly
barren part, having a stepped rocky limestone surface and a shallow patched
soil cover, and a lower part consisting of a stony unconsolidated colluvial soil
cover that thickens downslope. A similar subdivision is observed along the
channels. The upper channel is rocky while the lower channel is covered
with an alluvial fill.

The hydrology of a small, first order watershed at the Sede Boker
Experimental Site has been under study since 1972. Figure 5 presents the
layout of the research station. The site contains an instrument network for
intensive measurement of the spatial variability of rainfall, runoff, soil
moisture and wind, over short distances.

Hydrological stations were constructed for measuring both hillslope
runoff and channel runoff. Some of the hillslope plots drain the upper rocky
section of the slopes while others drain only the lower colluvial slopes. For
the purpose of the present study, a new plot draining a colluvial section was
installed at the lower part of the east facing slope, where moisture profiles
were measured within the colluvial slope section (Plot 12E, see Figure 5).

Data obtained have been published in several papers (Yair et al., 1978;
Yair, 1983; Yair and Lavee, 1985; Yair and Shachak, 1987; Yair et al., 1987; Yair,
1990). Results pertinent to the problem of groundwater recharge in arid areas
can be summarized as follows: rocky areas composed of compact, dense
limestone are characterized by a low infiltration rate. They respond quickly to
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rainfall and frequently generate a high runoff yield per unit area. At the same
time, soil covered areas with high porosity and high infiltration rate absorb
all the water of most storms, producing little or no runoff obvious.
Differences in the infiltration rate among the major lithological units for a
particular storm are exemplified in Figure 7. As soil covered areas always
extend downslope or downstream from rocky areas, frequent discontinuity in
runoff is observed on passing from rocky to soil covered areas. Runoff
generated over the rocky areas is usually absorbed within a narrow belt of the
soil covered unit. The process of surface flow discontinuity is enhanced by
rain characteristics. Most storms fall as several small showers, each
amounting to a few millimeters, separated by rainless periods during which
the soil can drain and dry (Figure 8).

This phenomenon of surface flow discontinuity leads to the
concentration of water from a broad contributing terrain into a small
collection area, resulting locally in wetting depths far beyond those generated
by direct rainfall. This deeply infiltrated water is protected from evaporation
and, probably by a slow process of subsurface flow towards the slope base and
the adjoining channel is thus available for groundwater recharge (Yair et al.,
1993).

Four distinct regions of flow discontinuity were defined by Yair and
Shachak (1987). These units are illustrated in Figure 9.

a. First is the transition zone between the upper rocky slope and
the lower colluvial slope. Data from more than 100 surface flow events and
from sprinklers experiments (Yair, 1983; Figure 10) demonstrate that overland
flow discontinuity is extremely frequent on passing from the rocky into the
colluvial slope. Hydrological, pedological and botanical studies (Yair and
Danin, 1980; Wieder et al., 1985) indicate that the amount of water that
infiltrates in the upper colluvial part is usually three to four times higher
than the amount derived from direct rainfall.
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Area A: Transition zone from rocky to colluvial slope;
Area B: Transition zone from rocky to alluvial channel;
Area C: Junction of small tributary with main channel.

Figure 9: Areas of water concentration in a rocky arid watershed
(after Yair and Shachak, 1987).

b. Second is the transition zone from rocky to alluvial channels.
Runoff data derived from two hydrometric stations, one located at the
transition point of the rocky to alluvial channel and the second 150 m
downstream and within the alluvia] reach, indicate high infiltration losses
between the two stations. On average, four flow events are recorded at the
upper station in contrast to one event downstream.

c. Third is the confluence of a small tributary with the main
channel. Data obtained show that the frequency of runoff events is higher in
the small tributaries than in the main channel. Quite often, channel runoff in
a small tributary infiltrates over a short distance at the confluence with the
main channel, forming there a sort of water fan.

d. Finally, there are fissures and bedding planes over rocky areas.
Large and deep fissures filled with soil material are characteristic of the rocky
slopes. Runoff occurring over bare rocky outcrops is absorbed on its way
downslope by the fissures and bedding planes. Soil moisture measurements
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following a storm of 22 mm showed that the moisture content at a depth of
50-60 cm can be as high as 30-35% by weight (Yair and Danin, 1980). As field
capacity of the loamy soil found in rocky fissures and bedding planes is of the
order of 20-22%, excess water is available for further downward movement
along the deeper fissures.

a) first run
15 mm/hr for

30min

b) second run
30 mm/hr for

30min

c) third run
60 mm/hr for

30min

JOS

l ^ i ©» 30

SI—tOO

flow line
- contour line (m)

Figure 10: Flow lines mapped during sprinkler experiments
(after Yair, 1983).

From observations and data mentioned above, it appears that deep
infiltration in a small arid rocky watershed may occur along the following
preferential paths.
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1. Vertical percolation and lateral movement along fissures within the
upper rocky slope area.

2. Vertical or lateral movement at the interface between the colluvial cover
and the underlying bedrock.

3. Vertical or lateral movement at the interface between the alluvium and
rocky substratum down to the main channel.

4. Vertical or lateral water movement along the main channel fed by the
above mentioned pathways.

The hypothetical mechanism proposed for deep percolation in arid
areas differs from the prevailing model for recharge through riverbeds in one
important aspect: by a lateral movement below the surface towards the
riverbed, significant amounts of water may reach the deeper part of the
channel. An important feature proposed of this mechanism is that deep
percolation and even recharge may occur after small rainfall events when
runoff is developed over the rocky hillslopes but not along the main
channels draining the area.
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5. Isotopes in Rainfall and Runoff

Environmental isotopes 18O and D along with tritium have been used
to identify sources of water in hydrological systems. Most research projects
have been carried out in humid regions. Not many projects have used these
isotopes to clarify the rainfall-runoff relationships in a quantitative manner.
In Canada, Fritz et al., (1976) utilized stable isotopes to identify the major
components of the runoff. Rodhe (1981) used 18O to separate stream discharge
into flows originating from groundwater and fresh melt water in two, mainly
forested watersheds of areas 6.6 km2 and 4 km2. Later, DeWalle et al., (1988)
employed a three component tracer method including 18O to demonstrate the
contributions of groundwater, soil water and channel precipitation in a small
Appalachian Plateau forest stream. Bonnel et al., (1990) used isotopes to
separate base flow from direct event flow. Isotopic differences were used to
differentiate between pre-storm water and rain water components in storm
runoff. In Brazil, Leopoldo et al., (1987) quantified the relative sources of the
runoff by 518O values. In a very humid zone of New Zealand (2600 mm/y),
McDonnell et al., (1991) found from daily sampling of stable isotopes that part
of the stream water derives from subsurface flow. Weizu Gu (1992) worked in
a humid zone in China, also trying to understand the development of the
runoff process and flow pattern by using stable isotopes. Burgman et al., (1991)
sampled water for 518O determination from 11 rainfall events and 17 rivers
sites throughout Sweden. Relationships between precipitation input and
river water output has shown a shift and seasonal amplitude. Finally Harun
and Fank (1992) used 818O values to separate two components of the
hydrograph.

Several research projects have been carried out in arid and semi-arid
zones. Yapp (1985) worked in New Mexico where annual precipitation
averages ~200 mm. Monthly samples over two years revealed 5D values
ranging between -158%o and -6%o with most negative values occurring in
winter months and most positive one in summer. Water from the Rio
Grande at Albuquerque ranged in 5D from -103 %o to -79 %o. The most
negative Rio Grande 5D values were produced by the contribution of spring
melt water while runoff from summer rain produced a positive 5 shift in the
river water. Levin et al., (1980) found that runoff samples collected in the Zin
Wadi and in the Besor Wadi (Negev, Israel) were often depleted of heavy
isotopes, up to 3%o for 818O, when the entire rain storm was represented by
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one sample. Though low resolution sampling was performed without
synchronization of time between rainfall and runoff, the authors concluded
that runoff is generated selectively by rain with high intensities. Adar and
Long (1987) found 818O differences in summer and winter storms of -4.9 %
and -8.9 %o, respectively. The winter floods were found to be more depleted of
heavy isotopes than was the runoff from the snow melt. They also showed
that in part of the summer events, runoff was isotopically more depleted than
rain. Geyh and Weizu Gu (1991) used stable and radioactive environmental
isotopes in order to identify the source of the recharge of groundwater in the
Gurinai Grassland area of Inner Mongolia (where mean annual precipitation
is about 40 mm). They found that this groundwater was recharged by rain
occurring only sporadically but with very a high intensity (up to 100 mm/hr).
Pionke and DeWalle (1992) found that for one storm, 818O decreased from
-4%o to -20 %o over the 10 hours span of continuous rainfall. Gat (1987),
working at the Sede Boker Experimental Site, found that the isotopic
composition of runoff from the colluvial hillslopes was more depleted than
runoff from rocky hillslopes. He also reported that rapid changes in 518O were
associated with higher rainfall intensities. One possible explanation for this
observation may lie in the low temporal resolution of the sampling. In the
present research, sampling intervals indicated 1.5-2 mm for each rainfall
fraction, with a five to six minute interval for runoff samples.

In this research the analysis of isotopic composition of rainfall and
runoff covered eight storms for which both rainfall and runoff records and
water samples were available. This includes two extremely heavy storms
recorded in January and March 1991. The order in which storms are presented
follows the isotopic pattern of a rain storm. In the first three storms, the 818O
values are constant along each rain shower but differ from one rain shower to
another (a sort of step isotopic function). The other five storms present
variable, temporal isotopic distributions.

In the following discussion, rainfall intensities and the accumulated
rainfall distribution for each rain storm are presented on a common time
scale. The axis starts with the true time on the specific date when the first rain
shower began. This serves as a time reference for the entire storm. In the
following days, time proceeds in a sequential manner. In the text, the true
daily time is marked on the lower time axis and cumulative time in the
upper axis. When necessary, sequential time is given in parentheses. The
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upper axis is the cumulative time, while the true time scale is the actual time
of day. Sequential rain samples are posted on a graph showing the rainfall
distribution and are designated by serial numbers between the separating bars.
A bar diagram showing the 81SO values for each rainfall segment is attached
to the illustration of the overall rainfall pattern. Guiding dashed lines
designate the relationship between specific rain showers and associated
isotopic composition. The rusted area in the rain hyetograph represents time
and duration when runoff was recorded in the upper channel weir (UCW).

A 5D / 518O diagram illustrates the relationship between sequential
rainfall and runoff samples. Where serial numbers are included, they
designate sequential numbers for specific samples. In each 5D / 518O diagram,
the weighted average of the isotopic composition of the rainfall is provided,
since in most papers, only one 818O value per storm is given. Our intention is
to show that a single rainfall sample is not sufficient to understand the
process of overland flow production related to rainfall. The posted values
relate to the Meteoric World Line (MWL) and the Mediterranean Meteoric
Water Line (MMWL). The MWL suggested by Craig (1961) and Dansgaard
(1964), describes a world wide relationship between 5D and 518O in meteoric
waters:

5D = 8§18O + 10

Dansgaard (1964) and Gat and Dansgaard (1972) introduced the term
MMWL for regional rain water in the Eastern Mediterranean region. The
second line has the same slope but a higher deuterium excess:

6D = 8518O + 22

Issar et al., (1984), who worked in the semi-arid zone in the center of
the Negev, identified two extreme groups: one group has deuterium excess
values of more than 22 %o; it is connected with air masses that come mainly
from Europe and approach the region from west to northwest. The other
group has deuterium excess values of less than 10 %o. It is associated with an
air mass approaching the region from the southwest. In this group rather
depleted isotopic values are common. Our data, however, refers to the
MMWL with a slope of 8 and a deuterium excess of 22.
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Distribution of isotopes in runoff is related to the runoff hydrograph,
which is normalized against the area of the basin. Discharge units, therefore
are given by length per unit time. In either sequential rainfall or runoff
samples, a missing fraction indicates a failure of rainfall or runoff samplers.

5.1 Distribution of stable isotopes in storms

The distribution of rainfall and runoff for each storm was carried out
in relation to its isotopic composition. The temporal variations of the isotopic
composition during the storm are compared to the weighted average of the
isotopic value of each rainfall and are shown in the same plot. These
emphasize that in storms with high variability of isotopic composition, the
weighted average has little or no meaning when compared to the isotopic
composition of the runoff. Gat (1994) reached similar conclusions based on
much coarser sequential isotopic data. In the past, as mentioned before, most
similar investigations used only one sample for each day, storm or even
month. Presenting the data in this form clarifies the differences between the
isotopic composition of the runoff in relation to that of the corresponding
rainfall.

5.1.1 Rainstorm of 25-26 January 1990

(a) Rainfall

The distribution of rainfall intensity, amount and isotopic composition
are illustrated in Figure 11. About 21 mm, the total amount of rain, started
falling on 25 January 1990 at 23:18 and continued until 23:53 (47:03) on 26
January 1990. The first fraction of 1.32 mm was collected during a 16 hour
period from 23:18 on 25 January 1990 until 15:16 (39:16). It is important to note
that during a 13 hour period only 0.1 mm was sampled. This could be the
reason for the relatively enriched isotopic composition for Fraction 1 (Figure
lie). During this storm, the S18O values (up to Fraction 6) vary from -7.4 %o to
-8.04 %o (see also Figure 12). Fractions 7 to 11 of the rain were yet more
depleted with an average value of -9.4%o. Fraction 12 was again relatively
heavy with a 818O value of -7.41%. The hyetograph (Figure lib) shows a
continuous rainstorm, consisting of two intensive rain showers which are
associated with Fractions 2-6 and 8-11, respectively. In this particular storm, a
linear correlation between 818O and rainfall intensity distribution did not
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occur. Both high and low intensity segments exist in the heavy (Nos. 2-6) and
the depleted (Nos. 7-11) groups of rain showers. The last fraction, No. 13,
with 1.5 mm of rain, could not be sampled as the 12 positions were already
filled. In fact, the isotopic composition of the rainwater remained quite
uniform throughout each of the rain showers, despite the variability in the
rain intensity.

One rain sample from each rain shower was also analyzed for tritium
content. As clearly shown in Figure lie, rain showers differed in their tritium
levels: 14.5±1.5 TU in the first shower versus 11.5±1.5 TU in the second.
Similar temporal variations in tritium were also observed in other rain
storms. This issue is further elaborated in Chapter 5.2.

The linear correlation between 8D and 818O is represented in Figure 12.
All the samples (except No. 1) fall between the MWL and the MMWL. Both
rainfall and runoff seem to have the same deuterium excess (around 17). The
weighted average of 818O in rain with -7.95 %o is very close to that of the first
rain shower (Fraction 2-6 in Figure 12). On the other hand, most of the runoff
was isotopically more depleted than the average rain (-8%o to -10 %o for 518O).
The average isotopic composition of the rain cannot be detected in the
isotopic composition of the runoff.

From the isotopic point of view, two waters are differentiated. The first
intensive rain shower, represented by samples Nos. 2-6, was enriched by
1.5%o for 818O, as compared to the second intensive storm represented by
sample Nos. 7-11. The question may be raised whether the two rain showers
derived from two different convective cells? Alternatively, was the first rain
portion derived from the edges of one cell while the second depleted section
was from its center? This issue is addressed in Chapter No. 5.3.

(b) Runoff

This storm produced runoff both over the hillslopes and in the
channel from the headwater area. Twenty-three sequential runoff samples
were collected only at the UCW. Runoff started on 26 January 1990 at 17:09
(Figure 13), and the first water samples were collected at 17:18. The first flow
lasted until 18:12 (42:12). During this period, eight fractions of runoff were
sampled. The second flow started at 20:23 (44:23) and lasted until 22:36 (46:36).
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Fifteen additional runoff samples (Nos. 9-23) were collected during the first 90
minutes of that flow. The rest of the flow was not sampled since all positions
had already been occupied (including the first fraction, not sampled due to
mechanical failure). Samples from the last runoff flow> which started at 23:00
(47:00) and lasted 42 minutes (Figure 13), were not obtained'for the same
reason.

In the UCW, the distribution of runoff relative to the rainfall is
marked as the rusted area in Figure l ib. It appears that the runoff reached the
UCW after 8 mm of rainfall, at which point rain sample No. 6 was collected.
Part of the accumulated rainfall preceding the appearance of the runoff might
have been stored in a temporary surface depression, and some might have
evaporated from the such reservoirs.

In the first flow, 518O varies gradually from -8.5%o to -9.5%o (Figure
13). This accords with the observation that the runoff was produced by a
mixing of the sixth and the seventh rainfall fractions.

As the storm progressed, the relative influence of the rainwater stored
in the surface depression storage decreased. This can be seen from the
depletion of 818O in the runoff (Fraction Nos. 2-8). The isotopic value of the
second fraction (No. 1 is missing) reflects that of rain fraction No. 6. As the
runoff continued, its 518O values conformed with that of the preceding
rainfall (Fraction No. 7).

The second flow (Fractions 9-23) started at 20:23 (44:23) when Fraction
10 of rainfall with -9.5 %o was collected (Figure 13). The first portion of this
runoff (Fraction 9) was only slightly enriched relative to the corresponding
rain segment (-9%o versus -9.5%o for 518O, respectively). The following two
runoff samples (Nos. 10 to 11) became isotopically heavier up to -8.43 %o. This
was probably caused by flushing of the stored water from the previous flow
which ended two hours earlier. The principal part of this enrichment might
have been due to evaporation, though evaporation between the sequential
rain showers is not detectable (Figure 12). I assume, therefore, that this
enrichment was due to a mixing of the second rain shower with enriched
water remaining in the basin from the previous rain shower.
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Figure 12: Plot 8D versus 818O (storm of 25-26 January 1990).

The effect of the heavy water from storage was gradually eliminated
(Nos. 12 to 17) due to current isotopically depleted rainfall. The last portion of
the flow was not sampled as the runoff sampler was totally full. The entire
runoff volume 10.98 m3 (equivalent to only 1.35 mm of the rain) that left the
UCW completely infiltrated along the stream channel. Only a few liters were
recorded in the lower hydrometric station (LCW) but these were not sufficient
for sampling.

A close study of Figure 13 versus Figure l ib indicates that the 818O
values of runoff samples in each flow appear to be more depleted than the
corresponding rain showers. In fact, Figure 12 shows that the 818O of the
runoff was more isotopically depleted (-9.7%o to -10%, Nos. 15 to 20) than any
other segment of the rainfall (-9.6%o for 518O). This phenomenon cannot be
explained by physical processes such as the mixing of two types of water. It
may, however, be related to spatial isotopic distribution in the center versus
that at the edges of the rain cell, or perhaps, the low sampling resolution. All
possibilities will be further described and discussed in detail in Chapter 5.3.
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In spite of the fact that the 818O of the first runoff versus that of the
corresponding rainfall was depleted, the gradual isotopic depletion from
fractions 2 to 5, when isotopic stability is obtained, enables us to asses the so-
called runoff concentration time. In this storm it was equivalent to
approximately 30 minutes. This is the time lag required for a complete
washout of water from the far edge of the basin.
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Figure 13: Oxygen isotopic composition of runoff samples from
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5.1.2 Rainstorm of 11-13 March 1990

(a) Rainfall

This rainstorm lasted three consecutive days. Total rainfall amount
was 18 mm from three distinct rain showers (Figure 14). A total of 15 rain
samples were collected during this storm.

The first rain shower (4 mm during 05:16-09:00) consisted of two
separate rainspells with the highest rain intensity of 0.19 mm/min (Figure
14a). Four samples were collected; two from each shower. The 818O values
were relatively isotopically enriched and varied from -1.3 %o to -2%o
(Figure 14c). Almost 28 hours passed before the second rain shower
developed. It started with six hours of drizzle followed by a major storm
during which the fifth rain sample was obtained.

The second major rain shower (41:45-51:49)) consisted of several
small rain showers with a total amount of 11.2 mm. This rain shower was
characterized by relatively low intensities. Maximum intensity of 0.06
mm/min. Seven sequential fractions (6 to 12) provided the most
isotopically depleted rain water (-7.5%o to -9%o).

The third rain shower, recorded 9 hours later between 14:30-16:00
(62:30-64:00), consisted of a single shower of 2.8 mm, with a peak intensity
of 0.15 mm/min. Three additional rain samples were isotopically enriched
518O close to -3%o. A comparison between Figures 14b and 14c reveals that
each rain shower was characterized by stable isotopic composition which
differed significantly from shower to shower. The same pattern was
obtained from tritium measurements: 7.6±0.9, 10.8+1.4 and 5.5±1.3 TU for
each rain shower, respectively.

In this particular storm, a negative pattern was found between
rainfall intensities and 818O values (Figures 14a versus 14c). This
contradicts what was reported by Yapp (1982) for a humid zone, where a
smaller evaporation effect is expected during high intensities. 8D values
for the same rain samples show a similar pattern as obtained by 518O.
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A binary diagram of 8D versus 818O (Figure 15) shows three major
distinguished clusters between the MWL and MMWL associated with each
rain shower. A average 818O and 5D of the rain with -5.23 % and -26%O/

respectively appears to be in a depleted position relative to that of the
runoff, (UCW) with -3.5% and -10% for 518O and 5D, respectively. The
three 518O clusters (one for each rain shower) probably indicate prevailing
synoptic conditions in each rain shower.

(b) Runoff

Though 11.2 mm of rainfall were recorded in the second rain
shower even over the rocky terrain, no runoff was produced. This may be
ascribed to very low intensities. However, runoff was recorded at the
UCW after the third rain. Such meager rainfall could produce runoff only
when the entire surface storage was totally full. The runoff lasted 41
minutes during which six runoff samples were obtained. The 818O values
appeared to be quite stable, between -3.35 %o to -3.58% (Figure 16) similar
to the 818O of the third rain shower. However a close view of the temporal
818O distribution indicates that the runoff water became somewhat
depleted in 818O as the flow progressed. That the 818O and 8D values of
the runoff were found to be more depleted than for the corresponding
rainfall (third rain shower) will further be discussed in Chapter 5.3. The
total runoff volume of 2.8 m3 from the UCW infiltrated into the colluvial
stream channel before it reached the LCW.
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5.1.3 Rainstorm of 22-24 March 1991

(a) Rainfall

This rain storm lasted three consecutive days (21:45-68:15) with three
distinct rain showers (Figure 17). The first rain shower began with 13 hours of
drizzle with only 1.4 mm. At 10:56 (36:56) a short but heavy shower period
with a maximum intensity of 0.63 mm/min, delivered 6.2 mm of rainfall in
12 minutes. The storm continued with very moderate intensity: 5.3 m m
during four hours with an average of 0.05 ± 0.06 mm/min over a three
minute period. In this portion of the storm, seven sequential samples were
collected that were relatively isotopically heavy (-3.59% to -3.83%o for 818O).
Since rain sample No. 2, which had extremely high values of -0.09%o 818O
and +9.6 % 8D, produced no noticeable effect on the consequent runoff, I
assume that water in rain Fraction 2 evaporated from the bottle and should
not be considered in the analyses.

The second rain shower 22:57-07:31 with 15.5 mm (46:57-55:31 in Figure
17) provided eight samples (Nos. 8-15) with extremely depleted 818O values
from -6.19% (No. 8) to -10.47% (No. 10). An average 818O value of -9.78%
for the 10th to 14th rain samples. Except for a 3.5 hour break after the first
millimeter, it was a continuous storm with an average rainfall intensity of
0.08 mm/min, and a maximum intensity of 0.175 mm/min during three-
minute period.

About five hours later, the third rain shower 12:46-20:15 (60:46-68:15)
consisted of 15.6 mm with a maximum intensity of 0.3 mm/min in a three
minute period. This rain shower provided eight additional samples with the
heaviest 818O values occurring between -1.75% to -2.4%o. Only the 19th
sample was slightly lighter (-4.5%).

Here, again, no correlation between the S18O values and rainfall
intensities was discerned (Figures 17a and 17c). High intensities in the first
and the third rain showers were associated with isotopically heavy rain
showers. The second rain shower with a lower intensity was isotopically
depleted. The 8D / S18O plot is shown in Figure 18a. Except for the four
fractions from the third rain shower, the points fall between the MWL and
MMWL. The three 818O domains correspond to the three rain showers
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(Figure 17). As for the two previous rain storms, which show stable and
almost constant isotopic values within each rain shower, one sample from
each shower was analyzed for tritium. Distinguished tritium values were
obtained for each group. Though the pattern of 518O was similar to the storm
of the 11-13 March 1990, the pattern of tritium was completely opposite: high
tritium values were associated with relatively enriched d18O values.

(b) Runoff

Four flows were recorded and sampled at the UCW. Similarly, four
flows were recorded at the LCW, but runoff samples were available only for
the fourth flow. In addition four flows were recorded and sampled from a
rocky plot 12D in an adjacent basin in order to elaborate on the possible spatial
variability of isotopes within the rain cell.

1. UCW

The first flow 10:56-11:08 (34:56-35:08 in Figure 19) was produced by a
short and very intense rain shower of 6.2 mm. Three runoff samples were
collected with an average 818O value of -5%o, about 1.4%o lighter than the
temporally corresponding rainfall (Fraction 4 with -3.6%o). The previous rain
storm occurred in March 6, almost two and a half weeks earlier. Therefore,
surface storage was completely empty and could not explain the depleted
runoff versus the corresponding rainfall.

The second flow 12:02-12:52 (36:02-36:52 in Figure 19) was produced by
approximately 5.2 mm of rainfall. Twelve additional runoff samples were
collected. The S^O values varied from -4.25%o to -5.27%o, while the B^O
values of the relevant rainfall was-3.7%0. Again the runoff was isotopically
depleted by approximately l%o with respect to the rain.

The third flow 02:40-06:15 (50:40-54:15 in Figure 20) was produced by the
second rain shower (46:57-55:31) of 15.5 mm. Due to the limited capacity of the
sampler, only 8 additional runoff samples were collected from this flow,
which corresponded to approximately 45 minutes of runoff. The 518O value
of -9.75%o of this runoff (Figure 20) agrees with that of the corresponding rain
fraction Nos. 9-14 (-9.02% to -10.5%).
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The fourth flow (64:15-65:20) was characterized by a sharp, high peak at
the beginning of the storm (Figure 21). Seven sequential samples were
obtained from the recorded flow. For the remainder (Nos. 13-24), a
hydrograph was not available. The 818O values of the runoff water varied
from -2% to -3.4% except for No. 19 with -4.2%. According to 818O values,
the runoff started when rain samples Nos. 18 to 19 were collected (Figure 17).

2. LCW

Four runoff flows were recorded at the LCW. Due to a mechanical
failure, only 24 fractions of the last flow were sampled and analyzed for S18O
and 8D (Figures 18b and 22). This flow (64:45-69:06) was produced during the
17th to 18th fractions of the rainfall with -1.8% to -2% for 518O. The
sequential isotopic composition was similar to that of the fourth flow
sampled in the UCW. However the first seven samples were significantly
more isotopically depleted. In fact it may be said that the entire runoff (-3.5 %
to -1.8%o) was isotopically more depleted than the corresponding rainfall.

Three explanations are possible: (a) the shower which produced the
third runoff event was isotopically depleted (about -10%o). Some of this water
was contained in a surface and/or in shallow subsurface storage basin and got
mixed with the isotopically heavy last shower; (b) low temporal resolution of
the rainfall sampler; and (c) spatial variability in the isotopic composition of
the rain cell itself.

3.12D Plot

This plot is located along a rocky hillslope on the west side of the main
stream in the leeward direction of the blowing wind and rain storms (Figure
5). Four flows were recorded and sampled, each parallel to the flows at the
UCW, Twelve samples were taken from the first two events (Figure 23). The
818O values of the runoff gradually varied from -4% to -8%, while the
corresponding rainfall was -3.8%o (Figures 17 and 23). Comparing the &8O
values of the first flow in 12D with the corresponding flow in the UCW, the
gap of around -3%o is obtained. The third flow showed -9%o (518O) for sample
Nos. 13 to 16 (Figure 24). The remainder of the samples had 818O values
between -8.5% (No. 18) and -5.5% (No. 21). The fourth flow 16:30-20:15
(64:30-68:15) was characterized with 23 additional samples (Figure 25). With
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the exception of No. 16 (-4.2%o) the 518O of the rain varied from -1.8%o to
-2.2%. The 518O values of runoff varied from -2.2% (No. 3) to -4% (Nos. 7, 9
and 16) in a sort of periodic wave, similar to but further depleted than the
fourth flow in the UCW. As will be discussed in Chapter 5.3 and 5.3.1, three
possible explanations should be considered: (a) mixing; (b) low sampling
resolution; and (c) spatial variability of the isotopic composition of the rain
cell.
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Figure 19: Oxygen isotopic composition of the runoff, samples from
UCW (first and second flows 23 March, 1991).
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5.1.4 Rainstorm of 1-2 February 1990

(a) Rainfall

This rainfall (20:30-31:30), with total amount of 8.5 mm and maximum
intensity of 0.54 mm/min, had three major rain showers (Figure 26). Peak
intensity occurred at 05:40 (29:40) during the third rain shower, which
initiated the runoff (Figure 26). This rain storm with an average of -3.4%o and
-8.9%o for 5l8O and 5D, respectively was relatively heavy. The first two rain
fractions were collected during 8 hours of drizzle totaling with only 3 mm of
rain. Rain fraction 3, still with relatively heavy isotopes was sampled at the
very beginning of the most intensive shower. Rain fraction 4, during which
the runoff at the UCW began, was significantly more depleted than the others
with -4.24%o and -15.6%o for 818O and 5D, respectively. This rain fraction also
appeared to have the highest intensity of 0.55 mm/min (Figure 26a).

The linear correlation between 518O and 5D (Figure 27) elaborated on
the stable isotope distribution during the rain storm and its relation to the
outcome runoff as samples in the UCW and LCW. While the isotopic
distribution in rainfall was somewhat reflected in the flow in the UCW, the
isotopic values at the LCW were close to rain fraction 4.

(b) Runoff

1. UCW

Runoff in the UCW started after about 5 mm of rainfall at 05:30 (29:30
in Figures 26 and 28). Twelve runoff samples were taken during
approximately one hour of flow. The first two samples are missing. The
runoff started with 518O value of -3.58%o with a maximum amplitude of
±0.5 %o. The runoff in the UCW began at the beginning of rain Fraction 4,
which was isotopically further depleted. The first runoff sample (runoff
Fraction No. 3) seems to be a mixture of rain Fractions 3 and 4. Therefore, it is
assumed to be produced over the bare rock formation in the vicinity of the
hydrometric station. From an isotopic point of view, the obtained runoff i n
general is a mixture of isotopically depleted rainfall and heavy water
produced by previous rain and stored in the depression basins.
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Figure 26: Oxygen isotopic composition of rainfall for the rainstorm
of 1-2 February 1990.
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A comparison between Figures 26 and 28 suggests that runoff was
initiated at the time when rain fraction 4 was collected. Alternatively, it is
also possible that the 518O values of the runoff were affected by a later mixing
with rain Fraction 5. Later, the same isotopically depleted rain water (sample
No. 4), which also produced runoff in the upper part of the basin, reached the
hydrometric station after a time lag, thereby producing the 818O fluctuation in
the runoff.

2. LCW

Runoff started 22 minutes after it left the UCW; it lasted approximately
40 minutes. This runoff was produced simultaneously when rain Fraction 4
with 818O of -4.2% was collected (Figures 26 and 29). The mean of S18O of the
seven fractions is -4.1 %o, significantly depleted from the values obtained at
the UCW. As opposed to what we observed in the UCW, the 818O and 8D
values from the LCW did not vary in time, nor did they cluster around rain
fraction 4 (Figure 27).
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A quantitative evaluation of both runoff hydrographs seemed to reveal
that the discharge from the LCW could be partly attributed to the discharge
from the UCW. However, the depleted oxygen isotopic composition at the
LCW, compared to that at the UCW, excludes this possibility. This is also
illustrated in the 5D / 818O plot (Figure 27). This means that the volume of 8.6
m3 which left the UCW infiltrated into the stream bed channel and did not
reach the LCW. The entire discharge from the LCW was produced by the
fourth rain fraction over the near colluvial units and over the near rocky
terrain on the opposite hillslope.
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Figure 28: Oxygen isotopic composition of runoff, samples from

UCW (storm of 1-2 February 1990).
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5.1.5 Rainstorm of 1-2 April 1990

(a) Rainfall

The rain lasted from 04:45 until 13:02 (37:02) on the next day, with a
total amount of 20.6 mm in 15 samples (Figure 30). The first three samples
from the first rain shower were collected until 09:45. A small amount of the
third sample (approximately 0.2 out of 1.7 mm) belongs to the second rain
shower (14:00-19:15) which is represented by sample Nos. 4-9 together with
about 1/3 of sample No. 10. The third rain shower (28:00-37:02) provided five
more samples: 2/3 of No. 10 and Nos. 11-15. Samples 5 and 6 together
represent one rain fraction which was manually divided. These two samples,
therefore have to be considered as one sample with a weighted average of
-2.3% for 618O.

The 818O pattern assumes a wave shape of isotopically depleted values
which can be correlated either to the rain shower fractions or to rainfall
intensities. Samples obtained from showers with higher intensities, such as
Nos. 5, 8,12 and 14, revealed relatively enriched 518O values (-2.5% to -5%o)
while samples 9, 10 and 11 from moderate rainfall intensities had 818O values
between -6.0% and -6.8%. The 8D / 818O plot for the rainfall and runoff
samples is shown in Figure 31. The slope and the deuterium excess appear
between the MWL and MMWL. Most samples of the runoff are more
isotopically depleted than the weighted average value of the rain with -4.57%
for 818O (Figure 31). Three runoff samples are isotopically depleted even
further than any rain fraction.

(b) Runoff

1. UCW

Three flows were recorded in the UCW (Figures 32 and 33). The first
was very small, with a peak discharge of 0.001 mm/min. It occurred after 7
mm of rain (sample Nos. 6-7 with -2.2 %0 and -3.4% for 818O, respectively)
and only one sample was obtained with 818O of -4.2%. Here again the 818O of
the runoff was more depleted than was the corresponding rainfall. Based on
isotopic assessment, this flow corresponds to the rain Fractions 2 and 3 with
818O of -4.9% and -4%o, respectively. What may have occurred here is on-
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surface storage which even 8 hours later affected the isotopic composition of
the flow. Alternatively, this might be attributed to a coarse rain sampling
compared with the finer (high resolution) runoff sampling.
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The second flow lasted from 17:10 to 17:55 (Figure 32) during which six
samples were collected. The 518O values ranged between -4.8% (No. 4) and
-6%o (No. 7) where the corresponding rainfall samples Nos. 8-9 (Figure 30)
were -5%o and ~6%o, respectively. The isotopic composition at the beginning
of this flow (sample Nos. 3 and 4) was affected by that of the storage mixed
together with the current rainfall. The isotopic value in the storage combined
the first flow (-4.2%) with heavy rainfall fractions 6 (-2.2%o) and 7 (-3.6%°).
Therefore, runoff fractions 3 (-5.4%o) and 4 (-4.7%) reflect a mixing of the
current rainfall (-5%o to -6%) with the relatively heavy water in storage.
Similarly, the 818O values of the runoff samples (Nos. 5 to 9) is explained by a
mixing of these two types of water: current rainfall and the prevailing storage.
Runoff activated during collection of the heavy rainfall segment No. 7,
flowed down hill towards the sampling station and mixed with new,
isotopically depleted rain (sample Nos. 8-9).

The third flow (28:10-31:30) with its S18O values is illustrated in Figure
33. The 518O started with -7.7%o (No. 10) and gradually became less negative
(-5.5%o, No. 23). The pattern of this runoff corresponds to rain sample No. 11
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with an 818O value of -7%0 as well as to rain sample Nos. 12-14 with -5.1 %o.
However the runoff (Nos. 10-12) showed isotopically depletion even more
than the most depleted fraction of the rainfall (Figure 31). As already
mentioned for previous storms, this might be explained by relatively low
sampling resolution of the rainfall or by spatial isotopic distribution within
the rain cell.

2. LCW

The first wave of discharge through the LCW started almost at the
same time as in the UCW (Figure 34). These values can be related temporally
to the eighth and the ninth rain fractions. Based on isotopic considerations,
the first three samples could not have originated from the UCW outflow.
Therefore, it had to be produced in the vicinity of the LCW station. The rest of
the samples were stable with a mean of -5.8 %o for 5l8O and -30 %o for 8D. This
is most likely due to a large storage capacity and mixture along the alluvial
sections, which were already saturated from the previous spillage from the
UCW. Due to electrical failure, the second flow through the LCW was not
sampled.
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5.1.6 Rainstorm of 24-26 Tanuary 1991

(a) Rainfall

Rainfall began on January 24 at 21:11 and lasted until 21:03 (69:03) on
January 26 with two major showers of 51.3 mm (more than 50% of the annual
average) (Figure 35). Fifteen rain fractions adding up to 25 mm were obtained
from the first part of the storm. Due to a mechanical problem, samples Nos. 8
and 9 received the same water. A similar mechanical failure caused only
three rain fractions (Nos. 16-18) to be sampled during the second shower. The
518O value of the first part of the storm was -4.75 %t>; it became more negative,
with wave patterns down to -6.2% and -7.2%, in rain samples Nos. 6 and 12,
respectively.

The second part of the storm that fell between 5:00-21:03 (53:00-69:03)
consisted of an intensity peak of 0.37 mm/min. During this shower additional
27.48 mm of rain was collected in only three fractions. Sample No. 16
represents 24.58 mm of rainfall while the other fractions represent, as usual
around 2 mm each. This volume of rain was collected from 23:30 (47:30) to
11:00 (59:00). The 518O and 5D values of this shower are significantly depleted,
varying from -7.08% and -21.9% to -9.5% and -46.1%, respectively.

The 6D / 518O plot (Figure 36) shows a deuterium excess of about 30, far
above that of the MMWL for rainfall and runoff. Most of the runoff samples
are isotopically depleted compared to the average value of the rain, with
-5.89% and -17% for 818O and 5D, respectively.

(b) Runoff

1. UCW
This storm produced the first runoff of the 1990/91 rainfall season.

After a long dry period water storage in the soil was negligible and no
contribution from soil moisture to the total volume of runoff was expected.
This storm, therefore, may be used to examine isotopic evolution through
runoff without any mixing between overland flow and stored soil water if, in
fact, it ever exists. Runoff was recorded and sampled at both UCW and LCW
stations. The first flow at the UCW 11:36-11:50 (35:36-35:50 in Figure 37)
produced five samples. Five more runoff samples were obtained from the
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second flow (37:43-38:42). The third flow 18:35-19:50 (42:35-43:50) provided 14
additional samples.

The remainder of the flows for this day were not sampled because all
sampler bags were already full. Therefore, the third flow on the next day
(53:20-62:15) was lost except for two samples (Nos. 25 and 26) which were
collected by hand. These samples were taken from the flood tail at the UCW
at 60:50 and 61:00, respectively (Figure 36).

In the first flow (Nos. 1-5) quite stable 518O values prevailed starting
with -6.2%o which was isotopically enriched to -5.8%o toward sample No. 5
(Figure 37). This flow temporally corresponds to rain fraction 6 with 51SO of
-6.23%o. The enrichment process might be attributed either to a heavy rainfall
in the preceding rain fractions, or to the following rain fraction No. 7 (Figure
35c). The next five runoff samples correspond both temporally and
isotopically (around -5.2%o) to rain fraction No. 7 showing 818O of -5.35%o.
Following the isotopic depletion of rain fractions 11 and 12 (around -7.0 %> for
518O), the third flow gradually matched this value after five sequential runoff
samples (Nos. 11-15). Runoff fraction No. 18 was exceptionally heavy (-4.85 %o
and -10.3 %o for 518O and 8D, respectively) with no logical explanation except
evaporation from the bottle. The rest of the runoff samples reflect rain
fractions 13 and 14 with 518O of -6.2% and -6.16%, respectively. Runoff
samples 25 (-8.42%) and 26 (-7.64%) from the flood tail of the fourth flow
correspond to rain fractions 17 and 18 with -9.5 % and -7.2%o, respectively
(Figure 36).

2. LCW

Runoff in the LCW (Figure 38) started almost eight hours after it had
appeared in the UCW. It matches the third flow leaving the UCW. The first
two flows from the UCW, with a total volume of 3.5 m3 totally infiltrated
along the channel between the two stations. The first flow consisting of nine
runoff samples shows quite stable isotopic values of around -6.8 % and -25 %
for 518O and 8D, respectively. Although this flow corresponds well with the
third flow at the UCW, its isotopic value is slightly depleted as can be seen in
Figure 36b. This might be explained by direct contribution from rain fractions
11 and 12 (Figure 36a).
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The second flow in LCW (53:39-60:39) had nine samples (Nos. 10 to 18)
while sample Nos. 19-24 represents the third flow (as shown in Figure 39).
The second and the third flows were not sampled in the UCW, so their
isotopic composition can be related only to that of the rainfall. The 818O value
of the runoff in the LCW with -7.8%c corresponds with that rain (Nos. 16 and
17, with -8.5%o). Sample No. 25 which was taken manually, represents the
flood tail at 60:30; it reflects the isotopic composition of rainfall Fraction 17. As
this was the first major storm of the season, the isotopic composition of the
runoff should have solely reflected that of the rainfalP Differences may be
attributed both to short-term surface detention storage and to a time lag
between rainfall and runoff at the outlet of the basin.
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Figure 37: Oxygen isotopic composition of runoff, samples from
UCW (storm of 24-26 January, 1991).
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5.1.7 Rainstorm of 7-8 February 1991

(a) Rainfall

This storm consisting of six rain showers lasted from 08:58 (February 7)
until 14:32 the next day (38:22 in Figure 40. The total amount of rainfall was
12.7 mm. Seven rain samples were collected. The maximum rainfall
intensities were 0.27 and 0.45 mm/min for a three minute period which
occurred while sample Nos. 5 and 7 were collected. The distribution
intensities of the rainfall and its isotopic composition are illustrated in
Figures 40a and 40c. It appears that the lowest rain intensity was associated
with the isotopically most depleted fraction (No. 3) while the last two rain
showers, with highest intensities, were associated with relatively isotopically
enriched 518O.

The first shower (08:58-9:20) with only 1 mm of rain is represented by
sample No. 1. The second (12:43-14:18), with 2.7 mm of rain, was mainly
sampled by No. 2. Sample No. 3 was taken from the third rain shower (19:51-
20:17), during which about 2.5 mm which accumulated over the course of 16
hours of light rainfall. The fourth sample is mainly from the fourth rain
shower (28:38-30:26) with 1.8 mm of rain. The fifth and sixth samples are
primarily from the fifth shower (35:10-35:42) with 3.2. The sixth rain shower,
which began (37:31-38:22) with 3.1 mm, was represented in the sixth and
seventh samples. According to the rainfall chart (Figure 40b), each rain
sample, except for the last represents a distinct shower.

The 518O values of this rain storm assume a bell shaped distribution;
relatively enriched 818O both at the beginning and at the end of this storm
(-3.34%0 and -4.0%o) which was depleted (-7.0% to -7.52%) in the third
sample. The 5D / 818O plot is presented in Figure 41. The samples are situated
along the MMWL with a deuterium excess of 22. Here the average 818O value
of the rain (-5.51 %o) is more isotopically depleted than in most of the runoff
samples.
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(b) Runoff

Three flows during the fifth and sixth rain showers were produced and
recorded at the UCW (Figure 42). The first flow (35:30-36:00) occurred during
the fifth rain shower.

Three runoff samples were collected with 818O of -3.8%o while the
corresponding rain fractions 5 and 6 were significantly depleted with -5.5%o
and -4.2%0, respectively. The same level of enriched 818O continued also in
the second flow (-3.7%) and in the two samples (Nos. 5 and 6) from the third
flow. A depletion in S18O may be noted in flow fractions Nos. 7 and 8, with
-4.1 %o and -5.2%o, respectively, and temporarily is associated with the sixth
and seventh rain samples. It seems, however, that this isotopic depletion in
818O is also associated with the isotopically depleted rain fractions 3 and 4. As
was deduced from S18O, the discrepancy in overland flows and the
corresponding rain fractions may be explained by a delayed runoff which
might be associated with surface depression storage.
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In the LCW, 19 water samples were collected with almost the same
818O values of -4.5%o (Figure 43). Hydrograph data for the LCW were not
available due to mechanical failure of the recorder. However field
observations suggest that three distinct flows passed the flume. The first 4
runoff fractions seem to have been sampled during the first flow; they were
slightly depleted by 0.5 %o compared with the same flow recorded in the
UCW. This discrepancy is even more pronounced when runoff fraction No. 6
is considered. Runoff samples 7 to 19 are probably from the second flow
whose 8- 8O values are almost identical to that of the third flow sampled at
the UCW. The fact that for the i>ame flows runoff at the lower outlet of the
basin appears to be further depleted in stable isotopes might be attributed to
spatial variability within the rain cell, which might be super-imposed on the
different and short surface streamlines that contribute runoff directly to the
LCW from nearby rocky terrain and the colluvial belt.
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5.1.8 Rainstorm of 5-6 March 1991

(a) Rainfall

The storm started on 5 March at 03:52 and lasted until 12:57 (36:57) with
a total amount of 16.7 mm and a maximum intensity of 0.17 mm/min
(Figure 44a). As in the previous storms, the distribution of 818O values
oscillated in terms of isotopically heavy and depleted water, as shown in
Figures 44c.

The first rain shower (03:52-04:00) is represented by the first two and
part of the third samples, with 518O of -3.59%, -5.9% and -6.2%o, respectively.
Intensity during the third fraction was the lowest recorded during this shower
(0.015 mm/min), it had a similar isotopically depleted 818O value as in rest of
the shower.

The second rain shower (10:40-16:40) produced six samples. The first
five samples (Nos. 4-8) were isotopically depleted with an average of -8.7%o
for 518O. The ninth fraction, with heavy water (-5.43%o), was collected during
a 12 hour period (Figure 44).

The third rain shower (28:00-36:30) delivered five sequential rain
samples (Nos. 10-14). The rain began with 818O value of -9.5%o and became
increasingly isotopically enriched up to the 13th fraction with -4%o (Figure
44). In the 5D / 818O plot ( Figure 45), the values of the rain sample Nos. 1-8
fall between the MWL and MMWL, while those of Nos. 9-14 from the third
rain shower are above the MMWL, with a deuterium excess of 27. As will be
further discussed in Chapter 5.3, it probably attributed to two distinct rain cells
of different composition.

The average 518O value of that rain (-5.93%o) is far from that of any
other recorded of runoff (Figure 45). This shows again that the isotopic values
of an arid runoff can not be directly related to that of the average isotopic
values of the rainfall.
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(b) Runoff

Four flows in the UCW were recorded and sampled for 818O and 8D
analyses (Figures 45 and, 46). The first flow was produced after 5 mm of rain
when rain sample No. 5 was collected with 818O of -9.3%o. The isotopic
composition of the two first runoff samples was identical. In this case, the
depression storage effect is not detectable, if it existed at all. As this runoff at
the UCW was the first flow out of the basin, which appeared after only 5 m m
of rain, runoff might have been produced in the immediate vicinity of the
basin's outlet near the gauging station.

The second flow (16:40-16:52) occurred toward the end of the second
rain shower, and one sample with a S18O value of -9.3 %o was obtained (Figure
46). The runoff was produced by a short rain (0.1 mm/min) sampled in rain
fraction No. 8 (Figure 44) with -8.2%o for 818O. One possibility for obtaining an
isotopically depleted runoff from a heavy rain is that isotopically depleted
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water from the previous shower (Nos. 5-7) stored in the depression storage
and mixed with water from the new rain, represented by rain fraction 8.

The third flow (28:40-29:30) with five samples showed a constant 818O
around -9%> (Figure 47). Fraction 10 of the rain (Figure 44) had -9.5 % for
S18O, and corresponds in time to the beginning of this flow, which started
with -9%o and became isotopically enriched up to -8.8 %o. Due to the
depression storage effect, the sampled runoff is a combination of light water
with about -9.5%o from the depression storage (rain fraction No. 10), and rain
water of -8%o (Fraction 11). The enriched rain fraction No. 9 (-5.4%o) is not
noticeable in the 818O values of the runoff. This finding suggests that during
the 11 hour gap between the second and the third rain shower, the surface
storage lost all of the water mainly by infiltration.

The fourth flow (35:54-36:48) with eight samples (Nos. 9-16) varied
between -4.97% to -4.78%o for 518O (Figure 47). This runoff was produced
during the collecting of fractions 13 and 14 of the rain with 5 18O value of
-3.87%o and -5.41 %o, respectively. The 818O in the runoff is probably a result of
mixing rain water of -5.41 %o and -3.87%o.

In the LCW only one flow, which corresponds to the fourth flow in the
UCW, was sampled. The total volume of 2.5 m3 of the first three flows from
the UCW infiltrated into the stream channel between the two stations. The
818O values of the eight samples in the LCW are quite consistently around
-5% (Figure 48), which agrees with those of the samples belonging to the
fourth flow in the UCW.
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5.2 Tritium distribution in rainfall

Tritium is the radioactive isotope of hydrogen, having a half life of
12.43 years. The water molecule HTO is associated in the hydrological cycle.
The sources of tritium are both natural (cosmic ray production) and artificial
(thermonuclear tests during the period 1953-1962).

Groundwater bodies may be classified according to their tritium
content (Shimuda et al., 1993). Edmunds and Walton (1980) used tritium to
estimate the recharge rate in Cyprus. They employed both isotopic and
geochemical data. Low tritium levels were characteristic for low recharge of
relatively large aquifers. The content of tritium has also been studied for
precipitation. Carmi and Gat (1973) sampled rainfall in the southern coastal
plain of Israel for a period of 13 years. Each sample represented one month.
The overall characteristics reflects changes parallel to those in stations in the
Northern Hemisphere. Gvirtzman and Magaritz (1986) used an average value
of tritium for each storm during the winter to compare with the tritium
value of groundwater. They assumed that the concentration of tritium during
the winter was always higher than the tritium value in the groundwater.
Levin et al., (1980) sampled rainfall for isotopic analyses every day for 30
rainfall events and found significant variations between rain storms.
However they did not consider variations within storms.

Gat (1980), after Groeneveld (1977), showed a maximum 3H in the
spring and summer over a yearly cycle, and a minimum value in winter,
with a ratio range of 2.5-6. Gat (1980) reported higher tritium levels in the
high troposphere compared to lower altitudes. High tritium values occurred
toward the end of December, and low ones were found in mid-June. Gat and
Geyh (personal communications, 1993) hypothesize that storms originating in
the Indian Ocean are associated with tritium levels close to zero, whereas
high tritium is associated with storms originating in Northern Europe.

Mazor (1991) and Gat (1980, after Groeneveld 1977) showed seasonal
changes in tritium values of precipitation with peaks in summer and low
values in winter. In none of the above-mentioned instances, did the research
concern the change in the tritium content during the storm itself. The main
point of using the tritium was to show that the division of rain storm into
rain showers based on rainfall chart and stable isotopic composition can also
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be guided by tritium, which provides the same partition pattern of rain

showers.

5.2.1 Results

The samples for 3H were taken after every 2 mm of rainfall. Rain
showers in three different storms were identified according to the rainfall
chart and 518O values.

For the storm of 25-26.1.90, two rain showers were identified. Their
tritium values were 14.6 and 11.5 T.U. with -8% and -9.5% for S18O,
respectively (Figure 11). In this storm, high 518O value was associated with
high T.U. and depleted 518O with low T.U. However the isotope data indicate
a clear source difference between the two rain showers.

For the storm of 11-13.3.90, three rain showers were identified with
tritium values of 7.6,11.2 and 5.6 for T.U. and -2%, -8% and - 3 % for 518O
(Figure 14). In this storm high 518O values were associated with low T.U. and
low 518O values with high T.U.

For the storm of 22-24.3.91 three rain showers were identified with 26.0,
19.3 and 30.3 T.U. and with -3.8%, -9.5% and -2.2% for 618O (Figure 17). Low
51SO values were associated with low T.U. and high 518O values with high
T.U., the same trend as that of the first storm mentioned and opposite to that
of the second. Thus, when correlating 518O (or 5D) data against the tritium of
one storm, no correlation can be ascertained.

5.2.2 Conclusions

The tritium analyses support the conclusion derived from the stable
isotope analyses: each storm might be composed of different rain sources
which have different stable and radioactive isotopic compositions. Probably
related to change in storm trajectories, the source of the vapor, and effect of
the altitude.

These results, obtained under desert conditions, suggest that tritium
values may change during a storm, a shift which must be taken into account
if the tritium is used as a tracer.
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5.3 Discussion

These detailed analyses of isotopic composition of rainfall and runoff
were made possible through the use of sequential rainwater and runoff
samplers. They have provided results the significance of which is rather
general. Rainstorms composed of individual showers with a rainless period
between each of the showers show an isotopic composition which differs by
several per mils from that of the preceding or the following rain shower. In
some rain storms rather constant isotopic values prevailed for each shower.
Others show variable isotopic distributions with significant differences for
every 2 mm of rain. Variations in the isotope composition of rainfall could be
identified in the consequent runoff at the reeky portion of the basin but not
along the stream channel.

(a) Rainfall

A high variability in the isotopic composition of rainfall was observed
even during a single rainstorm. 818O values within a single storm may vary
from -2%o to -10 %o. Two modes of isotopic variation were identified: In the
first mode, the isotopic composition for each rain shower remained quite
constant, regardless of changes in the rain intensity (i.e. see Figures 11,14 and
17). In the second mode the rain had a variable isotopic composition with a
wavy shape.

In four storms rainfall intensities and isotopic composition were
poorly correlated. This negates what was found by Yapp (1982) in a humid
zone. In four other storms (see Figures 14, 17, 30 and 44) some negative
correlation was found: high rainfall intensities were associated with enriched
isotopic values and low intensities with depleted values.

Analysis of the synoptic situation during such storms is beyond the
scope of this study, but it might be possible that significant differences in the
isotopic composition (both stable and tritium) are due to variations in the
synoptic conditions both in terms of the source of the vapors and the
trajectory of the rain cell (Gat, 1980; Leguy et al, 1983). Furthermore,
significant differences in the isotopic composition in a large rain cell, might
be expected from the outer rim of the cell toward its core. Each of the
individual showers may represent a small amount of rainfall with a specific
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isotopic composition. As the rain cell progresses, the rainfall trajectory varies
in time and space providing moisture with different isotopic composition.
The rate at which the rain storm progresses in a specific location induces the
isotopic composition of rainfall at the sampling point as well as the rate of
temporal change in the isotopic variations.

In all storms, the weighted average value of 518O and 5D was calculated
and posted in the of 818O / 5D diagram. The object was to show that in most
cases this value had no meaning when runoff is related to the isotopic
composition of the rainfall. The distribution of the 518O in the runoff
(Chapter 5), was only related to one sample of rainfall which represented the
entire storm. The findings provided in this research indicate that this
approach might be correct for humid regions but not for arid storms.

(b) Runoff

A high variability in the isotopic composition of runoff was observed.
This variability was found to be more pronounced in the small rocky section
than for the entire drainage basin. None of the eight storms showed any
indication of significant evaporation. The 818O and 8D values of the runoff
followed the meteoric lines with respect to the corresponding rainfall. In
many storms, runoff fractions were found to be isotopically more depleted
than the average value of the rainfall. This same phenomenon was also
found when the isotopic composition of the runoff fractions was related to
that of the fractions of the causative rain. This observation was surprising, as
it is usually assumed that evaporation of runoff water results in isotopic
enrichment. Three possible explanations are considered: mixing effect, spatial
isotopic variability within the rain cell, and different sampling resolution for
rainfall and runoff. Moreover, a combination of two or all of the above
explanations might hold.

1. Mixing of water from rain showers with different isotopic composition.
Runoff may be caused by an isotopically heavy rain followed by a lighter one,
or vice versa. The water from the previous rain shower (either depleted or
enriched) that was caught in the depressions as storage was mixed with the
runoff produced by a current rain shower. This process occurred in both
directions, and the volume of this depression storage was assessed
independently with a simple mass balance calculation of three storms. This
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simple balance approach requires four assumptions: 1) no lost evaporation
during the short time of flow; 2) constant infiltration rate in the entire flow
duration; 3) homogenous rainfall distribution over the basin; and 4) though
"partial area contribution" supposed to be, it is assumed that overland flow
covering the whole basin.

If R (mm) is the rainfall amount, I (mm/min) is the constant rate of
infiltration, A (m2) is the area of UCW basin, and RO (m3) is the volume of
the runoff leaving the UCW, the volume of the surface depression storage Vs
can be evaluated from the following expression:

Vs=R*A-(RO+I*A)

Based on 20 years of runoff records (Yair, personal communication) and based
on eight storms analyzed in this research, runoff never occurred in rainfall
intensities less than 0.05 mm/min. Therefore, for the following analyses 0.05
mm/min is minimal rate of infiltration over the rocky terrain with area of
8150 m2. The volume of the depression storage was calculated for the
following storms:

Water balance for the storm of 11-13.3.90:
Rainfall of 2.9 mm over an area of 8150 m2 equaled 23.64 m3;

The measured volume of runoff was 2.8 m3;
Infiltration rate of 0.05 mm/min for 35 min equaled 14.26 m3.
Therefore, the storage volume over the entire rocky section is 8.37 m3.

Water balance for the storm of 1-2.2.90:
Rainfall of 4.2 mm over an area of 8150 m2 equaled 34.23 m3;
The measured volume of runoff was 8.6 m3;
Infiltration rate of 0.05 mm/min for 42 min equaled 17.12 m3.
Therefore, the storage volume over the entire rocky section is 8.51 m3-

Water balance for the storm of 5-6.3.91:
Rainfall of 4.3 mm over an area of 8150 m2 equaled 35 m3;
The measured volume of runoff was 6.5 m3;
Infiltration rate of 0.05 mm/min for 50 min equaled 20.38 m3.
Therefore, the storage volume over the entire rocky section is 8.12 m3.
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This calculated volume, for all practical purposes, is identical to the
volume obtained for the previous storm. This storage capacity was also
confirmed by the solution of a mathematical model later described in Chapter
9.

The effect on the depression storage of a mix of isotopes is limited to 30
to 35 min (about 5 to 6 runoff samples). This means that for the Sede Boker
Experimental Site, it takes about 30 min before rainfall excess from the
farthest section of the basin reaches the UCW from the top water divide. This
time lap represents the "isotopic concentration time" of the basin which is
related to the hydrological time of concentration. That the isotopic
concentration time is always 30 to 35 minutes suggests that these two terms
are virtually identical. Further discussion on the mixing process is provided
in Chapters 9 and 10.

During two rain events in January and April 1990 (Chapters 5.1.1 and
5.1.5), some of the runoff samples were isotopically more depleted than any
fraction of the rainfall. In these cases the mixing process cannot explain
isotopic observations. The following two explanations, however, seem to
clarify the above-mentioned phenomenon.

2. Spatial variability of the isotopic composition of rainfall within the

drained area.
Inasmuch as the isotopic composition of a single rain cell varying in

both space and time may not be uniform, parts of the drained area may
simultaneously receive rains with different isotopic compositions. Although
this might be visible in the isotopic composition in the runoff sampled over a
large area, such differences cannot be detected by a single rain sampler. Figure
49 shows a schematic hypothetical configuration of the relation between the
location of the rainfall sampler relative to the position of the rain cell. The
rain sampler located at the edge of the cell collects relatively enriched water.
The runoff sampler, however, collects water from the entire basin which is
mainly composed of isotopically depleted water from the center of the rain
cell. An indication of spatial variation in the isotopic composition of rainfall
within a small watershed (0.6 km2) may be derived from the isotopic
composition of runoff collected at various runoff plots. In several storms,
runoff samplers at two or more plots simultaneously collected water with
different isotopic composition. Such a phenomenon can be seen in the storm
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of 22-24.3.91 (Chapter No. 5.1.3), the plots of which had significant different
values of 518O (-5% in UCW and -8%o in the 12D) produced by the same rain
cell during the same time segment. The distance between the two plots is only
300 m. Spatial variability may be more effective in small rain cells. It does not,
however, undermine the mixing effect of the depression storage. At most, it
may explain some deviations from the pure mixing approach.

\
\

• rainfall sampler

• runoff sampler

— watershed border
iso-isotope line

-5.0 818O
' • rain cell trajectory

scale 500 m

Figure 49: A schematic illustration of the relationship between the
location of rainfall and runoff samplers and the rain cell's
trajectory with its isotopic composition.

3. Sampling resolution of rainfall versus runoff.
When runoff is generated over the rocky terrain, it is often produced by

short (1-3 min) but intensive rain of less than 1 mm. The isotopic
composition of the specific corresponding rain fraction is practically
unknown as the sequential rain sampler often collects rainwater over a
longer duration. It therefore might be true that the rain fraction of 2 m m
collected by the sequential sampler is too coarse compared with the actual rain
segment which generated the runoff. In fact, for a basin area of 8,150 m2 above
the UCW and assuming only 15% runoff efficiency, every millimeter of
rainfall should yield 1.2 m3 of runoff. Therefore, if the isotopic composition
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in rainfall varies during a 1 mm interval, the 2 mm sampling fraction for
rainfall is insufficient to meet the high runoff sampling resolution. A good
example is the third flow of storm of 1-2.4.90 (5.1.5). In Figure 30, the 518O
shift between two sequential rain samples (11 to 12) was 2%o while the
enrichment of the corresponding runoff segment (10 to 23) was limited to
0.2%o (Figure 33). The effect of high and low resolution of rainfall sampling
was checked and described in Chapter 5.3.1. In all storms where the isotopic
composition during the rain shower was constant (the first mode), the
sampling resolution explanation could not be validated.

The above explanations are not necessarily exclusive. Their
combination results in a very complicated isotopic picture which for this set
of experimental conditions, may be impossible to fully disentangle. Since all
these explanations may hold for every case, each might be demonstrated for a
specific storm where it was the dominant factor.

Four general conclusions can be deduced:

1. In order to properly study the relationship between the isotopic
composition of rainfall and runoff, a very detailed monitoring of the spatial
and temporal variability of the isotopic composition is required for both
rainfall and runoff. A proper spatial grid shows a few hundred meters
distance, and the time interval for runoff sampling should be limited to one
or two minutes.

2. In view of the high variability observed in the isotopic composition of
rainfall and runoff even for a single rainstorm, it seems impossible to
characterize the deep fast percolation of water through fractures of unique
isotopic composition. Chapter 6 describes an attempt to assess the isotopic
composition of the percolating water in the colluvial unit. It is almost
impossible to relate the isotopic composition of the soil moisture in the
colluvium to the isotopic composition of a single storm.

3. In rainstorms with high isotopic variability, the weighted average
value is meaningless when it is related to runoff produced over a small rocky
watershed. Differences between these values may proceed in both directions.
As previously suggested, such differences are due to the runoff having come
from a very small fraction of the rain, with a very specific isotopic
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composition. Therefore the isotopic composition of the runoff fits only that
fraction.

4. High tritium variability emerged in those three storms of the first
mode. Generally, tritium variations are used to identify the rate of deep
percolation. However, as found in this work, significant infiltration takes
place from overland flow which might be produced by small rain fractions
the tritium content of which is far from the weighted average. Therefore, if a
piston model is assumed, vertical variations in tritium might be attributed to
different runoff events rather than to seasonal fluctuations.
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5.3.1 Sampling resolution

Sequential sampling of rainfall for stable isotope analyses has
demonstrated that significant spatial and temporal variations occur (Levin et
alv 1980; Adar and Long, 1987; Adar et al. 1980). The last-mentioned paper
shows that isotopic variations may occur within a single rain even between
intermittent showers. It was often found that a specific runoff sample was
isotopically more depleted than the corresponding rain sample. This led me
to inquire what sampling resolution could be derived to characterize such
isotopic distribution of runoff in rain storms. Among other possibilities, it
may be attributed to a coarseness of rain sampling versus runoff.

A standard sequential rain sampler (S.R.S.) was designed to
accommodate approximately 2 mm of rainfall in each water sample. The
sampler was operated at the Sede Boker Experimental Site near the
hydrometric station at Plot 4. The same type of sampler, except for a higher
sampling resolution (H.R.S.) of about 1 mm was constructed and posted in
Plot 9, a distance of about 120 m from Plot 4 and 35 m higher in elevation
(Figure 5). Two rain storms, (1) on January 11-13 and (2) on February 2-6, 1993,
were sampled and analyzed for the 518O and 8D.

The distribution of rainfall is presented in Figure 50 (A and B). The first
storm (Figure 50A) lasted for 21 hours and consisted of 3 major showers. The
second storm (Figure 50B) lasted for 78 hours and contained 4 rain showers.
Nine mm of rainfall were sampled in seven samples by the S.R.S. and 13
samples were recorded by the H.R.S. samplers respectively during the first
storm. The 22% difference in rainfall between the two samplers might be a
result of local topographic conditions and variations in air turbulence around
the samplers. During the second rain storm, 4.7 mm of rainfall were collected
in four samples in the S.R.S. and in nine samples by the H.R.S., respectively.
Figure 51 shows the 818O values for both S.R.S. and H.R.S. samples compared
to the amount of rain during the first storm. On this graph, the quantities of
rainfall in the S.R.S. are normalized to that of the H.R.S. The clear bars with
heavy boundary lines represent the isotopic distribution as found by the
H.R.S. while the gray-shaded bars show results obtained by the S.R.S. The
width of the bars are proportional to the amount of rainfall portrayed by each
sample.
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Figure 50: Rainfall chart, the numbers representing the sample
numbers.

A. storm of 11-13 January, 1993;
B. storm of 2-6 February, 1993.

The S.R.S. isotopic values seem equal to a weighted average of the
H.R.S. with minor deviations on both sides. The remaining deviations might
be attributed to the imperfectly synchronized samplers (i.e. 2, 8 and 11 Figure
51). This is further emphasized by the 8D / 518O plot (Figure 52). Deuterium
analyses are not available for sample No. I (S.R.S.) and for samples Nos. 5 and
9 (H.R.S.). From Figure 52 it appears that sample No. II of the S.R.S. fits the
mixing line between segments 2 and 3 of the H.R.S. Sample IV may be a
mixture of samples Nos. 6 and 7; sample VI contains water from 10 and 11,
and sample VII is a mixture of 12 and 13, respectively.
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This phenomenon is better exemplified in the second rain storm as
presented in Figure 53. Considering the S.R.S., the 818O value varies from
-5.53 %0 in sample No. I to -10.96 %o in sample No. m, thereby forming four
major isotopic segments. The more detailed 818O distribution obtained with
the H.R.S. confirms the pattern achieved by the S.R.S. but with higher
resolution. It appears that the 518O value of the first millimeter of the rain
was -5.31 %o, and the most depleted sample (No. 8) reached -11.12%0.
Moreover, the trend toward depletion in 518O starts with sample No. 3 the
last segment of sample No. I. Similarly, it appears that the 818O value of
sample No. II is heavily affected by the isotopic composition of Fraction 5
rather than by that of Fraction 4. Therefore, these rainfall samples were
composed of two major rainfall sub-fractions, one from highly depleted rain
and a fraction with low to moderate enriched water. This pattern is clearly
illustrated in the 8D / 818O plot (Figure 54) where the H.R.S. segment 4 seems
to belong to the first segment (No. I) of the S.R.S. rather than to No. II. This is
further exemplified in S.R.S. segment III a combination of K.R.S sample Nos.
6, 7 and 8.

A comparison of the 618O values of the low and high resolution rain
samplers confirms the hypothesis that the stable isotopic composition in
convective storms varies considerably even during short intervals. This may
reflect changes resulting from spatial dynamic synoptic conditions. These
latter affect the time and space variations of air mass trajectories which
control the actual flow path of the air mass. A trajectory that leads water
vapor over the sea may produce a different isotopic composition than would
be obtained from air masses led mainly over the continent. The fact that
significant variation could be detected in such fine sampling resolution may
provide an explanation for peculiar observations where segments of runoff
were found to be depleted in heavy isotopes more than the corresponding
rain segment. This is clearly demonstrated by the isotopic composition of the
most depleted runoff samples in two storms: (1) 25-26.01.90 and (2) 1-2.04.90
are further depleted than the most depleted rainfall samples (Figures 12 and
31, respectively). A possible explanation for this phenomenon is the low
sampling resolution of the rainfall sampler. In other word, the rainfall
fraction that generated the runoff was less than 2 mm. This rain fraction was
probably further isotopically depleted, but this was masked by the 2 mm rain
fraction.
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Figure 53: Oxygen isotopic composition for both S.R.S. and H.R.S. rain
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The separation of rainfall into sequential samples was carried out
approximately every 2 mm according to the rainfall amount, whereas runoff
sampling was undertaken by the clock every 5 min. The use of these different
techniques caused differences in the resolution of the two samplings. When
the rainfall intensity is very high (around 0.5 mm/min), the filling time for
one sample bag changes up to ten minutes for moderate rainfall intensity (0.1
mm/min), to several hours for very low rainfall intensity (0.01 mm/min).
Since runoff samplings were carried out every 5 minutes regardless of rainfall
intensities, the resolution of runoff sampling is higher than that of the
rainfall sampling with moderate intensity. A good example occurred in the
storm of 1-2.4.90. The duration of the third runoff flow is marked as a shaded
gray area in the rainfall chart (Figure 30). This flow occurred when rain
samples Nos. 11 to 14 were collected. In spite of a sharp enrichment of 2 %o
from rain sample No. 11 to rain sample No. 12 (Figure 30), the sampling of
the following runoff shows only a moderate and gradual isotope enrichment
along 14 rain samples Nos. 10 to 23 (Figure 33).

The rainfall of the above-mentioned storms amounted to 21 and 20.6
mm, respectively. Assuming a homogeneous rainfall distribution over the
entire watershed (8,150 m2), the input of rainfall from each storm was
approximately 163 m3 (8.15 m3 for each millimeter of rain). The total volumes
of runoff recorded in these storms were only 10.98 and 18.43 m3,
corresponding to 1.35 and 2.26 mm of rainfall, respectively. Even smaller was
the actual volume of the isotopically depleted runoff. In the first storm (25-
26.01.90), 14 isotopically depleted runoff fractions were found in the second
flow (Figure 13) which indicated only seven fractions that were isotopically
more depleted than the corresponding rain fraction (Figure 12) in significant
degree. The total volume of the second runoff flow was 6.64 m3 which
corresponds only to 0.81 millimeter of rain. One may conclude, therefore, that
the seven isotopically depleted samples were produced by about 0.4 mm of
rain. Figures 30 and 31 show that the most depleted rain, Fraction 11,
produced runoff Fractions 10 to 12 (Figure 33) which are even further
isotopically depleted (Figure 31). The total volume of the runoff Fractions 10
to 23 is 7.11 m3 which conforms to 0.87 mm of rain. Therefore, the runoff
Fractions 10 to 12 were generated by less than 0.2 mm of rainfall.

These results confirm that S.R.S. discretization is sufficient for a
meteorological evaluation of the isotopic distribution in rainfall. For a
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detailed study of rainfall/runoff relation in arid rocky basin by means of stable
isotopes, however, a higher resolution sampling of rainfall is required.
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6. Tracing of water percolation with stable isotopes

Large volumes of overland flows produced over the rocky terrain
infiltrate into the top colluvial unit. It seems that much of the accumulated
water later evaporates, but some of it also might percolate into deeper
sections. During the transition from precipitation and runoff to groundwater,
isotope fractionation processes due to evaporation should change the isotopic
composition of the top soil moisture. Isotopic variability along the transition
zone at the top colluvial unit is a non-linear combination consisting of
variable isotopic input from rainfall and runoff, resulting in continuous soil
evaporation. The isotopic composition of the deep percolating water
therefore, is a result of input modifications accompanying the evaporation
process. These modifications are controlled by the thickness of the local
colluvial layer because evaporation related enrichment is more pronounced
in the shallow soil cover. When water extraction by vegetation is considered,
however, even selective moisture extraction from the soil by transpiration
does not cause any noticeable isotopic fractionation of the soil water. In an
arid zone, the degree and nature of the vegetation cover controls the soil
water balance (Gat, 1994). Therefore the main factor changing the isotopic
pattern of the liquid of the green matter is seasonal variation of water
utilization of desert plants. Gat's observations imply that the soil moisture
within both shallow and deep arid root zones experience significant isotopic
fractionation.

Stable isotopes of oxygen and hydrogen have long been used to
elaborate the subsurface flow of moisture and as indicators of soil-water
movement. Among many investigations, the most relevant examples are
those of Allison and Hughes (1983). The isotopic composition of water in the
colluvium is a mixture of old water from previous storms, with water from a
new one, and fractionation due to evaporation over the entire time scale (Gat,
1980). Conceptual models which deal with the distribution of the isotopic
composition of soil moisture as a function of depth in sands have been
suggested by Dincer et al.,- (1974); Allison and Hughes (1983); Sharma and
Hughes (1985), Raz-Knoll (1994) and Gev (1996). Quantitative models which
describe the isotopic composition as a function of depth caused by
evaporation in homogeneous soil and isothermal water have been suggested
by Barnes and Allison (1982, 1983), and for non-isothermal water by Barnes
and Allison (1984). Others, like Zimmermann et al., (1967), worked in
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saturated zones. Kendall and Gu (1991) and McDonnell et al., (1991) have
shown that even within relatively small homogeneous watersheds, soil
water and groundwater concentration may also vary widely in time and
space. None of the above-mentioned works deal with isotopic composition of
water in shallow, arid sediment as it relates to the runoff contribution from
bare rocky sections standing above.

»

Many years of rainfall/runoff observations (Yair, 1983) have revealed
that the top section of the colluvium absorbs much of the runoff generated
over the bare rock hill slope. It is yet unclear whether this "belt" of moisture
eventually evaporates, or whether water replenishes the subsurface reservoir.
One of our hypotheses is that large quantities of runoff from the rocky
headwater areas that infiltrate at the upper colluvial belt, percolates into the
colluvial layers.

One of our objectives then was, to identify or to elaborate the
subsurface flow path of the percolating water. We tried by following the flow
path of the infiltrated water with 18O as a conservative tracer. Dry drilling in
colluvial material composed of pebbles and stones, is impossible with a
portable drill. Access for heavy duty drill rigs into the research basin was
impractical due to the steepness of the topography. Therefore, on November
11, 1990, a bulldozer opened a trench along a colluvial section (Figure 5) so
fresh soil samples for soil water extraction could be obtained. Thirty-three
samples for moisture extraction were taken in seven profiles along 28 m from
the upper colluvium interface (Figure 55). Samples were taken at the end of
the summer (November 1990) when pronounced isotopic differences between
isolated and evaporated soil horizons were expected. During that sampling
the soil was relatively dry showing about 10% of volumetric soil moisture.
Soil water samples were extracted by azeotropic distillation method with
petroleum ether at 122°C. Water vapor was trapped in a closed water
condenser for several hours until the entire moisture was extracted.

6.1 Results

Profiles of 518O in seven profiles are illustrated in Figure 55. Even to a
depth of 3.5 m, all the 518O profiles within the colluvial soil may be viewed as
the result of evaporation of the soil moisture. The top soil experienced heavy
evaporation with 518O values of up to +9.9 %o. Further depleted 818O values
can be seen at a deeper layers, but these values are still much heavier than
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any rainfall or runoff sample. Typical evaporative, isotopic profiles indicate
that the "heavy" isotopic profiles in the colluvial soil are a combination of
upward evaporative flux with a limited downward infiltration of mixed,
isotopically depleted rain. The most extremely isotopically depleted samples
were found within the weathered bedrock in sections 1 to 3 (the other four
sections did not reach this layer). The 818O values of the moisture extracted
from the bottom of the colluvial cover (weathered rock or from the top
conglomerate) ranged from 1.6%o to 3.09 %a. Runoff water which accumulated
at the top of the colluvium belt during the winter had 818O values such as
-5%o to -8%o (i.e. plot 12D in Chapter 5.1.3 in Figure 23). During the dry
season, evaporation enriched the isotopic values at the top sections up to
+3%o. It seems that the remaining moisture continued to flow downward
along the rock-colluvium interface with an almost unchanged isotopic
composition (unaffected by evaporation). From the rock-colluvium interface
upward, 518O values increased toward the top soil indicating that part of the
deep water was removed by upward diffusion toward the surface. After it was
lost by evaporation, moisture with heavy isotopes remained at the surface.

6.2 Discussion

That lower 5l8O values are always found at the lower and deeper part
of the profile suggests that the deeper moisture does not originate solely from
infiltration from the top soil layer. This phenomenon was also suggested by
many moisture profiles over the colluvial section (see Figures 60, 64, 68, 71
and 72). Moisture determinations during the wet season clearly show that
vertical infiltration is limited to 75 to 100 cm. Hence it is most likely that the
moisture at a depth greater than one meter (i.e., below the caliche layer)
originates along the belt of the colluvium-rock interface. Results suggest that
the infiltrated runoff along the colluvial interface experienced intensive
evaporation: from -7% to -9%o in the runoff up to +2.3 %o in the soil
moisture. The latter 818O value is probably close to the long term weighted
average of 518O in the top colluvial section, which may represent as well the
soil water flowing along the subsurface stream line either within or on top of
weathered bedrock. From the above discussion, one may conclude, that the
isotopic data from the seven profiles along the colluvium unit cannot be
related to a specific rainfall and/or runoff event. In other words the evolution
of 818O values in the colluvial soil moisture is affected by the mixing of
several storms from different years with the long term effect of evaporation.
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On the other hand, the evolution of 818O values from rainfall to runoff is
affected not by evaporation but only by the mixing of sequential rain showers.
The processes that take place in the evolution of the 518O values in overland
flows versus subsurface flows are different. They are- mainly related to the
time scale of mixing processes. This is why the quantitative model described
in Chapter No. 9, deals only with the evolution of isotopic composition from
rainfall to runoff and not with the isotopic composition of soil moisture in
the colluvium and alluvium sections.

It must be stated here that only half of the picture has been presented.
The samples of the soil moisture in the colluvial unit were taken at the end
of summer, where the only valid process is evaporation. The 518O values of
the soil moisture (Figure 55) represent values of fractionation caused by the
evaporation of the remaining water in the vertical section of the colluvium.
This picture could change during the winter, when depleted water infiltrates
from the runoff. Therefore the conclusions of this chapter are partial and a
detailed study of the evolution of the isotopic composition in the colluvium
unit has yet to be performed during sequential years with respect to dry and
wet seasons.
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7. Flow in an unsaturated zone: tracing with sodium bromide

Soluble salts such as bromide and iodide have been used as tracers to
improve the understanding of the relationship between surface and
groundwater, in other words, flow pathways of deep percolation (Meigs and
Bahr, 1993). Others like Nikanrov and Trunov (1993) used fluorescent tracers
to study the dynamic processes in surface and groundwater. Allison et al.,
(1985) used chloride to follow the recharge in karst and dune elements of a
semi-arid landscape. Most of the new work being carried out e.g. Butters et al.,
(1989); Barnes (1989); Celia et al., (1990); Moldrup et al., (1992) deals with
models which compute the velocity of the solute and of water movement in
unsaturated soils.

In our research a soluble salt of sodium bromide was chosen as a tracer.
In November 1990, before the onset of the rainy season, salt was inserted 20
cm below the surface in two sites where initiation of lateral subsurface flow
was expected, namely, in a mini-catchment at the rocky colluvial interface
and in the transition point along a stream channel from the rocky headwater
area into the alluvial channel. The local bromide level (less than 1 ppm) was
below the detection limit. Dry core hole samples were obtained after two
sequential rainy seasons (summers of 1991 and 1992). The core samples were
crushed and mixed at a 1:1 ratio with distilled water, and the vacuum water
extracts were analyzed for bromide contents. Five core holes were then drilled
at each site: one at the injection point, in order to follow the vertical
penetration of the dissolved bromide, and the others 1 to 3.5 meters below the
injection point so as to detect possible lateral flow paths.

7.1 Results

Bromide profiles from the stream channel are depicted in Figures 56
and 57 for the summers of 1991 and 1992, respectively. After one rainy season,
the peak of the bromide profiles at the injection point were washed down
toward the bedrock, but bromides could not be traced at a depth below 1.15 cm.
An observation hole one meter downstream indicated a peak of the bromide
profile at 1.25 m below the surface with limited bromide diffusion within the
top weathered bedrock 1.15 to 1.5 m below the surface. A year later (Figure 57),
the bromide profiles at the injection point were traced in a much lower
concentration as three peaks against three fractured horizons. The major
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mass of the bromide profiles had migrated 2 to 3 m downstream. This is
further emphasized in the final profile where bromide was detected 3.5 m
from the injection point.

The bromide profiles within the mini-catchment and along the upper
colluvium are illustrated in Figure 58. In the winter of 1991, this mini-
catchment received four flows with a total runoff of 21 m3 and six flows with
a total runoff of approximately 26 m3 in the winter of 1992 (two records of this
season are missing due to recording failure). Results indicate that bromide
profiles were washed down to a depth of approximately 1.5 m within the
bedrock. This occurred after complete removal of the weathered lciyer during
the construction of the mini-catchment.

Bromide profile No. 124 (in the group of 120, Figure 58c), was sampled
in 1991, approximately 1.5 m down the colluvial slope. The other two profiles,
134 (in the group of 130, Figure 58d) and 144 (in the group of 140, Figure 58e)
were sampled two and three meters down the colluvium in the summer of
1992. The most striking result is the increase in bromide peak numbers in the
lower profiles. Assuming that each subsurface flow path is associated with a
high concentration of bromides, this is a clear indication of two to three
subsurface flow routes within the colluvium.

7.2 Discussion

Runoff water infiltrating at the upper colluvial or upper alluvial
channel may move further along vertical or lateral pathways. Due to a
difference in the infiltration rate between the colluvial or alluvial material
and that of the underlying bedrock, the possibility of subsurface lateral flow at
the interface sediment/bedrock was advanced. Data obtained from the soluble
sodium bromide, as well as data provided by analysis of stable isotopes in the
aeration zone, support the aforementioned hypothesis. The rate of subsurface
flow could not be adequately determined. After two rainy seasons, however,
bromide was found at a distance of 3.5 m downstream of the injection point
in the upper channel. In addition, bromide was found within bedrock at a
considerable depth below the interface of sediment-bedrock, thus indicating a
deep frontal water movement in the downstream direction. A similar, if less
pronounced process was observed along the colluvial section.
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In summary, hydrological data support the conceptual model of deep
percolation presented at the beginning of the study. That deep percolation in
arid watersheds having loessial alluvial £ill takes place over hillslopes where
percolation occurs at specific sites rather than through the process of vertical
water infiltration into the valley beds. From the sites of deep infiltration,
water can move further along vertical or lateral subsurface pathways towards
the main channel.
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Figure 56: Bromide profiles along the channel after one rainy season.
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8. Subsurface water movement: tracing with neutron detecting
probe

Fast neutrons are emitted from a source into the surrounding soil or
rock. The fast neutrons are slowed by water molecules. Although fast
neutrons are not registered by the counter, the slow neutrons which reach the
counting tube are recorded. The greater the water content of the soil, the
greater the number of slow neutrons reaching the counting tube. Hydrogen is
the principal element which absorbs fast neutrons. Since water is the
principal source of hydrogen in the soil or rock, a high correlation exists
between the amount of water in the soil and the number of slow neutrons
that reach the counter (Hansen et al., 1979). The neutron source and counting
device are placed within the hole and lowered to the desired depth (every 20
cm in this study). The reading obtained over a period of 5 sec is proportional
to the moisture content of the soil surrounding the source and counter. The
neutron counts are transformed to a volumetric soil moisture via local
calibration curve. Data provided by the neutron probe are limited to a 30 cm
diameter from the observation borehole. Significant changes in water content
are easily detected in porous material such as soil material or weathered
bedrock, which allows a uniform and frontal diffusion of the infiltrated
water.

8.1 Results
8.1.1 Rainfall year 1988-89

(a) Colluvial Section

The location of the boreholes is shown in Figure 59, and obtained data
are displayed in Figure 60. Data analyses lead to the following main points: at
borehole 111, where a small depression collects runoff from the rocky slope,
the depth of penetration reached 160 cm with no change in moisture below
this depth. In all other boreholes, the depth of vertical water infiltration was
limited to 50-80 cm. Only a very small change was observed at this depth
throughout the whole winter season. However, significant changes in water
content were detected in boreholes 121-161 at a depth below 100 cm. These
changes are quite clear in boreholes 131 and 161. All seemed to indicate
subsurface lateral flow below a depth influenced by vertical percolation.
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(b) Alluvial Section

Data obtained are displayed in Figure 61. At this stage of the study only
two boreholes were in operation. Borehole 324 was located just below the
UCW and borehole 322 was located above the LCW. On the whole, the trends
are similar to those observed along the colluvial section but with a deeper
water infiltration. Vertical infiltration was observed at a depth of 160-180 cm
with a second wetting front at a depth of 2-4 m. Despite the similarity between
the two boreholes, water content was much higher at the upper borehole.
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8.1.2 Rainfall Year 1989-90

(a) Colluvial Section

Figures 62 and 63 display changes in water content along profiles A and
B (for location, see Figure 59). A small ditch was situated at the interface of the
rocky hill slope with the colluvium above Profile A. This increased water
detention in the top colluvium, enabling greater infiltration and percolation.
An increase in water content was observed in all boreholes following the
rainstorms at the end of January and beginning of February 1990 and in April
1990. The greatest vertical depth of water penetration, 160 cm, was obtained at
borehole 112 where a small depression collected runoff water from the rocky
hill slope (the same depth as borehole 111 which was located in the same
mini catchment (Figure 60). In all other boreholes (121,131,141, 151 and 162,
Figure 62), the depth of water penetration was in the range of 50-80 cm. No
significant changes were detected below the above figures, but in boreholes
151 and 162, which were located in the lower part of the colluvium, relatively
high soil moisture contents was detected below 2 m. Similar trends were
obtained along Profile B, which lacks a depression at its upper part. Depth of
water penetration at the top of the colluvium (borehole 211) was limited here
to 100 cm. Borehole 200 deserves special attention. This borehole was drilled
directly into the bedrock above the top of the colluvial section. Slight changes
could be observed at a depth of 100-120 cm. The measured water content was
limited here to the rock fissures that lie within a circle of 30 cm in diameter.
This result indicates deep percolation along rock fissures within the rocky
areas. The same phenomenon as seen in boreholes 151 and 162 was found in
boreholes 221, 231 and 241 (Figure 63).
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(b) Alluvial section

Two additional boreholes were drilled before the beginning of the
rainfall season. One (hole 323) was located at mid-distance between boreholes
324 and 322 and the second (hole 321) was just below the LCW (Figure 59).
Data obtained are presented in Figure 64. Vertical infiltration to 120 cm was
observed at borehole 324. No changes were observed below this depth.
Vertical infiltration at the three other boreholes was shallower, within the
range of 50-70 cm. Nevertheless, slight but positive changes were observed at
the lower part of boreholes 321 and 322.
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8.1.3 The Rainfall Year 1990-91

(a) Colluvial Section

Data obtained are presented in Figures 65, 66 and 67. The greatest depth
of water penetration was observed at the uppermost borehole (112) located in
the mini-catchment (Profile A). Depth of water penetration as well as water
content decreased in the downstream direction. The infiltration was limited
to 60 cm in borehole 161; to 80 cm in 122,131,141 and 143; and to 120 cm in
151. The same picture may be seen in Profile B (Figure 66). Peaks with relative
high content of soil moisture are probably due to water percolating through
fissures. No clear signs of subsurface lateral flow could be observed in the
downstream direction at a depth below that influenced by vertical
percolation.

(b) Alluvial Section

Data obtained are presented in Figure 68. The greatest depth of water
penetration was observed at the upper borehole (324), located just below the
UCW. The depth of water penetration as well as water content decreased in
the downstream direction. In two boreholes (Nos. 321 and 322) located above
and below LCW, a wet layer below 2.5 m was detected. This is an indication of
subsurface lateral flow in the downstream direction.
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8.1.4 The Rainfall Year 1991-92

The season of 1991-2 was very wet with 169 mm of rain, far above the
average value of 90 mm.

(a) Rocky terrain

Borehole No. 200 in Figure 69 represents the rocky terrain. No changes
in the soil moisture were found below 1.5 m. A small change was found in
the top meter, with a peak at 1.2 m, similar to the previous year's
observations.

(b) Colluvial section

Two groups of boreholes were studied: (1) Group A with mini-
catchment above Nos. 122,131,132,133,141, and 162 in Figures 70 and 71 and
(2) Group B without a mini-catchment above, Nos. 211, 221, 231, and 241 in
Figure 69).

Profile A: Vertical changes in soil moisture in borehole No. 122 were
observed, probably caused by the subsurface flow from the mini-catchment
located 1 m above. One and two meters down the hillslope (boreholes Nos.
131,132,133 and 141) the changes in soil moisture were limited to the upper
meter or less. It must be said that the change in soil moisture is limited to soil
cover. Below the soil cover there is massive rock.

Profile B: The change in soil moisture in borehole No. 211 occurred at a
depth up to 1.8 m which differs from the previous year. In borehole Nos. 221
and 231, below 2.5 m depth the soil moisture content was relative high,
probably because of subsurface flow from the upper colluvium.

In borehole No. 900, which is located in a loessial patch in the
colluvium, a lower wet layer from 2.6 down to 3.2 m was detected (Figure 71).
Soil moisture content between 1 to 2.6 m remained almost constant the year
round.

Boreholes Nos. 311 and 312 are located in a stream bed channel above a
small dam (Figure 59). During this wet winter, changes in soil moisture
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content with depth are depicted in Figure 72. Changes in soil moisture in
borehole No. 313, which is located below the dam, were found only in the
upper 1.5 m, as opposed to the penetration depth of 3 m documented in
boreholes 311 and 312.

(c) Alluvial section

Boreholes No. 411, 414 and 415 (Figure 73) show the moisture
distribution along the alluvium section. In borehole No. 411 two wet layers
can be recognized with a third layer between them showing no change in soil
moisture during the winter. Borehole No. 414 represents a plot where the soil
moisture content along the whole depth varies between the measurements.
Alternatively, the change in soil moisture in borehole No. 415 was limited to
the upper 1.25 m where with depth the soil moisture becomes high.
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8.2 Discussion

Data presented from 1988-89 seem to support the hypothesis that at
least part of the infiltrated water moves downslope or downstream by lateral
subsurface flow. The process is initiated at the rock-colluvium and rock
alluvial interfaces where high water content and deep water infiltration were
observed.

Neutron probe data obtained for 1989-90 have not provided clear-cut
evidence for subsurface flow along the colluvial slope section. Instead, the
data point to a possible limited contribution by subsurface flow along the
channel. Such results may be explained by the extremely low runoff from the
rocky zones into the colluvial or alluvial areas. Low runoff volumes collected
at the top of the colluvium were not sufficient to allow deep the percolation
necessary to initiate the process of subsurface flow. Furthermore, the two
main runoff events (February and April 1990) were separated by two months
of practically no runoff. During this period, the topsoil layer lost a substantial
amount of water due to evaporation. This long dry spell prevented the
gradual build-up of a positive water head that normally occurs when brief
intervals separate consecutive flows.

This situation characterizes the upper colluvium and upper channel
where a soil cover overlies a layer of deeply weathered bedrock, thereby
allowing fast vertical water penetration. In a sense, the neutron probe
provides good insight into the vertical component of water penetration.
Weathered bedrock underlines in all boreholes at a depth of 100-150 cm with
non-weathered limestone. Water movement was limited here to narrow rock
fissures that can absorb a limited amount of water but at the same time allow
infiltration of water to a greater depth. Although water movement along the
fissures can be quite important, the amount at any depth can be lower than
the detection limit of the neutron probes. That water moves along cracks is
supported by the observation of reddish terra rossa soil when conducting the
drillings for the boreholes at a depth where no sign of water content had been
observed. It appears that the neutron probe is not the best way to assess water
movement in a rocky crystalline terrain.

The winter of the year 1990-91, with its 134.5 mm of rain, helps the
understanding of the processes in the watershed. Changes in soil moisture
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content were limited to the upper layer up to 1.5 m. The peaks of water at this
depth were due to water movement along fissures in the limestone of the
Derorim Formation, rather than to infiltration through the matrix. The lower
wet layer found in some of the boreholes in the colluvium and in the
alluvium/ may be ascribed to the lateral subsurface movement from the
upper colluvium toward the alluvium.

The winter of the year 1991-92, with its 169 mm of rain, improves our
understanding of the processes in the watershed. The wetting front this year
was much deeper than for the previous year (1 m and 0.5 m, respectively).
This is probably due to differences in the amount of rainfall for these two
years. Changes in soil moisture content at boreholes both in the mini-
catchment and above the dam occurred along their entire depth. This suggests
that the infiltration process ran through the matrix too. When comparing the
lower wet layer during those years, no change in the soil moisture content
was found. This means that the input volume of water in the lower layer is
equal to the output volume, resulting in a steady state flow or steady flux of
water in the layer. Three explanations are available:

(a) No input and no output. The soil moisture represents stagnant water.
This hypothesis has to be rejected because a lateral flow was detected
using sodium bromide and evaporation was observed in the 818O
values;

(b) The output volume is mainly due to transpiration. This hypothesis
also has to be rejected because no sharp fluctuations in the soil
moisture content were found;

(c) The output flow contains one or two components vertical and lateral.

This third hypothesis must be checked. According to the isotopic
composition, a vertical flow toward the top (evaporation) takes place during
the summer but was not observed by the neutron emission method during
the winter in the soil profiles. The question whether part of the water moves
downward during the winter and is available for deep percolation or even
groundwater recharge remains open.

Figures Nos. 60 to 73 are non-calibrated. Figure 74 represents the
calibration curve. The neutron count values were transferred to volumetric
soil moisture.
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9. A Model of stable isotopes distribution in runoff
9.1 Introduction

Various mathematical models are used for analyzing overland flow.
The deterministic models are based on the Saint Venant equations (e.g. Ligget
and Woolhiser, 1967; Morris, 1978; Vieira, 1983). Two major approaches based
on these equations use kinematic and diffusive wave approximations.
Different solutions have been found. An example is given in Govindaraju et
al, (1988).

A variety of factors that influence runoff generation and fully account
for all of it. The process is very complicated. The most influential factors are
the amount and intensity of rainfall and the characteristics of the watershed.
The macro- and micro-scale morphology and topography of the watershed
surface make it necessary that part of its area represent stagnant zones as
depression storage. Part of the overland flow detained in these zones may
constitute a significant contribution to the water budget. The above
mentioned models account for this phenomenon except for the model
suggested by Woolhiser et al., (1990), which indirectly includes detention
ponds in the physical setup.

Mathematical modeling of overland flow is essential when considering
the quantitative study of erratic arid floods. An extensive review of
geochemical transport processes and simulation studies was done by Onishi et
al., (1981). A mathematical simulation of transport based on experiments with
Cl", K+, Sr++ and Li+ showed that active storage has a considerable effect on
the transmission of solute transport along stream channels (Bencala et alv

1984; Bencala, 1984).

The kinematic wave equations were the base for the new model,
because in a pre-laminar work (Carmi and Dody, 1994), the KINEROS model
(Woolhiser et al., 1990) gave the best fit according to peak discharge, volume
and time distribution. This project introduced the depression storage effect
into the kinematic wave approach in order to simulate runoff and transport
of stable isotopes in overland flow. A simple transport model is coupled with
the flow equation to describe transport of an environmental tracer such as
ISO.
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9.2 Theory

The problem of one-dimensional Hortonian overland flow generated
by rainfall was first considered. As was observed during many rain storms,
significant sections of the watershed area are covered by various sizes of
depression storage. The rest of the area is considered as "free" surface which
transmits the runoff in rills and/or as a thin sheet flow. A simplified
schematic illustration of the flow components including the mathematical
symbols are shown in Figure 75.

Figure 75: An illustration of overland flow components including
the codes used in the mathematical expressions.

(a) one dimensional cross section;
(b) plan view.

see explanation for the variables in Equations 1 and 2.

According to the conceptual model, fluxes of water occur only in the
"free" surface phase. Part of the overland flow fills the depression storage
where mixing takes place instantaneously. The latter assumption is correct
even for laminar overland flow and for shallow depression storage with a
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depth of several mm. When the depression storage is full, part of the mixed
water leaves the depression area to the free surface.

In the following equations,/ denotes a relative area of the watershed
covered by the free surface. Therefore, 1 - / is the relative surface area of the
depression storage. Suppose that depression storage is distributed uniformly
over the entire watershed and may be simplified as cylinders, with diameter
and depth designated by ds and /^respectively. Considering one-dimensional
overland flow, the water mass balance equation on the free surface for length
element Ax per unit width has a form of:

fR(x,t)AxAt + f[Qf(x,t) -Qf{x + Ax,t)]At-flf(x,t)AxAt - (l - f)Qs!{x,t)AxAt +

where R is the rainfall intensity [L/T];
Qf is the discharge per unit width on the "free" surface [L2/T];
Ij is the infiltration rate from the "free" surface [L/T];

Qsl is the flux intensity which goes into the storage from the free

surface [L/T];
Qso is the flux intensity leaving the depression storage into the

free surface domain [L/T];
hf is the average depth of the surface runoff [L].

The mass balance equation in the depression storage reads:

x,t + M)-h,{x,t)\ = (l-/)[R(x,i) + Q,(x,f)-Qro(x,O~ It{x,t)]Ut (2)

where hs is the average depth of water in the depression storage [L];
Is is the infiltration rate within the storage reservoir [L/T].

Note that in equation (1), for the sake of simplicity, we neglected the lateral
inflow component. For the flux on the free surface we use the following
expression (Woolhiser et al., 1990).

Qf=ah'j' (3)
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where a and m are parameters (e.g. for the Manning hydraulic expression
a = 4s/n and m = 5/3 were used, where s is the slope and n is the Manning
roughness coefficient).

The intensity of the flux which gathers on the free surface and flows
into the depression storage is expressed as:

where ds is the storage diameter.

When the depth of water in the storage is less than the maximum storage
depth ls, i.e. hs < ls, the flux out of the storage is Qso = 0. When the depression,
storage is full, then hs = ls and the balance equation (2) can be written as:

QS0=R + Qsi-Is (5)

If Ax—> 0, Ar—»0, and taking into account equations (3) and (4), the mass
balance equations (1) and (2) can be written in the following differential form
respectively:

where

0 if K

?R^-h (f K
(8)

In this study I concentrate on transport of the heavy isotope of oxygen
). Effects of dispersion, sorption, chemical and isotopic fractionation were

not taken into consideration. Changes in the isotopic ratio 18O/16O are not
affected by water-rock interaction. Variations in the isotopic ratio are solely
due to the exchange between the liquid and the vapor phases of water
molecules. Evaporation is negligible and water molecule exchange is minimal
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during a rainstorm. Therefore, the isotopic ratio is acting as a conservative
tracer.

Taking into account equations (6) and (7), the mass balance equations
for solute on the free surface and in the depression storage respectively have
the form:

do)

where Cf, Cs and Cr are the isotope ratios on the free surface in the

depression storage and in the rainfall, respectively. Equations (9) and (10) may

be rewritten as:

rL+(i-/)a^-y//c/

, + K K C , + (12)
.t

r~ + a~^T~ a n ^The terms —r~ + a~^T~ anc^ ~T~ ^ equations (11) and (12) can be replaced by
1 at ox j at

the appropriate expressions from equations (6) and (7), respectively:

dC dC

dt v r " d,

(13)

(14)

Equations (6), (7), (13) and (14) represent a double-component kinematic wave
flow and transport approach.
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The initial conditions for equations (6), (7), (13) and (14) respectively
are:

hf{x,0) = 0 (15)

hs(x,0) = h°(x) (16)
Cf(x,0) = 0 (17)

Cs(x,0) = C°(x) (18)

where h° and C° are the initial depth of water and the initial isotopic ratio in

the storage, respectively. At the uppermost section of the watershed, the

appropriate boundary conditions for equations (6) and (17) respectively are:

^(0,0 = 0 (19)
^(0 ,0 = 0 (20)

According to Smith and Parlange, (1978) and Woolhiser et al., (1990), the
infiltration rate may be calculated using the following expression:

/ =
p

where (3 is an index which can be "/" or "s" for the free surface or the
depression storage, respectively;

Ksp is the saturated hydraulic conductivity (L/T);
Fp is the amount of infiltration (L);

and
() (22)

where dsp and 9jp are saturated and initial water content;
Gp is the effective net capillary drive (L).
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9.3 Numerical algorithm

The set of equations (6), (7), (13) and (14), with initial conditions (15) to
(18) and boundary conditions (19) and (20), were solved numerically. The
combination of finite difference and the Runge-Kutta methods is used to
solve the problem. Let us introduce a uniform finite difference grid on a space
coordinate. N denotes as the number of nodes and Ax as a finite grid
increment. Equations (23) to (26) are the discretization of (6), (7), (17) and (14)
using two point schemes.

( 2 3 )

at ds

(25)

(26)

where hfi, hsi, C/t,-and Csj are unknown functions of time at the nodal point
i (i = 2JJ); hf]= 0. ^ , = 0 . Hence we have the set of 4(N-\) ordinary
differential equations with initial conditions (15) to (18) at each node i. This
system was solved by the numerical Runge-Kutta method with adaptive
stepwise control (Press et al., 1989). The approximation error is O(Ax) on space
coordinate and O(T5) on time where x is the time step. The solution of (6) for
the case when / = 1 was compared with the solution of the kinematic wave
equation using the four-point implicit finite difference method combined
with the Newton-Raphson technique (Woolhiser et alv 1990). The maximum
difference between these two solutions did not exceed 1%. The numerical
solutions of (7) and (14) for the case when hf = 0, Qw = 0 and constant R and
/w. were compared with the analytical solutions of these equations. A high
degree of correspondence was found. The numerical solution of equation (15)
for the case of / = 1 and constant R and hfwere compared with its analytical

solution which has the following form:
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_Ri_

Cr-{Cr-Cf0)e~"' if x>ah"/~]t
(27)

if x<ah"f~xt

where Cf0 denotes initial concentration of solute, i.e., Cf(0,x) = Cfo. In this

case, it is apparent that we received a considerable numerical dispersion for
the numerical solution at both sides of the wave front x = ah™~xt. However,

for practical purposes this may be assigned to the real dispersion of the flow.

9.4 Storage parameter estimation

In order to estimate storage parameters, i.e., fraction of storage area,
( 1 - / ) , and its average depth, ls, I will use a simple balance model for the
rainfall-runoff event similar to the single linear reservoir model (Bierkens
and Puente, 1990). According to it, runoff is produced from a rain cell, if its
intensity exceeds a constant loss parameter. This loss parameter may be
considered as a rough measure of losses due to evapotranspiration,
interception, infiltration and depression storage. The first two factors may be
neglected for short time intervals in arid storms over small bare rock
watersheds. Stable isotopes analyses in the above mentioned storms,
confirmed this assumption. The method is based on measurements of the
isotopic composition in runoff related to the that in rainfall. The following
assumptions were accepted for the purpose of modeling:

1) The total rainfall is divided into intervals during each of which, the
isotopic composition is assumed stable.;

2) The storage area is full of water with a known isotopic composition
reflecting that of the previous rain shower. For a single reservoir, the
effect of water routing is assumed to be negligible.

The discharge of runoff (Qrn) may be presented as:

(28)

where £^ and £„ are runoff coefficients for free surface and depression

storage, respectively; S is the total watershed area.

3) The isotopic ratio of water on the free surface area is reflected by that of
the rainfall.
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In view of these assumptions the mass balance equation for oxygen
isotope in runoff may be written as:

, ( ) (29)

where Cro is the isotope composition in runoff.

Therefore, runoff discharge may be presented as:

(30)

where £r0 denotes the runoff coefficient from the total watershed area.
Assuming that £.„ = Crf = £rsr equation (29) can be rewritten as;

Cn(t) = fCr(t) + {l-f)Ct{t) (31)

This means that the isotopic composition of the runoff is a weighted
average of the isotopic composition in rainfall and in the depression storage.
Since evaporation was neglected, no isotopic fractionation must be
considered.

Assuming an instantaneous mixing of rainfall and storage water and
considering rainfall during a small time interval to be At, the isotope mass
balance equation in the depression storage takes the form:

(i - f)SR(t)Cr(t)At + C,(0V, = Cs(t + At)[V, + (1 - f)SR(t)At] (32)

where Vs = (1 - f)Sls is the storage volume.

From (32), when Af -» 0 I get the following equation:

d§ f (33)

Assuming that during the time interval, t' </<r ;+1, the parameters R{t)=RJ

and Cr(t)= Cj are constant and Cs(t
J)-CJ is the known initial condition, then

the solution of (33) for this time interval reads:
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'' (34)

Substitution of (34) into (31) gives:

(35)

At this stage, if we know the isotope ratio in the runoff at time t",
parameters / and ls can now be assessed using the least square optimization,
i.e., minimizing the following expression:

N 2

->min (36)
n=l

where Nrg is the total number of V observations, C^5(tn) is the observed

isotope ratio at time /", and Cr0(t"} is the computed value from equation (35).

Obviously, in order to get reliable results, one should use data so that the

initial isotopic ratio in the storage differs from that in the rainfall.

A model has been implemented to data collected at Sede Boker
Experimental Site. Results demonstrate the applicability of the method to the
data obtained from a first order, bare rock watershed.

Depression storage parameters were obtained by simulating the
temporal distribution of 5l8O values. Table 1 lists the computed (using (36))
values of depression storage parameters for 6 different sets of observations.
These parameters should be unique for each basin. However, we note quite a
large scattering of the obtained parameters. The variations coefficient for the
relative area of the depression storage 1 - / , its depth ls and volume Vs are
0.56, 0.83 and 0.28, respectively. In the optimization process, however it was
found that for cases 1 and 3 (Table 1) the objective function (36) has very low
sensitivity with respect to the ls value. Furthermore, it was found that
function (36) has several local minima for the admissible range of parameters
/ and ls. I chose the values which provided the smallest deviation. Note that
I did not know exactly the initial 818O value, C°, in the depression storage and
used it as an additional fitting parameter. Therefore, the initial S18O value
was changed within the admissible range (using 518O value of the previous
rain shower) in order to obtain a better correspondence between the observed
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and computed isotopic ratio (using (35)). 518O values are shown in Figure 76.
As can be seen, this fit is quite close in cases 1,2, 3 and 6.

From Table 1 it seems that the solution of inverse problem for two
parameters/and^on the basis of equations (31). (34) and (36) is not unique. As
was shown by Kleissen et al., (1990), only one parameter can be uniquely
identified for linear single storage model with a threshold using hydrological
observations. To determine other threshold parameters the chemical
observations are necessary. In this case, since the applicability of equations (31)
and (34) is restricted by the assumptions that the depression storage is filled of
water and £ro = C/ = £„, I used only isotopic data for parameter determination.
Hence, it appears that I should consider the "implicit" parameter Vs

(proportional to product (1 - /% as the one which can be identified uniquely
as the basis of (31), (34) and (36).

Using the double component kinematic wave flow and transport
approach, equations (6), (7), (13) and (14), mean values of / and ls were then
taken for calculation of the temporal distribution of 818O values in the runoff.
Simulation was carried out for the rainfall which took place on 6 March, 1991.
Its characteristics are listed in Table 2.

Table 1: Calculated parameters of the depression storage.

N

1.

2

3

4

5
6

Date of rainfall

25.1.90
12.3.90
25.1.91
5.3.91

23.3.91
24.3.91

/ 1-/

0.640 0.360

0.902 0.098

0.200 0.800

0.650 0.350

0.630 0.370

0.503 0.497

/T (mm1)

4.0
10.0

1.4
1.6
2.9
2.6

V, fm3)

12.0
8.0
9.1
4.6
8.8

10.4

Mean value 0.587 0.413 3.75 8.8
Standard deviation 0.230 0.230 3.11 2.51
Coefficient of variation 0.392 0.560 0.83 0.28
(Area of the watershed surface S= 8150 m2)
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Table 2: Characteristics of the rainfall 6.3.1991.

Time interval

min

5
8

4

3
4
3

6

3

Rain intensity

R, mm/min

0.02

0.01

0.03

0.07

0.05

0.07

0.17

0.10

818O value

C.

-3.87

-3.87

-3.87

-3.87

-5.41

-5.41

-5.41

-5.41

The set of parameters accepted for simulation is presented in Table 3. The
hydraulic conductivity of the free surface {K^) and Manning roughness

coefficient (n) were found by trail and error using model KINEROS

(Woolhiser et al., 1990). However, the hydraulic conductivity of the

depression storage (Kss) as estimated parameter was taken from Yair et al.,

(1993).

Table 3: Simulation parameters.

Parameter Value

L Watershed length

B Watershed wid th

KsJ Hydraul ic conductivity of the free surface

Kss Hydraul ic conductivity of the depression storage

n Mann ing roughness coefficient

m Mann ing exponential coefficient

s Slope

/ Relative area of the free surface
4 Depth of the depression storage

ds Characteristic diameter of the depression storage

100 m

81.5 m

0.05 mm/min

0.001 mm/min

0.072

5/3.

0.29
0.587

3.75 mm

15 cm

C° Initial 518O value of water in the depression storage -4.2 %0
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runoff storms (Sede Boker Experimental Site).
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For the simulation at the initial time the soil observed after the storm
was assumed to be saturated with water. Therefore, the parameters 9sp,9lpiGi

used for the calculation of infiltration (see Eq. (22)) have no effect on the
result of the simulation. The best agreement between observed and computed
runoff volumes was obtained by a trial and error procedure for initial water
depth in the depression storage having the magnitude of ft°=3.6 mm.

Results of the simulated discharge and distribution of 518O values
utilizing the mean storage parameters (Table 1) are shown for one storm
(March 6,1991) in Figure 77 (a) and (b). Some deviations in both hydrographs
and distribution of 518O values are noticeable (computed 1). During the first
20 minutes after the start of runoff, the computed 518O values are much
higher than the observed ones. The maximum value of the computed
hydrograph is also higher than its experimental value. These deviation
disappear with increased hydraulic conductivity. It must be noted that
samples were not taken from the beginning of the runoff (one point) for
comparison with the computed values (Figure 77b).

It was found that the only way to bring to bear a computed distribution
of 518O values to the observed one was to increase significantly the depth of
the depression storage. For the assessment of the actual depth of the
depression storage, 200 liters of water were dumped over a representative
hillslope in the rocky section of the basin. Small surface storage ponds were
formed in micro-topographic depressions. The average depth of 25
measurements revealed a depth of 8 mm, which was adopted for the second
simulation (computed 2). Taking into account that the computed storage
volume has a minor coefficient of variation, (see Table 1) I used the mean Vs

value for determining the relative area of the depression storage is (1 - / ) .
Since V, = (1 - f)Sls, I found that (1 - / )= 0.135 and / = 0.865. The results of this
simulation are shown in Figure 77. Due to a high degree of agreement, these
parameters were used for the sensitivity analysis and the model application.
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9.5 Conclusions

A one-dimensional mathematical model was developed to describe the
rainfall-runoff evolution in an arid bare rock watershed with a shallow
depression storage that is assumed to be uniformly distributed over the entire
surface. The model may be regarded as an extension of the kinematic wave
equation forming a double-component kinematic wave approach.

A transport model, coupled with the flow equation, was used to
describe the evolution of the oxygen isotope distribution values from rainfall
and runoff which effected temporary water storage in surface depression.

The entire model was presented by a set of four first order, partial
differential equations: 'wo for flow and two for transport. The numerical
solution for the problem was obtained by a combination of finite difference
and Runge-Kutta methods.

The present study provides a model for the construction of an outlet
hydrograph based on the temporal distribution of rainfall intensity and the
isotopic composition of the rain storm. It requires the assessment of a few
physical parameters of the watershed, mainly the estimation of the volume of
the surface storage. To achieve this, a single linear reservoir approach is
suggested. The relative area of the depression storage and its average depth
are derived from the temporal changes of S18O values in rainfall and runoff.
Six sets of hydrographs and sequential 518O observations from a small rocky
watershed at the Sede Boker Experimental Site, in the central Negev of Israel,
were available. The parameters that were obtained scatter considerably, but
are physically plausible. The derived mean values of the relative area of the
depression storage, its depth and volume are 0.413, 3.75 mm and 8.8 m3,
respectively. An attempt to use the parameter values for the simulation of
flow rates and the temporal S18O distribution revealed differences between
the computed and the observed results for both the temporal 818O
distribution and the discharge rate. As a matter of fact, the volume of the
depression storage has the dominant effect because it controls the magnitude
of the isotopic buffer along the flow path. Variations in the magnitude of
depth and surface area, has a negligible effect as long as the volume remains
constant. Numerical experiments show that replicable results are obtained
with the mean of measured depth of the depression storage of ls = 8 mm and
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relative area of the free surface of / = 0.865 and the mean storage volume of
V = 8.8 m3.

In conclusion, a flow and transport model was derived, but more
extensive experimental data sets are needed for a better estimation of the
depression storage parameters. Even along a small rocky basin, results
demonstrate the important role of depression storage reservoirs in the
evaluation of transport. A relatively small depression volume can have a
significant mixing effect as a buffer along the flow path. The mixing of
overland flow with water in the depression storage provides evidence for the
evolution of 818O value in runoff. The model reflects the effect of "isotopic
memory" of the depression storage between sequential rain showers.
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10. Sensitivity analysis and model application
10.1 Sensitivity analysis

A sensitivity analysis for the kinematic wave model was carried out by
Morin et al., (1993) using the KINEROS model (Woolhiser et al., 1990).
Morin's model has been shown to be particularly sensitive to the rainfall
(amount and intensity, hydraulic roughness coefficient, initial soil moisture,
and saturated hydraulic conductivity). It is less sensitive to geometric and
topographic parameters. Since the model is based on a kinematic wave
approximation, it is apparent that it is also sensitive to the above-mentioned
factors. Dealing with rocky terrain, however, the initial soil moisture is not
especially relevant. Instead, the factor that control the volume of water stored
by the depression storage seems to have a significant effect on the transport
model. In addition to other relevant parameters, we investigated the model's
behavior mainly with respect to the depression storage parameters. The
model application was then performed using data obtained at the Sede Boker
Experimental Site.

The sensitivity of the model output was assessed in terms of the
parameters influence on the hydrograph and the temporal evolution of the
818O distribution in runoff. The data set from the storm of March, 6, 1991,
which was used for the model calibration, formed the basis for the sensitivity
simulations. Those values are listed in the Tables 2 and 3. It had been
demonstrated earlier (Yair and Lavee, 1985) that the rate of infiltration for the
entire surface over the rocky terrain stabilizes quite rapidly. The rate of
infiltration was, therefore, assumed to be equal to the saturated hydraulic
conductivity as had been determined for the free surface and the depression
storage.

Values listed above (Chapter 9) were obtained in the calibration process
of the mathematical model. In the following, sensitivity simulations of / , /i°,
/t, and Cj° were examined with regard to those parameters having fixed
values as listed in Table 3. These were found to have the greatest influence on
the calibration of the discharge and isotope distribution. Figure 78 illustrates
six simulations: two with respect to the discharge hydrographs and four of the
temporal distribution of 818O values. In each diagram, the first graph (open
squares) illustrates the distribution obtained from the calibration process.
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In Figures 78a and 78b, two additional values of /=0.6 and /=1.0 were
tested. When /=1.0, the storage area was zero and the flow was simulated by
the regular kinematic wave equation. An average value of /=0.6 was
calculated from six storm simulations accrued from the mass balance model
(Eq. 35). Both the temporal distribution of the calculated discharge rate and
the 818O values of runoff were sensitive to the relative area of the free
surface, / . A decrease in this parameter led to an increase in the peak
discharge (Figure 78a) as well as in the total volume of the runoff. Returning
to the physical model, this might be explained by the fact that for any given
condition, the hydraulic conductivity of the depression storage is much
smaller than that of the free surface. Hence, the decrease of / results in a
decrease in the total infiltration into the ground and a consequent rise in the
runoff discharge. The 818O distribution in runoff for /=0.6 is more positive
than that for /=0.865 (Figure 78b). This is a result of the larger interface area
between overland flow and storage zones, which causes greater mixing
between runoff and a higher volume of water in the depression storage. In
this particular storm, the 518O values of the rainfall segments which
produced the runoff were identified to be -3.87 and -5.4%o. The initially
calculated 518O value for the runoff corresponds to the heavy rain segment.
For /=1 (no surface storage), the temporal distribution 518O values in the
following runoff follows that of the second rain segment. When the
depression storage is taken into account (/=0.6 and 0.865), the calculated 518O
value of the runoff is reflected by the isotopic composition of the storage
water.

In the depression storage, the influence of the initial water level, /?°, on
the discharge rate and 818O value of the runoff are shown in Figures 78c and
78d. Two additional values were used for sensitivity analysis: /?J°=4 and 8 mm,
respectively. When ft°=8 mm, the depression storage is full and contributes
water to the overland flow right at the beginning of the storm. When ft" =4
mm, the initial part of the runoff (or the rainfall) first fills the depression
storage. During that period of time, mixing occurs only in the depression
storage and not over the free surface. The decrease of h° induced a delay in
runoff occurrence and a drop in peak discharge and in volume (Figure 78c).
These curves deviate from the "true" curve (/2S°=7.4) only at the initial stage of
the runoff. When a small deviation was imposed (/i°=8), the observed
deviations in the isotopic distribution were minimal. Hov-rever, a 50%
deviation (/J°=4 mm) causes a drastic difference. When h°s=7A mm and 4 mm,
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the initial 518O values are close or equal to this one in rainfall at the time
runoff starts. This is caused by the depression storage not yet being filled with
water.

Figure 78e illustrates the sensitivity of the 818O distribution to the
storage depth: /s=4 and 12 mm. In field tests, the average ls was around 8 mm.
Therefore, for sensitivity analysis we chose 50% above (12 mm) and below (4
mm) this value. As expected, increase (or decrease) in ls induced higher (or
lower) isotopic ratios in runoff. Yet, the differences between the curves are
much smaller when compared to changes in the relative area / , or in the
initial depth h°. These two parameters have a much greater effect on the
storage volume than does ls. This means that the interface between overland
flow and depression storage is a more influential factor than the storage zone
volume alone. In this case, we used different initial water levels in the
storage (h°) for different ls values. However, the difference ls-h^=0.6 mm was
set as a constant value, i.e., the water volume required to fill the storage
completely was the same.

Finally, I examined the influence of changing the initial 518O ratio, C°,
in the depression storage. The measured value of the previous rain shower
was -4.2%o. Figure 78f shows the calculated distribution of the S18O values in
runoff as a result of ±2 %o deviation from the measured value. It can be seen
that the temporal isotopic distribution in runoff was very sensitive to the
initial isotopic ratio in the depression storage. This however, has a limited
time effect, as will later be discussed.

The model shows a low sensitivity to the hydraulic conductivity of the
depression storage Kss. A ten fold increase in Kss (from 0.001 to 0.01 mm/min)
results of a drop in runoff volume from 7.03 to 6.58 m3, i.e., the change being
than 6.5%. Furthermore, the mean difference in temporal isotopic
distribution for these two cases is less than 0.05 %o, smaller than the standard
deviation of the 818O distribution.

The characteristic diameter of depression storage (ds) exercises
appreciable effect on the calculated modeled outputs only when the initial
water level in storage, h° is close to zero. Recall that this parameter was
employed in Equation (4) to describe the intensity of the water flux (Qri) as it
ran from the free surface into the depression storage. Equation (4), however,
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is hypothetical. Its numerator represents the well-known formula for
discharge per unit width. As follows from (4), the smaller the diameter ds the
larger is the Qsi term. This means that for the same relative storage area
( 1 - / ) , storage zones with small diameters may fill faster than those with a
large ds. Actually/ parameters ds and / must somehow be related: ds-*0,
leads to /—»1, and our model converts into an ordinary kinematic wave
approximation. When ds —> °°, it means that / —> 0, and the mouel shifts into
a single reservoir approach. Figure 79 shows the simulated distribution of
water levels in the depression storage along the flow path carried out for ds

values equal to 0.15 ("true value") and 1.5 m when /i°=0. Calculated volumes
of runoff with the aforementioned values comprise 0.31 and 0.74 m3,
respectively. When the storage diameter is extended to the extreme value
^=1.5 m, a considerable part of the storage zones at the upper watershed
region do not completely fill.

The distribution of the 818O values on the free surface (C/) and in the
depression storage (Cs) is shown in Figure 80 for two values of ds. In the case
^=0.15 m, Cf and Cs values are equal along most of the watershed. After
about 15 m the two distribution curves remain identical. When ^=1.5 m,
however, a significant divergence occurs between the 518O distribution of the
free surface runoff and in the depression storage. In the upper part of the
watershed, where the storage is not totally filled, the 818O distribution of the
water on the free surface is equal to that in the rainfall.

10-2 Model application

The data collected at the Sede Boker Experimental Site during two
rainy seasons (1989-90 and 1990-91; Yair et al., 1993) have been used for model
application. The same data set was used to estimate the relative area of the
free surface and the average depth of the depression storage. Six different
rainfall-runoff events were analyzed. In the present report, however, one set
of input model parameters obtained as a result of calibration (see Table 3) was
used in all instances. In addition, in order to appreciate model credibility, we
used data not only to construct the temporal distribution of 518O distribution
but also to compose and to simulate the measured hydrograph.
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Figure 78: Sensitivity of model outputs to changes in the parameters
(the changed parameters are shown in the upper corner).
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Figure 79: The effect of the diameter (ds) on water level of the
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Figure 80: The effect of the diameter (ds) on the depression storage, on

the 518O value, on the free surface (Cf) and the on

depression storage (Cs) 63 min after rainfall initiation.

The initial water level in the depression storage, h°, was used as a
suitable parameter to get better agreement between computed and observed
values of the runoff volume. The effect of this parameter on the model
output is time-limited. I tested the impact of h° and of the initial isotopic
composition the storage water (C°) on the evolution of hydrographs and on
the distribution of 518O values in the runoff as a function of time. The longest
set of experimental data obtained on 24 January, 1990 was used for this
purpose (Figure 81a). The total rainfall-runoff event covered seven hours.
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Two simulations were performed with h° equal to 2 and 8 mm. The
maximum difference in the discharge rate was 0.04 mm/min at time which
was t=20 minutes after runoff initiation. This difference decreased to zero
after 60 minutes. Yet, the difference in the runoff volumes at that time was
6.3 m^, a value that remained constant until the end of the runoff.

Computations with two C° values equal to -3.7 and -1.7%0 showed a

different 518O distribution in runoff for these two cases. For time instances 5,

40, 80 and 120 min, the differences were: 1.9, 0.3, 0.08 and 0.01%, respectively.

Results of model application are shown in Figures 81 and 82. A
complete runoff hydrograph could only be obtained for one storm (25.1.91,
Figure 81c). In other hydrographs, part of the experimental data is missing
because there was an equipment failure. Still, the remaining observed data fit
their simulated values well (Figures 81a, 81b and 82b). A close agreement was
obtained between the measured and calculated isotopic distributions.
Deviations may be noticed mainly toward the end of the storms (Figures 82b
and 82c). A significant difference between measured and computed
hydrographs may be seen in the storm of 6 March, 1991 (Figure 82a).
Although the runoff recorder broke down after 50 minutes, it seems that
failure had already set in after 35 minutes. During those first 35 min, quite a
good agreement exists between the computed and the observed isotopic
distributions. Therefore, it is justified to conclude that the rainfall data are
quite accurate.

10.3 Conclusions

The purpose of this study was to investigate the sensitivity of the
double-component kinematic wave flow and transport model. This model
allows for simulations of rainfall-runoff events on a watershed with
uniformly distributed shallow depression storage. The model utilizes rocky
hillslope characteristics, rainfall intensities, runoff discharge, and stable
isotopic data. Data obtained at the Sede Boker Experimental Site and
parameters derived as a result of model calibration were employed for the
sensitivity analysis. The analysis illustrates a strong sensitivity of the model
outputs for most parameters associated with depression storage
characteristics: relative area, depth, initial water level, and initial 518O value.
Yet, it was found that for long-term storms (more than two hours), the
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influence of the latter two parameters is limited to a relatively short period.
The characteristic diameter of the depression storage bore little impact on the
distribution of oxygen isotopic composition.

Six sets of experimental data were used for model application. In the
majority of cases, a qualitative and quantitative agreement was recorded
between observed and computed data both for runoff hydrographs and the
temporal distribution of 518O values. These results allow me to conclude that
the exchange mechanism between overland flow and storage zones plays a
very important role in the nature of runoff generation on arid rocky
watersheds.

0.10-

Time (min) Time (min)

Figure 81: Observed and computed discharge and 818O values in runoff.
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11. Summary and general conclusions related to the hydrological
system

A typical first order watershed over the Negev Highlands is
characterized by three geomorphological units which correspond to three
hydrological sections (Figure 83). Each unit has unique hydrological
properties with respect to the rate of infiltration and deep percolation. As a
result, these may affect runoff production. It was assumed that the upper unit,
which is composed of rocky terrain, has a relatively low infiltration rate with
a mostly vertical flow component along the fissures. The second unit is
composed of colluvial terrain with relatively high infiltration rates along the
hillslopes and a clear lateral flow component in the stream channel. The
third unit is the alluvial fill along the main stream channels with a very low
rate of infiltration.

This research emphasized two stages of the hydrological cycle:
1. the transition from rainfall to runoff by use of stable isotopes of

oxygen and hydrogen;
2. the transition from runoff to subsurface flow by using stable isotopes

and an artificial tracer of sodium bromide.

518O was used as a tracer to study the transition from rainfall to runoff.
818O values of the runoff fractions were often found to be more depleted than
the corresponding rainfall. Three explanations were suggested to account for
this phenomenon:
1. combination of two distinguishable rain showers having different

isotopic composition;
2. differences in the isotopic composition and spatial isotopic distribution

within the rain cell itself;
3. differences in sampling resolution: low resolution in rainfall versus

high resolution in runoff.

There seem to be differences in the isotopic composition within the

rain cell itself: isotopically depleted water gravitated toward the center of the

cell whereas isotopically enriched raindrops were found around the rim

Therefore, the relative position of the sampler with respect to rain cell

trajectory appears to have determined temporal isotopic distribution.
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When the rainfall sampler was located at the edge of the rain cell, isotopically
relatively enriched rain water was collected. During the same storm,
however, the runoff sampler from the entire basin collected a larger area of
the rain cell. Hence, some isotopic deviations could be expected between
rainfall and runoff.

Observations and analysis of results from eight storms could not
entirely eliminate any of the above-mentioned possibilities. It seems that,
depending upon natural conditions all three explanations may be valid. The
first explanation was identified in six of eight storms and quantitatively used
in the double-component model (Chapter 9). The second explanation was
qualitatively examined in three storms, of which two were also included in
the quantitative model. The third possibility was clearly dominant in one
storm (not included in the six modeled storms), and re-examined in two
additional storms using a high and low rain sampling resolution (Chapter
5.3.1).

One of the main objectives of this research was to clarify the evolution
of isotopic composition from rainfall to runoff. To this end, I introduced a
novel model which combined flow equations with the evolution of 818O
values along the flow paths. Its isotopic composition enabled me to quantify
the flow components, including deep percolation, and to distinguish between
rainfall and runoff on a storm by storm basis. Figure 84 shows a flow chart
describing the isotopic evolution from rainfall (input) through overland flow
and retardation by depression storage to runoff at an outlet of rocky terrain
(output). Its isotopic composition reflects the mixing of water from direct
rainfall with stored water in the depression storage (Figures 83 and 84). The
available data at that part of the watershed enabled me to establish a
quantitative model which computes the volume, peak discharge, and isotopic
composition (as a function of time) of runoff in the outlet of the rocky terrain
(UCW).

Based on Yair et al., (1987) and from the first stage of this project the

following observations and principles may be drawn:
1. deep percolation may originate only from the runoff phase;
2. most of the runoff is produced over rocky terrain which produces five

times more runoff events in comparison with sediment covered units;
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3. rainfall without runoff does not contribute a significant volume of
water to deep percolation.

Therefore, the main focus was on hydrological processes over rocky terrain.

The aforementioned model indicates that the flow over a rocky terrain
unit divides into two parts: on-surface flow with a relative area of 86.5%
versus depression storage which covers 13.5% of the total area. From
temporal isotopic distribution, isotopic time of concentration in the rocky
terrain watershed having an area of 8150 m2 was calculated to be about 30
min. This might serve as a useful indication of the real time of concentration
in a particular basin, an equivalent of the time needed to reach the peak flow
if I assume the entire basin was covered by the rain storm. The rate of
infiltration over the rocky surface was assessed to be 0.05 mm/min (3.0
mm/hr), 50 times more than in the depression storage (0.001 mm/min). Field
experiments suggested that infiltration over the rocky unit occurs primarily
within its fissures. The total volume of depression storage over the rocky
basin was found to be 8.8 m3, with an average depth of 8 mm and mean
diameter of 15 cm. These results demonstrated the important role of
depression storage in isotopic evolution along the rocky basin. "Isotopic
memory" within the depression storage between sequential rain showers was
limited to 12 hours during which approximately 7 mm infiltrated from the
storage and less than 1 mm evaporated. The above results demonstrate how
stable isotopes used as conservative tracers may quantitatively elaborate the
role of surface depression storage in the process of rainfall runoff evaluation.

In some of the small storms, the total volume of recorded runoff in the
UCW was equivalent to only one mm of rainfall. This means that the
distribution of the 518O values of the runoff was controlled by that very small
fraction of rainfall together with its associated isotopic composition. Clearly,
relative to the runoff sampling resolution of 5-6 min interval, the sampling
resolution of a rainfall of two mm was coarse. This was confirmed a year later
by samples from two storms (Figures 51, 52, 53 and 54) with rain samplers of
two and one mm resolution, respectively.

The water from the UCW flowed along the alluvial stream channel
toward the basin outlet of the LCW. About 10 m3 of the water infiltrated into
the colluvial unit between the two stations along 150 m in the stream
channel.
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Figure 84: A flow chart of the hydrological system.
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The isotopic composition of runoff as recorded in the UCW served as isotopic
input for the infiltrated water within the colluvial unit. Tracing the
percolating water by 18O, sodium bromide and soil moisture profiles enabled
identification of subsurface flow in the colluvial unit.

An attempt to trace deep percolation over the colluvial unit with these
18O profiles revealed evaporation from up to 3.5 m below the surface. Low
moisture content imparted sparse 5l8O values along each soil profile. Because
of improper methods of utilizing wax for absorbing Petroleum Ether
impurities from the small (few drops) water samples, deuterium analyses
failed. Deep drilling for appropriate cores for soil moisture extraction in the
colluvial terrain rich in pebbles met technical difficulties which reduced the
number of profiles one might have expected. Even a limited number of soil
moisture samples indicated, however, that the isotopic composition of the
soil moisture in the colluvium was affected by a mix from many storms
possibly covering more than a one year period. Therefore, isotopic profiles
and soil moisture could not be related to specific rainfalls and/or runoff
events. As a result, 518O profiles could not, as thought earlier, be used to trace
the deep percolation over colluvial hillslopes. Hence, an artificial tracer,
bromide was employed.

As the natural occurrence of bromide fell below the detection limit
(<0.1 ppm), tracings of soluble bromide were the best indication of the
trajectory of soil moisture propagation. The edge of the bromide plume
showed the location of the wetting front, and profiles clearly indicated a
dominant vertical percolation into the massive rocky terrain. Preferential
vertical flow paths (probably fissures) were identified at the interface between
the rocks and the attached colluvium in both colluvial slopes and the stream
channel. Horizontal subsurface flow trajectories were identified mainly at the
bottom of the colluvium. Over the colluvial unit, the subsurface flow
progressed mainly along the interface between the colluvium and the
massive rocks (Figure 83).

Runoff which was discharged from rocky terrain (via the UCW) may be
assumed to be the source of the lower wet layer as observed in the alluvial
unit. Due to the lack of deep rooted phreatophytes, this water may be assumed
to be available later for deep percolation. Thus, the isotopic composition of
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the groundwater should be comparable to that of the weighted average of the
runoff in the UCW, rather than to the average 518O value of the rainfall.

Soil moisture profiles detected by the neutron emission method
revealed two wet layers with an intermening dry zone, both in the colluvial
and alluvial stream channels. The upper wet layer was formed by direct
infiltration from rainfall and runoff. Between two sequential rainstorms, the
water in the upper layer partially evaporated leaving no detectable pulse to
indicate deep percolation. Measurements during the wet season revealed that
the moisture content in the lower wet layer was almost constant while the
dry intermediate layer maintained more or less the same low level of
moisture. Hence, a vertical flow between the two wet layers, one that might
have explained the existence of the deep percolation layer does not appear to
exist even during winter. Rather, the temporal distribution of both soil
moisture and bromide profiles suggest that the source of water in the lower
layer most probably issues from subsurface flow with a lateral component
through the bottom of the colluvial units (stream channel as well as
hillslopes). That no changes in soil moisture content in the lower wet layer
were observed indicates a steady lateral inflow and suggests further vertical
percolation from that layer. This subsurface storage may serve as an
intermediate reservoir for further deep percolation into the rock formations.
Moisture profiles over the colluvial hillslope reveal that significant moisture
reaches the bedrock only along the top colluvial belt. Further down, the
moisture within the coarse colluvial matter almost totally evaporates.

As an outcome of the numerical model, the average infiltration rate

over the fractured rocky terrain (86.5% of the rocky basin; identified as a free

surface in the model) is 0.05 mm/min (3.0 mm/hr). A negligible rate of

infiltration (0.001 mm/min) was taken for the solid non-jointed bedrock

(13.5% of the area; depression storage). Close observation of the morphology

of the exposed rocks suggests that infiltration is possible only through the

joints and fissures, not through the rock matrix (Yair and Lavee, 1985). Based

on artificial tests with high rainfall intensities, Yair and Lavee reported that

infiltration rates over the rocky terrain vary from 20 mm/hr to zero after 10

min. In jointed chalk filled with loess they obtained 11 mm/hr after 25 min.

These values are one order of magnitude higher than those found with the

numerical model (Chapter 9). Therefore, an infiltration rate of 3.0 mm/hr
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into jointed bedrock filled with loess seems to be a realistic, even

conservative estimate. Rough measurements indicate that the total open area

of all joints is about 2.5% of the exposed rocky terrain. The actual rate of

infiltration into the fissures, therefore, is equivalent to 2.0 mm/min or 120

mm/hr.

Flow records in the UCW (Figure 5) revealed that the average annual

flow duration is about 15 hours during which 1.8 m of water may infiltrate

into the fractures. Assuming a porosity range between 20 to 25% for loess and

considering only saturated vertical flow, those 1.8 m of water should occupy

between 7.2 to 9 m of wet loess within the fractures. However part of the

infiltrated water may contribute to the moisture storage within the horizontal

fractures between the rock beds. After heavy storms, it is quite coirivnon to see

significant interbedded seepage flowing from between exposed bedrock.

Observations made at the end of the summer seasons revealed wet loess with

up to 18% volumetric moisture content within shallow fractures 25 to 40 cm

below surface. Yair and Danin (1980) reported an even higher moisture

content (13 to 33%) along both joints and bedding planes during winter

seasons. This clearly indicates that the effect of evapotranspiration beyond the

very top layer is negligible, and one should expect that the isotopic

composition of deep percolating water will be similar to that of the weighted

average in the overland runoff. No further isotopic fractionation may be

expected along the percolation route toward the local deeper aquifer. The

weighted average of 518O in the runoff during three seasons was -6.10 %o,

while the weighted average rainfall was -5.4%. Indeed the 518O values in

local springs issuing from the Avdat Group over the Negev Highland (Levin

et al., 1980) were similar to those measured in the UCW runoff sampler (Ein

Ziq -6.28%; Ein Aqev -5.24% to -5.86%; Ein Kuderat -6.05 to -6.28%).

Isotopic composition measurements in deep wells from the Judea

Group (Turonian Cenomanian) aquifer in the Western Negev (Revivim 2

-5.65%; Ashalim 1 -5.03 to -5.33%; Ashalim 2 -5.64 to -5.8%) show that the

contribution from the Negev Highland to aquifer recharge is negligible. This
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is understandable when one considers the huge storage capacity of this aquifer

in comparison with storage in the Avdat Group Aquifer.

The above-mentioned similarities between 8l8O in the overland flow

and that of the local springs indicates that deep percolation over rocky terrain

and from the top colluvial belt may serve as the major source of recharge

over the Negev Highlands. This contradicts the common contention that

erratic floods in ephemeral streams serve as the major source of groundwater

recharge (i.e. Besbes et al., 1978). This might be true only for alluvial basins

with coarse alluvial deposits overlaying bedrock. Indeed, Adar (1979) and

Nativ (1979) rejected the possibility of significant deep percolation from floods

into loessial alluvial streams in the Negev Highlands. Even after extreme

floods, the wetting front in the alluvial channels did not exceed 1.6 to 1.8 m.

In conclusion, for an active recharge in arid basins with loessial

alluvial deposits along stream jointed outcrops of limestone serve as the only

available terrain. Similar findings were made by Issar and Gilad (1982) for a

granite terrain in the Sinai Peninsula. After big storms, when overland flow

covers the lower colluvial hillslope sections, percolation is limited to tens of

centimeters. Part of this water flows laterally over the rock interface, but most

of this water later evaporates or transpires through sparse vegetation.

Moisture profiles along a colluvial hillslope mitigate against the existence of

significant deep percolation (Chapter 6). At most, excess water may migrate

laterally along the rock/colluvium interface toward the bottom of the alluvial

cover. The same subsurface flow model was identified along the short stream

(between UCW and LCW, Figure 5) in which runoff, produced over the upper

rocky basin, infiltrated the alluvial/rock interface. An artificial sodium-

bromide tracer identified a dominant subsurface lateral flow within the

weathered bedrock (Chapter 7). These subsurface flows were later considered

to be the source of deep percolation.

Both routes of recharge, direct infiltration through joints over the

exposed bare rocks and deep percolation from the temporal storage below the
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alluvium/ should carry the same isotopic tag. The recharge is mainly affected

by the isotopic composition of the rain shower that produced the runoff and

by the isotopic composition in the storage mainly within small depression

reservoirs. This isotopic composition is clearly reflected in local springs and

deep colluvial wells (Levin et al., 1980).

The above-mentioned processes raise another interesting

phenomenon: high recharge efficiency. Water balance over rocky terrain for

three storms (Chapter 5.3) revealed an extremely high rate of infiltration: 1.75

out of 2.9 mm of rainfall (11-13.3.90); 2.1 out of 4.2 mm of rainfall (1-2.2.90);

and 2.50 out of 4,4 mm of rainfall (5-6.3.90). On average, 55% of rainfall over

rocky terrain infiltrates into fissures. A similar calculation for the three year

period with an average annual overland flow of 15 hours revealed that 45

mm infiltrates into the ground. Long-term annual rainfall average is 95 m m

which means that almost 50% percolates into joints and fractures. As stated

earlier, most of this moisture is available for deep percolation and

ground water recharge. These findings explain the existence of many small

springs over the Negev Highlands even under conditions of extreme aridity

(less than 100 mm of annual rainfall). The frequent occurrence of bare rock

hillslopes serves as an efficient inlet for recharge in such rocky deserts.

The above-mentioned rates of recharge refer only to rocky terrain. As
long as one cannot map the actual sparse distribution and magnitude of
convective rainstorms, it will be difficult to perceive any realistic value for a
global recharge of the entire basin.
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Abstract

The aim of this work was to elaborate on overland flow runoff
processes and to characterize the isotopic composition of potential recharge in
an arid rocky watershed. Unique field observations were obtained from an
arid watershed in the Negev Highlands, Israel, through utilization of the
dynamic variations in the isotopic composition of rainfall and runoff.

The hydrological system's inputs are rainfall and its isotopic
composition. Three independent methods were used to follow the water
movement from rainfall through runoff to subsurface flow:

a. Study of the isotopic evolution from rainfall to runoff.
b. Identification of subsurface flow in an unsaturated zone, by (1) tracing

with sodium bromide; and (2) using a neutron probe to follow the
changes in the soil moisture, in profiles with depth of 4 m each,
throughout one year.

Rainfall and runoff were sampled in eight storms. High variability in
the isotopic composition of rainfall was observed during any single
rainstorm. Two types of rain storms are distinguished isotopically. The first
type had quite a constant composition during the rain shower, and the second
type was characterized by a wave shape distribution in the isotopic
composition of the rain shower. The isotopic distribution in the runoff at the
outlet of the basin appeared often not to be correlated to the isotopic patterns
of the associated rain storm. In some cases runoff water was found to be more
isotopically depleted with respect to the rainfall. The differences could not be
explained by evaporation. Three effects were identified:

1. Mixing of water with different isotopic compositions: (a) of direct
runoff with water stored in depression storage from the proceeding rain
showers, and (b)x of overland flow and the depression storage of the same
rain shower. A new mathematical model was developed to describe these
physical processes. The model called A Double-Component Kinematic Wave
Flow and Transport Approach, was designated to assess the dynamic isotopic
distribution in arid rain storms and runoff. This model simulates the
transport and 818O evolution of rainfall into overland flow and runoff in an
arid rocky watershed with uniformly distributed shallow depression storage.
A numerical solution for the problem was developed, to estimate the



depression storage parameters (relative surface area and the average depth).
Simulation of a reliable result with respect to observation was obtained after
parameter adaptation. The model also reflects the isotopic memory effect due
to the depression storage between sequential rain showers. This was verified
by six sets of temporal 518O distribution data of rainfall and runoff. It is shown
that the use of the parameters obtained from the double-component
kinematic wave flow and transport model provides an appropriate
qualitative and quantitative fitting between the computed and observed 818O
values in runoff. A good agreement between the observed and computed
hydrograph and the change of the 518O values in runoff in time confirms the
validity of the model. The model was found to be rather sensitive to changes
in geometric parameters characterizing the depression storage zones.

2. Spatial variability of the stable isotopic composition in the rain cell:
between the center with isotopically depleted moisture and isotopically heavy
in the edge. This might be due to the position of the rainfall sampler, located
at the edge of the rain cell receiving only isotopically enriched water, while
the runoff sampler collected water with weighted average isotopic
composition from the entire basin.

3. Runoff sampling was done with a better resolution than that of the
rainfall sampling. The water balance which relates the runoff discharge to
rainfall suggests that the entire discharge is produced by a very small segment
(1 mm) of the rain storm. The major objective was to obtain a certain
quantitative relationship between a runoff segment and rain showers. The
time distributions of the stable isotope compositions of oxygen and hydrogen
were used to identify the correlation between consequent runoff and the rain
showers. The standard rainfall sampler of 2 mm resolution appeared to be too
coarse, compared with the runoff sampler (5 min). In the last research season,
two rain samplers with high (1 mm) and low resolution (2 mm) were
available in the basin but showed only a difference of ±0.5 % for 518O.

It was found that only those runoff events with a flow volume
exceeding 10 m3 in the upper channel weir (UCW) can reach the lower
channel weir (LCW). The runoff from the UCW collected in the rocky
surface, infiltrates or percolates into the interface between the rocky and the
alluvial zone. Sodium bromide with natural zero background, was inserted
into this interface so that the paths of the percolating water could be traced.



According to the distribution of the bromide measurements on the colluvial
unit, the subsurface flow progresses mainly along the interface between the
colluvial unit (above) and the massive rock (below). The subsurface flow
consists mainly of a lateral component in the colluvial unit and a vertical
component in the rocky unit.

Soil moisture profiles were measured by the neutron emission
method. In the alluvial zone, two wet layers were found: an upper layer
which is wet only after the rain, and lower layer having no changes in soil
moisture over the entire winter. A dry layer was found between the two wet
layers. The source of this moisture in the lower layer is not due to vertical
flow. An additional source, such as lateral flow, was considered and
identified.

The results of the model and the obtained parameters enabled
assessment of the rate of infiltration and possible deep percolation through
joints over the bare rock terrain. The annual percolating depth reaches as
much as 9 m the below surface. Simple water balance for the rocky hillslopes
revealed an average recharge of up to 50% of the annual rainfall. Similar
ratios were also observed in three analyzed storms. The isotopic composition
of groundwater seems to be correlated with the isotopic composition of the
runoff at the UCW and not with the average isotopic composition of the
rainfall. This runoff water infiltrates or percolates into the interface between
the rocky and colluvial zones; it flows as a subsurface flow from the colluvial
to the alluvial zone. This is probably the source of the lower wet layer in the
alluvial channel which can recharge groundwater. Its isotopic composition
should, therefore, be reflected in the local deep groundwater system. This has
yet to be confirmed. That the isotopic composition of small springs in the
Negev Highlands is similar to that of runoff over the rocky hillslope, and not
to that of erratic floods, supports our model.
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1. Introduction

The study of rainfall runoff relationships under desert conditions has
been carried out for a long time/ basically for three reasons: water harvesting,
sediment transport and deep percolation. However, attempts to model the
runoff in arid basins, face some severe limitations due to lack of information
about the physical parameters which control the overland flow. At present
lack of data and a poor understanding of some developing runoff processes,
constitute the biggest obstacle to model development. Other problems include
the heterogeneity of field properties and the matter of scaling. On the other
hand, the evolution of hydrological research and the rapid development of
computer technology has made it possible to develop and use complex,
physically based distributed models for particular hydrological components
addressed to a complete catchment.

(a) Water harvesting

High variability in rainfall amount, distribution and intensity causes a
tremendous amount of runoff production development. Runoff forecasting
relies on the above mentioned information. Face models that compute the
runoff hydrographs abound in the literature. The Smith and Parlange (1978)
and Smith (1983) models rely on the distribution of the infiltration curve. Ree
et al., (1977); Wu et al., (1978); Podmore and Huggins (1980); and Engman
(1986) deal with the physical parameters of the watershed such as roughness
expressed by Manning's n. Later on, Woolhiser et al., (1990) use a kinematic
wave approximation based on Hortonian overland theory to simulate the
movement of excess rainfall overland surface through small channels as
functions of rainfall characteristics and of parameters of physical processes.

(b) Sediment transport

Floods in arid zones are characterized by high sediment transport. The
magnitude of erosion is a function of discharge stream channel morphology
and exposed geology over the watershed. In other words, erosion is caused by
rain drop energy and by the flowing water. Meyer and Wischmeier (1969) and
Foster and Smith (1984) modeled sediment transport based on these processes.
Stom and Jorgensen (1987) simulated water flow and soil erosion process with
a distributed, physically based modeling system. This model was tested in a



small catchment (0.02 km2), and was applied in Thailand to two upland
catchments of 45 km2 and 128 km2 each. Woolhiser et al., (1990) describe the
transport of sediment within surface channel elements through a reservoir.
Runoff related to sediment transport, however, is beyond the boundaries of
this study.

(c) Deep percolation

The process of groundwater recharge from runoff in arid areas was
studied by Issar and Gilad (1982) in the Santa Katarina Ridge of Sinai. The
authors concluded that recharge occurs both over the hillslopes and along the
wadi. Deeply fractured crystalline rocks allowed a quick infiltration of water
along open cracks towards the channels of small watersheds. Local perched
water tables are developed along the channels. The process of water collection
and storage is greatly enhanced in watersheds where porphyritic dikes of low
permeability run across the channel and act as subsurface dams, preventing
the downstream flow of the infiltrated water along the alluvial channels.
Matlock (1965) identified and quantified recharge from ephemeral stream
losses in the Sonora Desert of the southwestern part of the United States. He
found that stream losses are controlled primarily by the sediment load in the
flood water and to a lesser extent by the flow velocity. Keith (1981) showed
that ephemeral stream losses in the Tucson basin increase with stream flow
up to a threshold value. Beyond that, the stream infiltration is controlled by
flow duration.

There are difficulties in applying a model for deep percolation through
rock fissures over the hillslopes. The decisive role of the fissures in the Santa
Katarina area (Sinai) is linked to the crystalline slopes which are very long,
steep and devoid of any soil cover. A different situation exists in the Negev
Highlands. Hillslopes here are relatively short, and their angles are gentler
than those in the Santa Katarina area. As they consist of sedimentary
limestone, they have developed a steplike topography. Although the fissures
do not parallel the slope, they are highly discontinuous laterally and
vertically, and are filled with fine soil. Because the possibility of water
movement along a very tortuous pathway in these fissures can't be
completely discounted, their importance to groundwater recharge had to be
studied. Furthermore, the lack of dikes and snow melt in the Negev



Highlands are factors that should be considered in the study of water
collection in the fissured rocks of this area.

It is commonly assumed that groundwater recharge in arid regions
does not occur by means of direct infiltration of rain water. Geohydrologists
generally attribute the recharge into the shallow groundwater to stream bed
infiltration. The deeply infiltrated water does not evaporate and is assumed to
be available only for transpiration and deep percolation. Whatever remaining
moisture exists is eventually available for groundwater recharge. This process
is especially efficient in gravelly channels with a permeability rate of 300
mm/hr (Issar et al., 1984), high enough to allow quick infiltration of heavy
floods into deep, less permeable layers. The coarse alluvial material serves as
intermediate storage before deep percolation occurs. This infiltration during
the sporadic flooding of riverbeds is often considered the major source of
groundwater recharge in arid areas (e.g. Schoeller, 1959; Gat, 1980,1987; Issar et
al., 1984a, 1984b).

In the rocky terrain of the Negev Highlands, with an average annual
rainfall of 70-150 mm, groundwater recharge through the soil cover is
inhibited by climatological conditions (Yair et al., 1993). Most single
rainstorms are characterized by low to very low rainfall (Figure 1).
Rainstorms in excess of 20 mm per day may occur only once every two or
three years. Under such conditions, the depth of infiltration in the slopes
covered by loessial soil is limited to 30-40 cm and field capacity is rarely
reached. Thus, hillslopes covered by soil prevent any groundwater recharge.

In ephemeral loessial stream channels, wetting front due to stream bed
infiltration never exceeds 1.60 m (Adar, 1979; Yair et al., 1993). Furthermore,
as the interval between precipitation during the rainy season is quite long
(lasting from a few days to several weeks), most of the infiltrated water is lost
through evapotranspiration, thereby limiting the cumulative positive effect
of infiltrated water or the possibility of deep percolation. Following an
extremely heavy rainstorm of 46 mm, the wetting front in the loessial
channel of a watershed draining 0.6 km2 was limited to 80 cm. However, 2.5
to 4 m below the surface a second wet layer was observed separated from the
upper layer by a relatively dry loess unit (Figure 2). Karnieli (1982), who
worked in Sede Boker Experimental Site, showed from mass balance
considerations that deep percolation in the upper part of the colluvial unit is



available for groundwater recharge. Levin (1984) demonstrated a flow of
groundwater toward the northeast in the Judea Group in the Negev
Highland.

Over the last two decades, isotopes of oxygen and hydrogen have been
used extensively in watershed hydrology (Skalash and Farvolden 1979;
Kennedy et al., 1986). Stable isotope analyses are being used to provide a better
link between rainfall and the hydrologic response of watershed and streams.
In a short time frame, the linkage between rainfall and hydrologic response is
direct, and if the isotopic content for a storm is unique, linkage is often
quantifiable. However, the isotopic composition of a particular storm can be
misleading because its content can vary at different times in the course of the
storm (Pionke and DeWalle, 1992). Gat (1994) reported that the changes in the
isotope composition between precipitation, surface runoff and groundwater
derives from processes that range widely on temporal and spatial scales. Some
take place during the rain on surface or on rock exposures above ground. For
fragment events, one needs to consider the isotope variability of the
precipitation on quite different times scales. For this present study sequential
rainfall and runoff events were intensively sampled.

More than fifteen years of runoff measurements suggest that the rocky
terrain unit has a significant effect on depression storage (Yair et al., 1993).
Moreover, most of the runoff over the upper rocky terrain is absorbed by the
upper colluvial unit along the interface belt between the rocky unit and the
lower colluvial aprons. On average only two out of ten runoff events cross
the entire colluvial unit (150 m) down into the stream channel. The present
work focused on the effect of the depression storage on the evolution of the
isotopic composition from rainfall to runoff.

A new approach will be presented to explain the differing isotope
compositions between the input and the output. It takes into account the
depression storage effect by virtue of the evolution of 818O from rainfall to
runoff. These results contradict what Skalash and Farvolden (1979) found in
the humid zone. Based on stable isotopes composition between overland flow
and base flow, they employed four criteria for successful hydrograph
separation. Their forth criterion was the minimal contribution of surface
storage to the runoff event.
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2. Objectives

The major objectives of this research were to understand the processes
which control the evolution of isotopic composition from rainfall to runoff,
over the rocky, colluvial and alluvial terrain of the Negev Highland. As
depression storage over exposed rocks was assumed to play an active role in
the process of overland flow, its effect on the isotopic composition of the
runoff had to be intensively studied and later modeled. The expectation was
that a detailed study from even such a small watershed might yield results
which could later be extrapolated in dealing with larger basins.

As a function of the ambient air temperature, the origin of moisture
and the storm's trajectory, the 518O and 8D values vary from one storm to
another and possibly within the storm itself (Ferronsky and Polyakov, 1982;
Gat and Rindsberger, 1985). Additionally, the isotopic values in runoff may
change along the flow path, mainly due to evaporation (Levin et al., 1980; Gat,
1987). The goal was to elaborate the dominant processes taking place in the
818O variation in the runoff with respect to that of the rainfall. It was
assumed that the isotopic values in the runoff are interrelated but differ from
that of the corresponding rain shower. The aforementioned research
questions are summarized in the following questions:

1. What is the relationship between the S18O of the rain and that of the
runoff?

2. How does water stored on the surface (depression storage) affect the
isotopic composition of the runoff?

3. What is the 818O of the water available for deep percolation over rocky
and colluvial terrain?

4. Does subsurface flow exist in the colluvial and alluvial units?
5. What is the source of the lower wet layer up to 4 m below surface

observed with the neutron probe?

Based on objectives 1 and 2, an attempt was made to propose
conceptual and quantitative models to describe isotopic evolution in which
the quantitative role of the depression storage is examined from rainfall to
runoff.



3. Methods

In the present study, different complementary methods were
implemented in an attempt to follow water from rainfall through runoff to
subsurface flow paths in a small arid watershed. The working hypothesis was
that a quantitative assessment of the physical behavior of overland flow, is
achieved by the study of the distribution of isotopic composition of stable
isotopes (oxygen and hydrogen) in rainfall and runoff. Detection of the
subsurface percolation relies on the neutron detection of soil moisture, on
stable isotopes along the colluvium and an artificial tracing by sodium
bromide. Based on past experience (Adar et alv 1980), I was convinced that one
water sample per storm or rainfall would not be sufficient. Therefore multi-
samplers for rainfall and runoff were developed and used to collect sequential
water samples.

3.1 Sampling for isotopes

Stable isotopes of oxygen and hydrogen are considered conservative
tracers. No significant exchange of ions is known with rocks or sediment
colluvial terrain (Hoefs, 1980). Fractionation of these stable isotopes occurs
only through phase transfer: evaporation or condensation, is assumed to be
negligible during the storm even in a desert condition.

(a) Rainfall sampler

A new mechanical sequential rain sampler was developed to collect
approximately 250 or 500 ml of water from each 1 or 2 mm of sequential
rainfall (Adar et al., 1991). The novel approach is that, once an assigned
volume of water is collected, the self-potential energy of the loaded containers
is used to operate a mechanical seal for isolating the rain sample from the
atmosphere. A prototype of the new sampler was successfully tested with
artificial rain simulation (Figure 3). Each sampler had 20 rain collectors
allowing samples to be collected from a storm with 20 to 40 mm of
precipitation. A detailed description of the sampler was presented (Adar,
1991). The rainfall sampler was located in the center of the research basin.

All of the rain samples were analyzed at the IAEA (International
Atomic Energy Agency) Laboratory in Vienna while runoff water samples



were analyzed in the NLFB (Niedersachsisches Landesmat for Forchung)
Laboratory in Hannover, Germany. Samples of three rain storms were
analyzed at both IAEA Laboratory in Vienna, and at the NLFB Laboratory. A
standard deviation of + l%o for SD and + 0.1% for 818O, are acceptable
accuracy for 5D and 8^0 analyses.

(b) Runoff sampler

The isotopic composition of runoff water depends on the isotopic
composition in the rainstorm fraction producing the overland flow. It may be
also controlled by the length of flow path and air temperature (Levin et al.,
1980; Adar and Long, 1987). A sequential runoff sampler was designed and
three units were built (Figure 4). Two samplers were installed near each of the
channel weirs (UCW and LCW, Figure 5). An additional sampler was
attached to the water stage recorders in the rocky plots (12D Figure 5). From a
narrow path of the rocky terrain, the sampler collects 500 ml of the runoff
every 5 to 6 minutes. The water samples were stored in hermetically closed
plastic bags that were isolated from the atmosphere. A sampler can handle up
to 24 samples, equivalent to a maximum of 120 to 144 minutes of overland
flow.



Figure 3: Sequential rain sampler (front view).



Figure 4: Sequential runoff sampler.
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3.2 Monitoring subsurface flow

(a) Moisture measurements

Moisture profiles to a depth of 300-400 cm were measured by neutron
probes at two sites: 1) along a colluvial slope section and 2) along a first order
stream channel. The measurements along the colluvial slope section were
conducted on the east facing slope (see Figure 5; for further details of locations
of boreholes, see Figure 66). Borehole No. 200 was within the rocky area,
immediately above the colluvial slope, where five additional rows of
boreholes were dug. Four boreholes (Nos. 321-324 in Figure 59) were drilled in
the channel where runoff was measured (Figure 5). One borehole was drilled
immediately below the upper channel weir (UCW) located at the interface of
the rocky/alluvial channel. Two others were located downstream, within the
alluvial section, in proximity to the lower channel weir (LCW). The latter was
situated at the junction between the instrumental watershed and the channel.
As the thickness of the colluvial slope, or the alluvium where the drillings
were performed, does not exceed 100 cm, all boreholes penetrated the
underlying fissured bedrock.

(b) Tracing water percolation along the colluvium with stable isotopes

A large volume of overland flow produced over the rocky terrain
infiltrates into the top colluvial unit. The accumulated water was later
evaporated and partly further percolated into deeper sections. The objective
was to identify the subsurface flow path of the percolating water. To elaborate,
I tried to follow the flow path of the infiltrated water with 18O as a
conservative tracer. On November 11, 1990 a bulldozer opened a trench along
a colluvial section (Figure 5) to obtain fresh soil samples for soil water
extraction. Along 28 m from the upper colluvium interface, 33 samples were
taken for moisture extraction at seven cross-sections. Samples were taken at
the end of the summer before the beginning of the rainy season, when
pronounced isotopic differences between isolated and evaporated soil
horizons were expected. Soil water samples were extracted by azeotropic
distillation method with petroleum ether at 122 °C. Until all the moisture
was extracted, water vapor was trapped in a closed water tower cooling for
several hours.
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(c) Tracing subsurface flow by sodium bromide

NaBr was used as a tracer to follow the flow paths of the infiltrated
water. I chose it for several reasons: (a) NaBr is a very soluble salt and may
serve as an indicator for subsurface flow both in the colluvial unit and in the
stream bed channel; (b) local background for bromide was found to be
negligible (in ppm unit); (c) NaBr is a non-absorbed tracer even in the
presence of silt and clay. The retardation effect has not been considered.

Sodium bromide was buried at two sites at the rocky-colluvial
interfaces: 1) in a mini-catchment area located at the top of a colluvial hill
slope; and 2) within the stream channel, 10 m below the upper channel weir
(UCW). In the former site, two kilograms of sodium bromide were spread
along a 2 m strip and one kilogram was spread across 1 m of the stream
channel at a depth of 40 cm. Every value above the background (zero),
represents NaBr which was artificially inserted.

12
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4. The Experimental Watershed

The Sede Boker Experimental Site is located in the Negev Desert
Highlands (Figure 6). The average annual rainfall is approximately 95 mm
with a minimum of 30 and a maximum of 183 mm. The number of rainy
days/year varies from 15 to 42. Rain is limited to the winter season which
runs from October to April. The mean monthly temperature varies from 9 ° C
in January to .'5 ° C in August. Potential evaporation is 2,200 mm (Zangvil
and Druian, 1989).

The outcrops are composed of limestone and chalk of the Turonian
age. The area is divided into small watersheds, and first order drainage basins
represent up to 65% of the total area (Yair et al., 1993). Hillslopes are relatively
steep (29%) and subdivided into two distinct sections: an upper, mainly
barren part, having a stepped rocky limestone surface and a shallow patched
soil cover, and a lower part consisting of a stony unconsolidated colluvial soil
cover that thickens downslope. A similar subdivision is observed along the
channels. The upper channel is rocky while the lower channel is covered
with an alluvial fill.

The hydrology of a small, first order watershed at the Sede Boker
Experimental Site has been under study since 1972. Figure 5 presents the
layout of the research station. The site contains an instrument network for
intensive measurement of the spatial variability of rainfall, runoff, soil
moisture and wind, over short distances.

Hydrological stations were constructed for measuring both hillslope
runoff and channel runoff. Some of the hillslope plots drain the upper rocky
section of the slopes while others drain only the lower colluvial slopes. For
the purpose of the present study, a new plot draining a colluvial section was
installed at the lower part of the east facing slope, where moisture profiles
were measured within the colluvial slope section (Plot 12E, see Figure 5).

Data obtained have been published in several papers (Yair et al., 1978;
Yair, 1983; Yair and Lavee, 1985; Yair and Shachak, 1987; Yair et al., 1987; Yair,
1990). Results pertinent to the problem of groundwater recharge in arid areas
can be summarized as follows: rocky areas composed of compact, dense
limestone are characterized by a low infiltration rate. They respond quickly to
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rainfall and frequently generate a high runoff yield per unit area. At the same
time, soil covered areas with high porosity and high infiltration rate absorb
all the water of most storms, producing little or no runoff obvious.
Differences in the infiltration rate among the major lithological units for a
particular storm are exemplified in Figure 7. As soil covered areas always
extend downslope or downstream from rocky areas, frequent discontinuity in
runoff is observed on passing from rocky to soil covered areas. Runoff
generated over the rocky areas is usually absorbed within a narrow belt of the
soil covered unit. The process of surface flow discontinuity is enhanced by
rain characteristics. Most storms fall as several small showers, each
amounting to a few millimeters, separated by rainless periods during which
the soil can drain and dry (Figure 8).

This phenomenon of surface flow discontinuity leads to the
concentration of water from a broad contributing terrain into a small
collection area, resulting locally in wetting depths far beyond those generated
by direct rainfall. This deeply infiltrated water is protected from evaporation
and, probably by a slow process of subsurface flow towards the slope base and
the adjoining channel is thus available for groundwater recharge (Yair et al.,
1993).

Four distinct regions of flow discontinuity were defined by Yair and
Shachak (1987). These units are illustrated in Figure 9.

a. First is the transition zone between the upper rocky slope and
the lower colluvial slope. Data from more than 100 surface flow events and
from sprinklers experiments (Yair, 1983; Figure 10) demonstrate that overland
flow discontinuity is extremely frequent on passing from the rocky into the
colluvial slope. Hydrological, pedological and botanical studies (Yair and
Danin, 1980; Wieder et al., 1985) indicate that the amount of water that
infiltrates in the upper colluvial part is usually three to four times higher
than the amount derived from direct rainfall.

15
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Area A: Transition zone from rocky to colluvial slope;
Area B: Transition zone from rocky to alluvial channel;
Area C: Junction of small tributary with main channel.

Figure 9: Areas of water concentration in a rocky arid watershed
(after Yair and Shachak, 1987).

b. Second is the transition zone from rocky to alluvial channels.
Runoff data derived from two hydrometric stations, one located at the
transition point of the rocky to alluvial channel and the second 150 m
downstream and within the alluvia] reach, indicate high infiltration losses
between the two stations. On average, four flow events are recorded at the
upper station in contrast to one event downstream.

c. Third is the confluence of a small tributary with the main
channel. Data obtained show that the frequency of runoff events is higher in
the small tributaries than in the main channel. Quite often, channel runoff in
a small tributary infiltrates over a short distance at the confluence with the
main channel, forming there a sort of water fan.

d. Finally, there are fissures and bedding planes over rocky areas.
Large and deep fissures filled with soil material are characteristic of the rocky
slopes. Runoff occurring over bare rocky outcrops is absorbed on its way
downslope by the fissures and bedding planes. Soil moisture measurements
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following a storm of 22 mm showed that the moisture content at a depth of
50-60 cm can be as high as 30-35% by weight (Yair and Danin, 1980). As field
capacity of the loamy soil found in rocky fissures and bedding planes is of the
order of 20-22%, excess water is available for further downward movement
along the deeper fissures.

a) first run
15 mm/hr for

30min

b) second run
30 mm/hr for

30min

c) third run
60 mm/hr for

30min

JOS

l ^ i ©» 30

SI—tOO

flow line
- contour line (m)

Figure 10: Flow lines mapped during sprinkler experiments
(after Yair, 1983).

From observations and data mentioned above, it appears that deep
infiltration in a small arid rocky watershed may occur along the following
preferential paths.
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1. Vertical percolation and lateral movement along fissures within the
upper rocky slope area.

2. Vertical or lateral movement at the interface between the colluvial cover
and the underlying bedrock.

3. Vertical or lateral movement at the interface between the alluvium and
rocky substratum down to the main channel.

4. Vertical or lateral water movement along the main channel fed by the
above mentioned pathways.

The hypothetical mechanism proposed for deep percolation in arid
areas differs from the prevailing model for recharge through riverbeds in one
important aspect: by a lateral movement below the surface towards the
riverbed, significant amounts of water may reach the deeper part of the
channel. An important feature proposed of this mechanism is that deep
percolation and even recharge may occur after small rainfall events when
runoff is developed over the rocky hillslopes but not along the main
channels draining the area.
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5. Isotopes in Rainfall and Runoff

Environmental isotopes 18O and D along with tritium have been used
to identify sources of water in hydrological systems. Most research projects
have been carried out in humid regions. Not many projects have used these
isotopes to clarify the rainfall-runoff relationships in a quantitative manner.
In Canada, Fritz et al., (1976) utilized stable isotopes to identify the major
components of the runoff. Rodhe (1981) used 18O to separate stream discharge
into flows originating from groundwater and fresh melt water in two, mainly
forested watersheds of areas 6.6 km2 and 4 km2. Later, DeWalle et al., (1988)
employed a three component tracer method including 18O to demonstrate the
contributions of groundwater, soil water and channel precipitation in a small
Appalachian Plateau forest stream. Bonnel et al., (1990) used isotopes to
separate base flow from direct event flow. Isotopic differences were used to
differentiate between pre-storm water and rain water components in storm
runoff. In Brazil, Leopoldo et al., (1987) quantified the relative sources of the
runoff by 518O values. In a very humid zone of New Zealand (2600 mm/y),
McDonnell et al., (1991) found from daily sampling of stable isotopes that part
of the stream water derives from subsurface flow. Weizu Gu (1992) worked in
a humid zone in China, also trying to understand the development of the
runoff process and flow pattern by using stable isotopes. Burgman et al., (1991)
sampled water for 518O determination from 11 rainfall events and 17 rivers
sites throughout Sweden. Relationships between precipitation input and
river water output has shown a shift and seasonal amplitude. Finally Harun
and Fank (1992) used 818O values to separate two components of the
hydrograph.

Several research projects have been carried out in arid and semi-arid
zones. Yapp (1985) worked in New Mexico where annual precipitation
averages ~200 mm. Monthly samples over two years revealed 5D values
ranging between -158%o and -6%o with most negative values occurring in
winter months and most positive one in summer. Water from the Rio
Grande at Albuquerque ranged in 5D from -103 %o to -79 %o. The most
negative Rio Grande 5D values were produced by the contribution of spring
melt water while runoff from summer rain produced a positive 5 shift in the
river water. Levin et al., (1980) found that runoff samples collected in the Zin
Wadi and in the Besor Wadi (Negev, Israel) were often depleted of heavy
isotopes, up to 3%o for 818O, when the entire rain storm was represented by
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one sample. Though low resolution sampling was performed without
synchronization of time between rainfall and runoff, the authors concluded
that runoff is generated selectively by rain with high intensities. Adar and
Long (1987) found 818O differences in summer and winter storms of -4.9 %
and -8.9 %o, respectively. The winter floods were found to be more depleted of
heavy isotopes than was the runoff from the snow melt. They also showed
that in part of the summer events, runoff was isotopically more depleted than
rain. Geyh and Weizu Gu (1991) used stable and radioactive environmental
isotopes in order to identify the source of the recharge of groundwater in the
Gurinai Grassland area of Inner Mongolia (where mean annual precipitation
is about 40 mm). They found that this groundwater was recharged by rain
occurring only sporadically but with very a high intensity (up to 100 mm/hr).
Pionke and DeWalle (1992) found that for one storm, 818O decreased from
-4%o to -20 %o over the 10 hours span of continuous rainfall. Gat (1987),
working at the Sede Boker Experimental Site, found that the isotopic
composition of runoff from the colluvial hillslopes was more depleted than
runoff from rocky hillslopes. He also reported that rapid changes in 518O were
associated with higher rainfall intensities. One possible explanation for this
observation may lie in the low temporal resolution of the sampling. In the
present research, sampling intervals indicated 1.5-2 mm for each rainfall
fraction, with a five to six minute interval for runoff samples.

In this research the analysis of isotopic composition of rainfall and
runoff covered eight storms for which both rainfall and runoff records and
water samples were available. This includes two extremely heavy storms
recorded in January and March 1991. The order in which storms are presented
follows the isotopic pattern of a rain storm. In the first three storms, the 818O
values are constant along each rain shower but differ from one rain shower to
another (a sort of step isotopic function). The other five storms present
variable, temporal isotopic distributions.

In the following discussion, rainfall intensities and the accumulated
rainfall distribution for each rain storm are presented on a common time
scale. The axis starts with the true time on the specific date when the first rain
shower began. This serves as a time reference for the entire storm. In the
following days, time proceeds in a sequential manner. In the text, the true
daily time is marked on the lower time axis and cumulative time in the
upper axis. When necessary, sequential time is given in parentheses. The
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upper axis is the cumulative time, while the true time scale is the actual time
of day. Sequential rain samples are posted on a graph showing the rainfall
distribution and are designated by serial numbers between the separating bars.
A bar diagram showing the 81SO values for each rainfall segment is attached
to the illustration of the overall rainfall pattern. Guiding dashed lines
designate the relationship between specific rain showers and associated
isotopic composition. The rusted area in the rain hyetograph represents time
and duration when runoff was recorded in the upper channel weir (UCW).

A 5D / 518O diagram illustrates the relationship between sequential
rainfall and runoff samples. Where serial numbers are included, they
designate sequential numbers for specific samples. In each 5D / 518O diagram,
the weighted average of the isotopic composition of the rainfall is provided,
since in most papers, only one 818O value per storm is given. Our intention is
to show that a single rainfall sample is not sufficient to understand the
process of overland flow production related to rainfall. The posted values
relate to the Meteoric World Line (MWL) and the Mediterranean Meteoric
Water Line (MMWL). The MWL suggested by Craig (1961) and Dansgaard
(1964), describes a world wide relationship between 5D and 518O in meteoric
waters:

5D = 8§18O + 10

Dansgaard (1964) and Gat and Dansgaard (1972) introduced the term
MMWL for regional rain water in the Eastern Mediterranean region. The
second line has the same slope but a higher deuterium excess:

6D = 8518O + 22

Issar et al., (1984), who worked in the semi-arid zone in the center of
the Negev, identified two extreme groups: one group has deuterium excess
values of more than 22 %o; it is connected with air masses that come mainly
from Europe and approach the region from west to northwest. The other
group has deuterium excess values of less than 10 %o. It is associated with an
air mass approaching the region from the southwest. In this group rather
depleted isotopic values are common. Our data, however, refers to the
MMWL with a slope of 8 and a deuterium excess of 22.
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Distribution of isotopes in runoff is related to the runoff hydrograph,
which is normalized against the area of the basin. Discharge units, therefore
are given by length per unit time. In either sequential rainfall or runoff
samples, a missing fraction indicates a failure of rainfall or runoff samplers.

5.1 Distribution of stable isotopes in storms

The distribution of rainfall and runoff for each storm was carried out
in relation to its isotopic composition. The temporal variations of the isotopic
composition during the storm are compared to the weighted average of the
isotopic value of each rainfall and are shown in the same plot. These
emphasize that in storms with high variability of isotopic composition, the
weighted average has little or no meaning when compared to the isotopic
composition of the runoff. Gat (1994) reached similar conclusions based on
much coarser sequential isotopic data. In the past, as mentioned before, most
similar investigations used only one sample for each day, storm or even
month. Presenting the data in this form clarifies the differences between the
isotopic composition of the runoff in relation to that of the corresponding
rainfall.

5.1.1 Rainstorm of 25-26 January 1990

(a) Rainfall

The distribution of rainfall intensity, amount and isotopic composition
are illustrated in Figure 11. About 21 mm, the total amount of rain, started
falling on 25 January 1990 at 23:18 and continued until 23:53 (47:03) on 26
January 1990. The first fraction of 1.32 mm was collected during a 16 hour
period from 23:18 on 25 January 1990 until 15:16 (39:16). It is important to note
that during a 13 hour period only 0.1 mm was sampled. This could be the
reason for the relatively enriched isotopic composition for Fraction 1 (Figure
lie). During this storm, the S18O values (up to Fraction 6) vary from -7.4 %o to
-8.04 %o (see also Figure 12). Fractions 7 to 11 of the rain were yet more
depleted with an average value of -9.4%o. Fraction 12 was again relatively
heavy with a 818O value of -7.41%. The hyetograph (Figure lib) shows a
continuous rainstorm, consisting of two intensive rain showers which are
associated with Fractions 2-6 and 8-11, respectively. In this particular storm, a
linear correlation between 818O and rainfall intensity distribution did not
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occur. Both high and low intensity segments exist in the heavy (Nos. 2-6) and
the depleted (Nos. 7-11) groups of rain showers. The last fraction, No. 13,
with 1.5 mm of rain, could not be sampled as the 12 positions were already
filled. In fact, the isotopic composition of the rainwater remained quite
uniform throughout each of the rain showers, despite the variability in the
rain intensity.

One rain sample from each rain shower was also analyzed for tritium
content. As clearly shown in Figure lie, rain showers differed in their tritium
levels: 14.5±1.5 TU in the first shower versus 11.5±1.5 TU in the second.
Similar temporal variations in tritium were also observed in other rain
storms. This issue is further elaborated in Chapter 5.2.

The linear correlation between 8D and 818O is represented in Figure 12.
All the samples (except No. 1) fall between the MWL and the MMWL. Both
rainfall and runoff seem to have the same deuterium excess (around 17). The
weighted average of 818O in rain with -7.95 %o is very close to that of the first
rain shower (Fraction 2-6 in Figure 12). On the other hand, most of the runoff
was isotopically more depleted than the average rain (-8%o to -10 %o for 518O).
The average isotopic composition of the rain cannot be detected in the
isotopic composition of the runoff.

From the isotopic point of view, two waters are differentiated. The first
intensive rain shower, represented by samples Nos. 2-6, was enriched by
1.5%o for 818O, as compared to the second intensive storm represented by
sample Nos. 7-11. The question may be raised whether the two rain showers
derived from two different convective cells? Alternatively, was the first rain
portion derived from the edges of one cell while the second depleted section
was from its center? This issue is addressed in Chapter No. 5.3.

(b) Runoff

This storm produced runoff both over the hillslopes and in the
channel from the headwater area. Twenty-three sequential runoff samples
were collected only at the UCW. Runoff started on 26 January 1990 at 17:09
(Figure 13), and the first water samples were collected at 17:18. The first flow
lasted until 18:12 (42:12). During this period, eight fractions of runoff were
sampled. The second flow started at 20:23 (44:23) and lasted until 22:36 (46:36).
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Fifteen additional runoff samples (Nos. 9-23) were collected during the first 90
minutes of that flow. The rest of the flow was not sampled since all positions
had already been occupied (including the first fraction, not sampled due to
mechanical failure). Samples from the last runoff flow> which started at 23:00
(47:00) and lasted 42 minutes (Figure 13), were not obtained'for the same
reason.

In the UCW, the distribution of runoff relative to the rainfall is
marked as the rusted area in Figure l ib. It appears that the runoff reached the
UCW after 8 mm of rainfall, at which point rain sample No. 6 was collected.
Part of the accumulated rainfall preceding the appearance of the runoff might
have been stored in a temporary surface depression, and some might have
evaporated from the such reservoirs.

In the first flow, 518O varies gradually from -8.5%o to -9.5%o (Figure
13). This accords with the observation that the runoff was produced by a
mixing of the sixth and the seventh rainfall fractions.

As the storm progressed, the relative influence of the rainwater stored
in the surface depression storage decreased. This can be seen from the
depletion of 818O in the runoff (Fraction Nos. 2-8). The isotopic value of the
second fraction (No. 1 is missing) reflects that of rain fraction No. 6. As the
runoff continued, its 518O values conformed with that of the preceding
rainfall (Fraction No. 7).

The second flow (Fractions 9-23) started at 20:23 (44:23) when Fraction
10 of rainfall with -9.5 %o was collected (Figure 13). The first portion of this
runoff (Fraction 9) was only slightly enriched relative to the corresponding
rain segment (-9%o versus -9.5%o for 518O, respectively). The following two
runoff samples (Nos. 10 to 11) became isotopically heavier up to -8.43 %o. This
was probably caused by flushing of the stored water from the previous flow
which ended two hours earlier. The principal part of this enrichment might
have been due to evaporation, though evaporation between the sequential
rain showers is not detectable (Figure 12). I assume, therefore, that this
enrichment was due to a mixing of the second rain shower with enriched
water remaining in the basin from the previous rain shower.
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The effect of the heavy water from storage was gradually eliminated
(Nos. 12 to 17) due to current isotopically depleted rainfall. The last portion of
the flow was not sampled as the runoff sampler was totally full. The entire
runoff volume 10.98 m3 (equivalent to only 1.35 mm of the rain) that left the
UCW completely infiltrated along the stream channel. Only a few liters were
recorded in the lower hydrometric station (LCW) but these were not sufficient
for sampling.

A close study of Figure 13 versus Figure l ib indicates that the 818O
values of runoff samples in each flow appear to be more depleted than the
corresponding rain showers. In fact, Figure 12 shows that the 818O of the
runoff was more isotopically depleted (-9.7%o to -10%, Nos. 15 to 20) than any
other segment of the rainfall (-9.6%o for 518O). This phenomenon cannot be
explained by physical processes such as the mixing of two types of water. It
may, however, be related to spatial isotopic distribution in the center versus
that at the edges of the rain cell, or perhaps, the low sampling resolution. All
possibilities will be further described and discussed in detail in Chapter 5.3.
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In spite of the fact that the 818O of the first runoff versus that of the
corresponding rainfall was depleted, the gradual isotopic depletion from
fractions 2 to 5, when isotopic stability is obtained, enables us to asses the so-
called runoff concentration time. In this storm it was equivalent to
approximately 30 minutes. This is the time lag required for a complete
washout of water from the far edge of the basin.
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5.1.2 Rainstorm of 11-13 March 1990

(a) Rainfall

This rainstorm lasted three consecutive days. Total rainfall amount
was 18 mm from three distinct rain showers (Figure 14). A total of 15 rain
samples were collected during this storm.

The first rain shower (4 mm during 05:16-09:00) consisted of two
separate rainspells with the highest rain intensity of 0.19 mm/min (Figure
14a). Four samples were collected; two from each shower. The 818O values
were relatively isotopically enriched and varied from -1.3 %o to -2%o
(Figure 14c). Almost 28 hours passed before the second rain shower
developed. It started with six hours of drizzle followed by a major storm
during which the fifth rain sample was obtained.

The second major rain shower (41:45-51:49)) consisted of several
small rain showers with a total amount of 11.2 mm. This rain shower was
characterized by relatively low intensities. Maximum intensity of 0.06
mm/min. Seven sequential fractions (6 to 12) provided the most
isotopically depleted rain water (-7.5%o to -9%o).

The third rain shower, recorded 9 hours later between 14:30-16:00
(62:30-64:00), consisted of a single shower of 2.8 mm, with a peak intensity
of 0.15 mm/min. Three additional rain samples were isotopically enriched
518O close to -3%o. A comparison between Figures 14b and 14c reveals that
each rain shower was characterized by stable isotopic composition which
differed significantly from shower to shower. The same pattern was
obtained from tritium measurements: 7.6±0.9, 10.8+1.4 and 5.5±1.3 TU for
each rain shower, respectively.

In this particular storm, a negative pattern was found between
rainfall intensities and 818O values (Figures 14a versus 14c). This
contradicts what was reported by Yapp (1982) for a humid zone, where a
smaller evaporation effect is expected during high intensities. 8D values
for the same rain samples show a similar pattern as obtained by 518O.
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A binary diagram of 8D versus 818O (Figure 15) shows three major
distinguished clusters between the MWL and MMWL associated with each
rain shower. A average 818O and 5D of the rain with -5.23 % and -26%O/

respectively appears to be in a depleted position relative to that of the
runoff, (UCW) with -3.5% and -10% for 518O and 5D, respectively. The
three 518O clusters (one for each rain shower) probably indicate prevailing
synoptic conditions in each rain shower.

(b) Runoff

Though 11.2 mm of rainfall were recorded in the second rain
shower even over the rocky terrain, no runoff was produced. This may be
ascribed to very low intensities. However, runoff was recorded at the
UCW after the third rain. Such meager rainfall could produce runoff only
when the entire surface storage was totally full. The runoff lasted 41
minutes during which six runoff samples were obtained. The 818O values
appeared to be quite stable, between -3.35 %o to -3.58% (Figure 16) similar
to the 818O of the third rain shower. However a close view of the temporal
818O distribution indicates that the runoff water became somewhat
depleted in 818O as the flow progressed. That the 818O and 8D values of
the runoff were found to be more depleted than for the corresponding
rainfall (third rain shower) will further be discussed in Chapter 5.3. The
total runoff volume of 2.8 m3 from the UCW infiltrated into the colluvial
stream channel before it reached the LCW.
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5.1.3 Rainstorm of 22-24 March 1991

(a) Rainfall

This rain storm lasted three consecutive days (21:45-68:15) with three
distinct rain showers (Figure 17). The first rain shower began with 13 hours of
drizzle with only 1.4 mm. At 10:56 (36:56) a short but heavy shower period
with a maximum intensity of 0.63 mm/min, delivered 6.2 mm of rainfall in
12 minutes. The storm continued with very moderate intensity: 5.3 m m
during four hours with an average of 0.05 ± 0.06 mm/min over a three
minute period. In this portion of the storm, seven sequential samples were
collected that were relatively isotopically heavy (-3.59% to -3.83%o for 818O).
Since rain sample No. 2, which had extremely high values of -0.09%o 818O
and +9.6 % 8D, produced no noticeable effect on the consequent runoff, I
assume that water in rain Fraction 2 evaporated from the bottle and should
not be considered in the analyses.

The second rain shower 22:57-07:31 with 15.5 mm (46:57-55:31 in Figure
17) provided eight samples (Nos. 8-15) with extremely depleted 818O values
from -6.19% (No. 8) to -10.47% (No. 10). An average 818O value of -9.78%
for the 10th to 14th rain samples. Except for a 3.5 hour break after the first
millimeter, it was a continuous storm with an average rainfall intensity of
0.08 mm/min, and a maximum intensity of 0.175 mm/min during three-
minute period.

About five hours later, the third rain shower 12:46-20:15 (60:46-68:15)
consisted of 15.6 mm with a maximum intensity of 0.3 mm/min in a three
minute period. This rain shower provided eight additional samples with the
heaviest 818O values occurring between -1.75% to -2.4%o. Only the 19th
sample was slightly lighter (-4.5%).

Here, again, no correlation between the S18O values and rainfall
intensities was discerned (Figures 17a and 17c). High intensities in the first
and the third rain showers were associated with isotopically heavy rain
showers. The second rain shower with a lower intensity was isotopically
depleted. The 8D / S18O plot is shown in Figure 18a. Except for the four
fractions from the third rain shower, the points fall between the MWL and
MMWL. The three 818O domains correspond to the three rain showers
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(Figure 17). As for the two previous rain storms, which show stable and
almost constant isotopic values within each rain shower, one sample from
each shower was analyzed for tritium. Distinguished tritium values were
obtained for each group. Though the pattern of 518O was similar to the storm
of the 11-13 March 1990, the pattern of tritium was completely opposite: high
tritium values were associated with relatively enriched d18O values.

(b) Runoff

Four flows were recorded and sampled at the UCW. Similarly, four
flows were recorded at the LCW, but runoff samples were available only for
the fourth flow. In addition four flows were recorded and sampled from a
rocky plot 12D in an adjacent basin in order to elaborate on the possible spatial
variability of isotopes within the rain cell.

1. UCW

The first flow 10:56-11:08 (34:56-35:08 in Figure 19) was produced by a
short and very intense rain shower of 6.2 mm. Three runoff samples were
collected with an average 818O value of -5%o, about 1.4%o lighter than the
temporally corresponding rainfall (Fraction 4 with -3.6%o). The previous rain
storm occurred in March 6, almost two and a half weeks earlier. Therefore,
surface storage was completely empty and could not explain the depleted
runoff versus the corresponding rainfall.

The second flow 12:02-12:52 (36:02-36:52 in Figure 19) was produced by
approximately 5.2 mm of rainfall. Twelve additional runoff samples were
collected. The S^O values varied from -4.25%o to -5.27%o, while the B^O
values of the relevant rainfall was-3.7%0. Again the runoff was isotopically
depleted by approximately l%o with respect to the rain.

The third flow 02:40-06:15 (50:40-54:15 in Figure 20) was produced by the
second rain shower (46:57-55:31) of 15.5 mm. Due to the limited capacity of the
sampler, only 8 additional runoff samples were collected from this flow,
which corresponded to approximately 45 minutes of runoff. The 518O value
of -9.75%o of this runoff (Figure 20) agrees with that of the corresponding rain
fraction Nos. 9-14 (-9.02% to -10.5%).
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The fourth flow (64:15-65:20) was characterized by a sharp, high peak at
the beginning of the storm (Figure 21). Seven sequential samples were
obtained from the recorded flow. For the remainder (Nos. 13-24), a
hydrograph was not available. The 818O values of the runoff water varied
from -2% to -3.4% except for No. 19 with -4.2%. According to 818O values,
the runoff started when rain samples Nos. 18 to 19 were collected (Figure 17).

2. LCW

Four runoff flows were recorded at the LCW. Due to a mechanical
failure, only 24 fractions of the last flow were sampled and analyzed for S18O
and 8D (Figures 18b and 22). This flow (64:45-69:06) was produced during the
17th to 18th fractions of the rainfall with -1.8% to -2% for 518O. The
sequential isotopic composition was similar to that of the fourth flow
sampled in the UCW. However the first seven samples were significantly
more isotopically depleted. In fact it may be said that the entire runoff (-3.5 %
to -1.8%o) was isotopically more depleted than the corresponding rainfall.

Three explanations are possible: (a) the shower which produced the
third runoff event was isotopically depleted (about -10%o). Some of this water
was contained in a surface and/or in shallow subsurface storage basin and got
mixed with the isotopically heavy last shower; (b) low temporal resolution of
the rainfall sampler; and (c) spatial variability in the isotopic composition of
the rain cell itself.

3.12D Plot

This plot is located along a rocky hillslope on the west side of the main
stream in the leeward direction of the blowing wind and rain storms (Figure
5). Four flows were recorded and sampled, each parallel to the flows at the
UCW, Twelve samples were taken from the first two events (Figure 23). The
818O values of the runoff gradually varied from -4% to -8%, while the
corresponding rainfall was -3.8%o (Figures 17 and 23). Comparing the &8O
values of the first flow in 12D with the corresponding flow in the UCW, the
gap of around -3%o is obtained. The third flow showed -9%o (518O) for sample
Nos. 13 to 16 (Figure 24). The remainder of the samples had 818O values
between -8.5% (No. 18) and -5.5% (No. 21). The fourth flow 16:30-20:15
(64:30-68:15) was characterized with 23 additional samples (Figure 25). With
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the exception of No. 16 (-4.2%o) the 518O of the rain varied from -1.8%o to
-2.2%. The 518O values of runoff varied from -2.2% (No. 3) to -4% (Nos. 7, 9
and 16) in a sort of periodic wave, similar to but further depleted than the
fourth flow in the UCW. As will be discussed in Chapter 5.3 and 5.3.1, three
possible explanations should be considered: (a) mixing; (b) low sampling
resolution; and (c) spatial variability of the isotopic composition of the rain
cell.
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Figure 19: Oxygen isotopic composition of the runoff, samples from
UCW (first and second flows 23 March, 1991).
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5.1.4 Rainstorm of 1-2 February 1990

(a) Rainfall

This rainfall (20:30-31:30), with total amount of 8.5 mm and maximum
intensity of 0.54 mm/min, had three major rain showers (Figure 26). Peak
intensity occurred at 05:40 (29:40) during the third rain shower, which
initiated the runoff (Figure 26). This rain storm with an average of -3.4%o and
-8.9%o for 5l8O and 5D, respectively was relatively heavy. The first two rain
fractions were collected during 8 hours of drizzle totaling with only 3 mm of
rain. Rain fraction 3, still with relatively heavy isotopes was sampled at the
very beginning of the most intensive shower. Rain fraction 4, during which
the runoff at the UCW began, was significantly more depleted than the others
with -4.24%o and -15.6%o for 818O and 5D, respectively. This rain fraction also
appeared to have the highest intensity of 0.55 mm/min (Figure 26a).

The linear correlation between 518O and 5D (Figure 27) elaborated on
the stable isotope distribution during the rain storm and its relation to the
outcome runoff as samples in the UCW and LCW. While the isotopic
distribution in rainfall was somewhat reflected in the flow in the UCW, the
isotopic values at the LCW were close to rain fraction 4.

(b) Runoff

1. UCW

Runoff in the UCW started after about 5 mm of rainfall at 05:30 (29:30
in Figures 26 and 28). Twelve runoff samples were taken during
approximately one hour of flow. The first two samples are missing. The
runoff started with 518O value of -3.58%o with a maximum amplitude of
±0.5 %o. The runoff in the UCW began at the beginning of rain Fraction 4,
which was isotopically further depleted. The first runoff sample (runoff
Fraction No. 3) seems to be a mixture of rain Fractions 3 and 4. Therefore, it is
assumed to be produced over the bare rock formation in the vicinity of the
hydrometric station. From an isotopic point of view, the obtained runoff i n
general is a mixture of isotopically depleted rainfall and heavy water
produced by previous rain and stored in the depression basins.
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Figure 26: Oxygen isotopic composition of rainfall for the rainstorm
of 1-2 February 1990.
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A comparison between Figures 26 and 28 suggests that runoff was
initiated at the time when rain fraction 4 was collected. Alternatively, it is
also possible that the 518O values of the runoff were affected by a later mixing
with rain Fraction 5. Later, the same isotopically depleted rain water (sample
No. 4), which also produced runoff in the upper part of the basin, reached the
hydrometric station after a time lag, thereby producing the 818O fluctuation in
the runoff.

2. LCW

Runoff started 22 minutes after it left the UCW; it lasted approximately
40 minutes. This runoff was produced simultaneously when rain Fraction 4
with 818O of -4.2% was collected (Figures 26 and 29). The mean of S18O of the
seven fractions is -4.1 %o, significantly depleted from the values obtained at
the UCW. As opposed to what we observed in the UCW, the 818O and 8D
values from the LCW did not vary in time, nor did they cluster around rain
fraction 4 (Figure 27).
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A quantitative evaluation of both runoff hydrographs seemed to reveal
that the discharge from the LCW could be partly attributed to the discharge
from the UCW. However, the depleted oxygen isotopic composition at the
LCW, compared to that at the UCW, excludes this possibility. This is also
illustrated in the 5D / 818O plot (Figure 27). This means that the volume of 8.6
m3 which left the UCW infiltrated into the stream bed channel and did not
reach the LCW. The entire discharge from the LCW was produced by the
fourth rain fraction over the near colluvial units and over the near rocky
terrain on the opposite hillslope.
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Figure 28: Oxygen isotopic composition of runoff, samples from

UCW (storm of 1-2 February 1990).
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5.1.5 Rainstorm of 1-2 April 1990

(a) Rainfall

The rain lasted from 04:45 until 13:02 (37:02) on the next day, with a
total amount of 20.6 mm in 15 samples (Figure 30). The first three samples
from the first rain shower were collected until 09:45. A small amount of the
third sample (approximately 0.2 out of 1.7 mm) belongs to the second rain
shower (14:00-19:15) which is represented by sample Nos. 4-9 together with
about 1/3 of sample No. 10. The third rain shower (28:00-37:02) provided five
more samples: 2/3 of No. 10 and Nos. 11-15. Samples 5 and 6 together
represent one rain fraction which was manually divided. These two samples,
therefore have to be considered as one sample with a weighted average of
-2.3% for 618O.

The 818O pattern assumes a wave shape of isotopically depleted values
which can be correlated either to the rain shower fractions or to rainfall
intensities. Samples obtained from showers with higher intensities, such as
Nos. 5, 8,12 and 14, revealed relatively enriched 518O values (-2.5% to -5%o)
while samples 9, 10 and 11 from moderate rainfall intensities had 818O values
between -6.0% and -6.8%. The 8D / 818O plot for the rainfall and runoff
samples is shown in Figure 31. The slope and the deuterium excess appear
between the MWL and MMWL. Most samples of the runoff are more
isotopically depleted than the weighted average value of the rain with -4.57%
for 818O (Figure 31). Three runoff samples are isotopically depleted even
further than any rain fraction.

(b) Runoff

1. UCW

Three flows were recorded in the UCW (Figures 32 and 33). The first
was very small, with a peak discharge of 0.001 mm/min. It occurred after 7
mm of rain (sample Nos. 6-7 with -2.2 %0 and -3.4% for 818O, respectively)
and only one sample was obtained with 818O of -4.2%. Here again the 818O of
the runoff was more depleted than was the corresponding rainfall. Based on
isotopic assessment, this flow corresponds to the rain Fractions 2 and 3 with
818O of -4.9% and -4%o, respectively. What may have occurred here is on-
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surface storage which even 8 hours later affected the isotopic composition of
the flow. Alternatively, this might be attributed to a coarse rain sampling
compared with the finer (high resolution) runoff sampling.
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The second flow lasted from 17:10 to 17:55 (Figure 32) during which six
samples were collected. The 518O values ranged between -4.8% (No. 4) and
-6%o (No. 7) where the corresponding rainfall samples Nos. 8-9 (Figure 30)
were -5%o and ~6%o, respectively. The isotopic composition at the beginning
of this flow (sample Nos. 3 and 4) was affected by that of the storage mixed
together with the current rainfall. The isotopic value in the storage combined
the first flow (-4.2%) with heavy rainfall fractions 6 (-2.2%o) and 7 (-3.6%°).
Therefore, runoff fractions 3 (-5.4%o) and 4 (-4.7%) reflect a mixing of the
current rainfall (-5%o to -6%) with the relatively heavy water in storage.
Similarly, the 818O values of the runoff samples (Nos. 5 to 9) is explained by a
mixing of these two types of water: current rainfall and the prevailing storage.
Runoff activated during collection of the heavy rainfall segment No. 7,
flowed down hill towards the sampling station and mixed with new,
isotopically depleted rain (sample Nos. 8-9).

The third flow (28:10-31:30) with its S18O values is illustrated in Figure
33. The 518O started with -7.7%o (No. 10) and gradually became less negative
(-5.5%o, No. 23). The pattern of this runoff corresponds to rain sample No. 11
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with an 818O value of -7%0 as well as to rain sample Nos. 12-14 with -5.1 %o.
However the runoff (Nos. 10-12) showed isotopically depletion even more
than the most depleted fraction of the rainfall (Figure 31). As already
mentioned for previous storms, this might be explained by relatively low
sampling resolution of the rainfall or by spatial isotopic distribution within
the rain cell.

2. LCW

The first wave of discharge through the LCW started almost at the
same time as in the UCW (Figure 34). These values can be related temporally
to the eighth and the ninth rain fractions. Based on isotopic considerations,
the first three samples could not have originated from the UCW outflow.
Therefore, it had to be produced in the vicinity of the LCW station. The rest of
the samples were stable with a mean of -5.8 %o for 5l8O and -30 %o for 8D. This
is most likely due to a large storage capacity and mixture along the alluvial
sections, which were already saturated from the previous spillage from the
UCW. Due to electrical failure, the second flow through the LCW was not
sampled.
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5.1.6 Rainstorm of 24-26 Tanuary 1991

(a) Rainfall

Rainfall began on January 24 at 21:11 and lasted until 21:03 (69:03) on
January 26 with two major showers of 51.3 mm (more than 50% of the annual
average) (Figure 35). Fifteen rain fractions adding up to 25 mm were obtained
from the first part of the storm. Due to a mechanical problem, samples Nos. 8
and 9 received the same water. A similar mechanical failure caused only
three rain fractions (Nos. 16-18) to be sampled during the second shower. The
518O value of the first part of the storm was -4.75 %t>; it became more negative,
with wave patterns down to -6.2% and -7.2%, in rain samples Nos. 6 and 12,
respectively.

The second part of the storm that fell between 5:00-21:03 (53:00-69:03)
consisted of an intensity peak of 0.37 mm/min. During this shower additional
27.48 mm of rain was collected in only three fractions. Sample No. 16
represents 24.58 mm of rainfall while the other fractions represent, as usual
around 2 mm each. This volume of rain was collected from 23:30 (47:30) to
11:00 (59:00). The 518O and 5D values of this shower are significantly depleted,
varying from -7.08% and -21.9% to -9.5% and -46.1%, respectively.

The 6D / 518O plot (Figure 36) shows a deuterium excess of about 30, far
above that of the MMWL for rainfall and runoff. Most of the runoff samples
are isotopically depleted compared to the average value of the rain, with
-5.89% and -17% for 818O and 5D, respectively.

(b) Runoff

1. UCW
This storm produced the first runoff of the 1990/91 rainfall season.

After a long dry period water storage in the soil was negligible and no
contribution from soil moisture to the total volume of runoff was expected.
This storm, therefore, may be used to examine isotopic evolution through
runoff without any mixing between overland flow and stored soil water if, in
fact, it ever exists. Runoff was recorded and sampled at both UCW and LCW
stations. The first flow at the UCW 11:36-11:50 (35:36-35:50 in Figure 37)
produced five samples. Five more runoff samples were obtained from the
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second flow (37:43-38:42). The third flow 18:35-19:50 (42:35-43:50) provided 14
additional samples.

The remainder of the flows for this day were not sampled because all
sampler bags were already full. Therefore, the third flow on the next day
(53:20-62:15) was lost except for two samples (Nos. 25 and 26) which were
collected by hand. These samples were taken from the flood tail at the UCW
at 60:50 and 61:00, respectively (Figure 36).

In the first flow (Nos. 1-5) quite stable 518O values prevailed starting
with -6.2%o which was isotopically enriched to -5.8%o toward sample No. 5
(Figure 37). This flow temporally corresponds to rain fraction 6 with 51SO of
-6.23%o. The enrichment process might be attributed either to a heavy rainfall
in the preceding rain fractions, or to the following rain fraction No. 7 (Figure
35c). The next five runoff samples correspond both temporally and
isotopically (around -5.2%o) to rain fraction No. 7 showing 818O of -5.35%o.
Following the isotopic depletion of rain fractions 11 and 12 (around -7.0 %> for
518O), the third flow gradually matched this value after five sequential runoff
samples (Nos. 11-15). Runoff fraction No. 18 was exceptionally heavy (-4.85 %o
and -10.3 %o for 518O and 8D, respectively) with no logical explanation except
evaporation from the bottle. The rest of the runoff samples reflect rain
fractions 13 and 14 with 518O of -6.2% and -6.16%, respectively. Runoff
samples 25 (-8.42%) and 26 (-7.64%) from the flood tail of the fourth flow
correspond to rain fractions 17 and 18 with -9.5 % and -7.2%o, respectively
(Figure 36).

2. LCW

Runoff in the LCW (Figure 38) started almost eight hours after it had
appeared in the UCW. It matches the third flow leaving the UCW. The first
two flows from the UCW, with a total volume of 3.5 m3 totally infiltrated
along the channel between the two stations. The first flow consisting of nine
runoff samples shows quite stable isotopic values of around -6.8 % and -25 %
for 518O and 8D, respectively. Although this flow corresponds well with the
third flow at the UCW, its isotopic value is slightly depleted as can be seen in
Figure 36b. This might be explained by direct contribution from rain fractions
11 and 12 (Figure 36a).
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The second flow in LCW (53:39-60:39) had nine samples (Nos. 10 to 18)
while sample Nos. 19-24 represents the third flow (as shown in Figure 39).
The second and the third flows were not sampled in the UCW, so their
isotopic composition can be related only to that of the rainfall. The 818O value
of the runoff in the LCW with -7.8%c corresponds with that rain (Nos. 16 and
17, with -8.5%o). Sample No. 25 which was taken manually, represents the
flood tail at 60:30; it reflects the isotopic composition of rainfall Fraction 17. As
this was the first major storm of the season, the isotopic composition of the
runoff should have solely reflected that of the rainfalP Differences may be
attributed both to short-term surface detention storage and to a time lag
between rainfall and runoff at the outlet of the basin.
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Figure 37: Oxygen isotopic composition of runoff, samples from
UCW (storm of 24-26 January, 1991).
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5.1.7 Rainstorm of 7-8 February 1991

(a) Rainfall

This storm consisting of six rain showers lasted from 08:58 (February 7)
until 14:32 the next day (38:22 in Figure 40. The total amount of rainfall was
12.7 mm. Seven rain samples were collected. The maximum rainfall
intensities were 0.27 and 0.45 mm/min for a three minute period which
occurred while sample Nos. 5 and 7 were collected. The distribution
intensities of the rainfall and its isotopic composition are illustrated in
Figures 40a and 40c. It appears that the lowest rain intensity was associated
with the isotopically most depleted fraction (No. 3) while the last two rain
showers, with highest intensities, were associated with relatively isotopically
enriched 518O.

The first shower (08:58-9:20) with only 1 mm of rain is represented by
sample No. 1. The second (12:43-14:18), with 2.7 mm of rain, was mainly
sampled by No. 2. Sample No. 3 was taken from the third rain shower (19:51-
20:17), during which about 2.5 mm which accumulated over the course of 16
hours of light rainfall. The fourth sample is mainly from the fourth rain
shower (28:38-30:26) with 1.8 mm of rain. The fifth and sixth samples are
primarily from the fifth shower (35:10-35:42) with 3.2. The sixth rain shower,
which began (37:31-38:22) with 3.1 mm, was represented in the sixth and
seventh samples. According to the rainfall chart (Figure 40b), each rain
sample, except for the last represents a distinct shower.

The 518O values of this rain storm assume a bell shaped distribution;
relatively enriched 818O both at the beginning and at the end of this storm
(-3.34%0 and -4.0%o) which was depleted (-7.0% to -7.52%) in the third
sample. The 5D / 818O plot is presented in Figure 41. The samples are situated
along the MMWL with a deuterium excess of 22. Here the average 818O value
of the rain (-5.51 %o) is more isotopically depleted than in most of the runoff
samples.
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(b) Runoff

Three flows during the fifth and sixth rain showers were produced and
recorded at the UCW (Figure 42). The first flow (35:30-36:00) occurred during
the fifth rain shower.

Three runoff samples were collected with 818O of -3.8%o while the
corresponding rain fractions 5 and 6 were significantly depleted with -5.5%o
and -4.2%0, respectively. The same level of enriched 818O continued also in
the second flow (-3.7%) and in the two samples (Nos. 5 and 6) from the third
flow. A depletion in S18O may be noted in flow fractions Nos. 7 and 8, with
-4.1 %o and -5.2%o, respectively, and temporarily is associated with the sixth
and seventh rain samples. It seems, however, that this isotopic depletion in
818O is also associated with the isotopically depleted rain fractions 3 and 4. As
was deduced from S18O, the discrepancy in overland flows and the
corresponding rain fractions may be explained by a delayed runoff which
might be associated with surface depression storage.
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In the LCW, 19 water samples were collected with almost the same
818O values of -4.5%o (Figure 43). Hydrograph data for the LCW were not
available due to mechanical failure of the recorder. However field
observations suggest that three distinct flows passed the flume. The first 4
runoff fractions seem to have been sampled during the first flow; they were
slightly depleted by 0.5 %o compared with the same flow recorded in the
UCW. This discrepancy is even more pronounced when runoff fraction No. 6
is considered. Runoff samples 7 to 19 are probably from the second flow
whose 8- 8O values are almost identical to that of the third flow sampled at
the UCW. The fact that for the i>ame flows runoff at the lower outlet of the
basin appears to be further depleted in stable isotopes might be attributed to
spatial variability within the rain cell, which might be super-imposed on the
different and short surface streamlines that contribute runoff directly to the
LCW from nearby rocky terrain and the colluvial belt.
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5.1.8 Rainstorm of 5-6 March 1991

(a) Rainfall

The storm started on 5 March at 03:52 and lasted until 12:57 (36:57) with
a total amount of 16.7 mm and a maximum intensity of 0.17 mm/min
(Figure 44a). As in the previous storms, the distribution of 818O values
oscillated in terms of isotopically heavy and depleted water, as shown in
Figures 44c.

The first rain shower (03:52-04:00) is represented by the first two and
part of the third samples, with 518O of -3.59%, -5.9% and -6.2%o, respectively.
Intensity during the third fraction was the lowest recorded during this shower
(0.015 mm/min), it had a similar isotopically depleted 818O value as in rest of
the shower.

The second rain shower (10:40-16:40) produced six samples. The first
five samples (Nos. 4-8) were isotopically depleted with an average of -8.7%o
for 518O. The ninth fraction, with heavy water (-5.43%o), was collected during
a 12 hour period (Figure 44).

The third rain shower (28:00-36:30) delivered five sequential rain
samples (Nos. 10-14). The rain began with 818O value of -9.5%o and became
increasingly isotopically enriched up to the 13th fraction with -4%o (Figure
44). In the 5D / 818O plot ( Figure 45), the values of the rain sample Nos. 1-8
fall between the MWL and MMWL, while those of Nos. 9-14 from the third
rain shower are above the MMWL, with a deuterium excess of 27. As will be
further discussed in Chapter 5.3, it probably attributed to two distinct rain cells
of different composition.

The average 518O value of that rain (-5.93%o) is far from that of any
other recorded of runoff (Figure 45). This shows again that the isotopic values
of an arid runoff can not be directly related to that of the average isotopic
values of the rainfall.
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(b) Runoff

Four flows in the UCW were recorded and sampled for 818O and 8D
analyses (Figures 45 and, 46). The first flow was produced after 5 mm of rain
when rain sample No. 5 was collected with 818O of -9.3%o. The isotopic
composition of the two first runoff samples was identical. In this case, the
depression storage effect is not detectable, if it existed at all. As this runoff at
the UCW was the first flow out of the basin, which appeared after only 5 m m
of rain, runoff might have been produced in the immediate vicinity of the
basin's outlet near the gauging station.

The second flow (16:40-16:52) occurred toward the end of the second
rain shower, and one sample with a S18O value of -9.3 %o was obtained (Figure
46). The runoff was produced by a short rain (0.1 mm/min) sampled in rain
fraction No. 8 (Figure 44) with -8.2%o for 818O. One possibility for obtaining an
isotopically depleted runoff from a heavy rain is that isotopically depleted
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water from the previous shower (Nos. 5-7) stored in the depression storage
and mixed with water from the new rain, represented by rain fraction 8.

The third flow (28:40-29:30) with five samples showed a constant 818O
around -9%> (Figure 47). Fraction 10 of the rain (Figure 44) had -9.5 % for
S18O, and corresponds in time to the beginning of this flow, which started
with -9%o and became isotopically enriched up to -8.8 %o. Due to the
depression storage effect, the sampled runoff is a combination of light water
with about -9.5%o from the depression storage (rain fraction No. 10), and rain
water of -8%o (Fraction 11). The enriched rain fraction No. 9 (-5.4%o) is not
noticeable in the 818O values of the runoff. This finding suggests that during
the 11 hour gap between the second and the third rain shower, the surface
storage lost all of the water mainly by infiltration.

The fourth flow (35:54-36:48) with eight samples (Nos. 9-16) varied
between -4.97% to -4.78%o for 518O (Figure 47). This runoff was produced
during the collecting of fractions 13 and 14 of the rain with 5 18O value of
-3.87%o and -5.41 %o, respectively. The 818O in the runoff is probably a result of
mixing rain water of -5.41 %o and -3.87%o.

In the LCW only one flow, which corresponds to the fourth flow in the
UCW, was sampled. The total volume of 2.5 m3 of the first three flows from
the UCW infiltrated into the stream channel between the two stations. The
818O values of the eight samples in the LCW are quite consistently around
-5% (Figure 48), which agrees with those of the samples belonging to the
fourth flow in the UCW.
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5.2 Tritium distribution in rainfall

Tritium is the radioactive isotope of hydrogen, having a half life of
12.43 years. The water molecule HTO is associated in the hydrological cycle.
The sources of tritium are both natural (cosmic ray production) and artificial
(thermonuclear tests during the period 1953-1962).

Groundwater bodies may be classified according to their tritium
content (Shimuda et al., 1993). Edmunds and Walton (1980) used tritium to
estimate the recharge rate in Cyprus. They employed both isotopic and
geochemical data. Low tritium levels were characteristic for low recharge of
relatively large aquifers. The content of tritium has also been studied for
precipitation. Carmi and Gat (1973) sampled rainfall in the southern coastal
plain of Israel for a period of 13 years. Each sample represented one month.
The overall characteristics reflects changes parallel to those in stations in the
Northern Hemisphere. Gvirtzman and Magaritz (1986) used an average value
of tritium for each storm during the winter to compare with the tritium
value of groundwater. They assumed that the concentration of tritium during
the winter was always higher than the tritium value in the groundwater.
Levin et al., (1980) sampled rainfall for isotopic analyses every day for 30
rainfall events and found significant variations between rain storms.
However they did not consider variations within storms.

Gat (1980), after Groeneveld (1977), showed a maximum 3H in the
spring and summer over a yearly cycle, and a minimum value in winter,
with a ratio range of 2.5-6. Gat (1980) reported higher tritium levels in the
high troposphere compared to lower altitudes. High tritium values occurred
toward the end of December, and low ones were found in mid-June. Gat and
Geyh (personal communications, 1993) hypothesize that storms originating in
the Indian Ocean are associated with tritium levels close to zero, whereas
high tritium is associated with storms originating in Northern Europe.

Mazor (1991) and Gat (1980, after Groeneveld 1977) showed seasonal
changes in tritium values of precipitation with peaks in summer and low
values in winter. In none of the above-mentioned instances, did the research
concern the change in the tritium content during the storm itself. The main
point of using the tritium was to show that the division of rain storm into
rain showers based on rainfall chart and stable isotopic composition can also
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be guided by tritium, which provides the same partition pattern of rain

showers.

5.2.1 Results

The samples for 3H were taken after every 2 mm of rainfall. Rain
showers in three different storms were identified according to the rainfall
chart and 518O values.

For the storm of 25-26.1.90, two rain showers were identified. Their
tritium values were 14.6 and 11.5 T.U. with -8% and -9.5% for S18O,
respectively (Figure 11). In this storm, high 518O value was associated with
high T.U. and depleted 518O with low T.U. However the isotope data indicate
a clear source difference between the two rain showers.

For the storm of 11-13.3.90, three rain showers were identified with
tritium values of 7.6,11.2 and 5.6 for T.U. and -2%, -8% and - 3 % for 518O
(Figure 14). In this storm high 518O values were associated with low T.U. and
low 518O values with high T.U.

For the storm of 22-24.3.91 three rain showers were identified with 26.0,
19.3 and 30.3 T.U. and with -3.8%, -9.5% and -2.2% for 618O (Figure 17). Low
51SO values were associated with low T.U. and high 518O values with high
T.U., the same trend as that of the first storm mentioned and opposite to that
of the second. Thus, when correlating 518O (or 5D) data against the tritium of
one storm, no correlation can be ascertained.

5.2.2 Conclusions

The tritium analyses support the conclusion derived from the stable
isotope analyses: each storm might be composed of different rain sources
which have different stable and radioactive isotopic compositions. Probably
related to change in storm trajectories, the source of the vapor, and effect of
the altitude.

These results, obtained under desert conditions, suggest that tritium
values may change during a storm, a shift which must be taken into account
if the tritium is used as a tracer.
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5.3 Discussion

These detailed analyses of isotopic composition of rainfall and runoff
were made possible through the use of sequential rainwater and runoff
samplers. They have provided results the significance of which is rather
general. Rainstorms composed of individual showers with a rainless period
between each of the showers show an isotopic composition which differs by
several per mils from that of the preceding or the following rain shower. In
some rain storms rather constant isotopic values prevailed for each shower.
Others show variable isotopic distributions with significant differences for
every 2 mm of rain. Variations in the isotope composition of rainfall could be
identified in the consequent runoff at the reeky portion of the basin but not
along the stream channel.

(a) Rainfall

A high variability in the isotopic composition of rainfall was observed
even during a single rainstorm. 818O values within a single storm may vary
from -2%o to -10 %o. Two modes of isotopic variation were identified: In the
first mode, the isotopic composition for each rain shower remained quite
constant, regardless of changes in the rain intensity (i.e. see Figures 11,14 and
17). In the second mode the rain had a variable isotopic composition with a
wavy shape.

In four storms rainfall intensities and isotopic composition were
poorly correlated. This negates what was found by Yapp (1982) in a humid
zone. In four other storms (see Figures 14, 17, 30 and 44) some negative
correlation was found: high rainfall intensities were associated with enriched
isotopic values and low intensities with depleted values.

Analysis of the synoptic situation during such storms is beyond the
scope of this study, but it might be possible that significant differences in the
isotopic composition (both stable and tritium) are due to variations in the
synoptic conditions both in terms of the source of the vapors and the
trajectory of the rain cell (Gat, 1980; Leguy et al, 1983). Furthermore,
significant differences in the isotopic composition in a large rain cell, might
be expected from the outer rim of the cell toward its core. Each of the
individual showers may represent a small amount of rainfall with a specific
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isotopic composition. As the rain cell progresses, the rainfall trajectory varies
in time and space providing moisture with different isotopic composition.
The rate at which the rain storm progresses in a specific location induces the
isotopic composition of rainfall at the sampling point as well as the rate of
temporal change in the isotopic variations.

In all storms, the weighted average value of 518O and 5D was calculated
and posted in the of 818O / 5D diagram. The object was to show that in most
cases this value had no meaning when runoff is related to the isotopic
composition of the rainfall. The distribution of the 518O in the runoff
(Chapter 5), was only related to one sample of rainfall which represented the
entire storm. The findings provided in this research indicate that this
approach might be correct for humid regions but not for arid storms.

(b) Runoff

A high variability in the isotopic composition of runoff was observed.
This variability was found to be more pronounced in the small rocky section
than for the entire drainage basin. None of the eight storms showed any
indication of significant evaporation. The 818O and 8D values of the runoff
followed the meteoric lines with respect to the corresponding rainfall. In
many storms, runoff fractions were found to be isotopically more depleted
than the average value of the rainfall. This same phenomenon was also
found when the isotopic composition of the runoff fractions was related to
that of the fractions of the causative rain. This observation was surprising, as
it is usually assumed that evaporation of runoff water results in isotopic
enrichment. Three possible explanations are considered: mixing effect, spatial
isotopic variability within the rain cell, and different sampling resolution for
rainfall and runoff. Moreover, a combination of two or all of the above
explanations might hold.

1. Mixing of water from rain showers with different isotopic composition.
Runoff may be caused by an isotopically heavy rain followed by a lighter one,
or vice versa. The water from the previous rain shower (either depleted or
enriched) that was caught in the depressions as storage was mixed with the
runoff produced by a current rain shower. This process occurred in both
directions, and the volume of this depression storage was assessed
independently with a simple mass balance calculation of three storms. This
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simple balance approach requires four assumptions: 1) no lost evaporation
during the short time of flow; 2) constant infiltration rate in the entire flow
duration; 3) homogenous rainfall distribution over the basin; and 4) though
"partial area contribution" supposed to be, it is assumed that overland flow
covering the whole basin.

If R (mm) is the rainfall amount, I (mm/min) is the constant rate of
infiltration, A (m2) is the area of UCW basin, and RO (m3) is the volume of
the runoff leaving the UCW, the volume of the surface depression storage Vs
can be evaluated from the following expression:

Vs=R*A-(RO+I*A)

Based on 20 years of runoff records (Yair, personal communication) and based
on eight storms analyzed in this research, runoff never occurred in rainfall
intensities less than 0.05 mm/min. Therefore, for the following analyses 0.05
mm/min is minimal rate of infiltration over the rocky terrain with area of
8150 m2. The volume of the depression storage was calculated for the
following storms:

Water balance for the storm of 11-13.3.90:
Rainfall of 2.9 mm over an area of 8150 m2 equaled 23.64 m3;

The measured volume of runoff was 2.8 m3;
Infiltration rate of 0.05 mm/min for 35 min equaled 14.26 m3.
Therefore, the storage volume over the entire rocky section is 8.37 m3.

Water balance for the storm of 1-2.2.90:
Rainfall of 4.2 mm over an area of 8150 m2 equaled 34.23 m3;
The measured volume of runoff was 8.6 m3;
Infiltration rate of 0.05 mm/min for 42 min equaled 17.12 m3.
Therefore, the storage volume over the entire rocky section is 8.51 m3-

Water balance for the storm of 5-6.3.91:
Rainfall of 4.3 mm over an area of 8150 m2 equaled 35 m3;
The measured volume of runoff was 6.5 m3;
Infiltration rate of 0.05 mm/min for 50 min equaled 20.38 m3.
Therefore, the storage volume over the entire rocky section is 8.12 m3.
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This calculated volume, for all practical purposes, is identical to the
volume obtained for the previous storm. This storage capacity was also
confirmed by the solution of a mathematical model later described in Chapter
9.

The effect on the depression storage of a mix of isotopes is limited to 30
to 35 min (about 5 to 6 runoff samples). This means that for the Sede Boker
Experimental Site, it takes about 30 min before rainfall excess from the
farthest section of the basin reaches the UCW from the top water divide. This
time lap represents the "isotopic concentration time" of the basin which is
related to the hydrological time of concentration. That the isotopic
concentration time is always 30 to 35 minutes suggests that these two terms
are virtually identical. Further discussion on the mixing process is provided
in Chapters 9 and 10.

During two rain events in January and April 1990 (Chapters 5.1.1 and
5.1.5), some of the runoff samples were isotopically more depleted than any
fraction of the rainfall. In these cases the mixing process cannot explain
isotopic observations. The following two explanations, however, seem to
clarify the above-mentioned phenomenon.

2. Spatial variability of the isotopic composition of rainfall within the

drained area.
Inasmuch as the isotopic composition of a single rain cell varying in

both space and time may not be uniform, parts of the drained area may
simultaneously receive rains with different isotopic compositions. Although
this might be visible in the isotopic composition in the runoff sampled over a
large area, such differences cannot be detected by a single rain sampler. Figure
49 shows a schematic hypothetical configuration of the relation between the
location of the rainfall sampler relative to the position of the rain cell. The
rain sampler located at the edge of the cell collects relatively enriched water.
The runoff sampler, however, collects water from the entire basin which is
mainly composed of isotopically depleted water from the center of the rain
cell. An indication of spatial variation in the isotopic composition of rainfall
within a small watershed (0.6 km2) may be derived from the isotopic
composition of runoff collected at various runoff plots. In several storms,
runoff samplers at two or more plots simultaneously collected water with
different isotopic composition. Such a phenomenon can be seen in the storm
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of 22-24.3.91 (Chapter No. 5.1.3), the plots of which had significant different
values of 518O (-5% in UCW and -8%o in the 12D) produced by the same rain
cell during the same time segment. The distance between the two plots is only
300 m. Spatial variability may be more effective in small rain cells. It does not,
however, undermine the mixing effect of the depression storage. At most, it
may explain some deviations from the pure mixing approach.

\
\

• rainfall sampler

• runoff sampler

— watershed border
iso-isotope line

-5.0 818O
' • rain cell trajectory

scale 500 m

Figure 49: A schematic illustration of the relationship between the
location of rainfall and runoff samplers and the rain cell's
trajectory with its isotopic composition.

3. Sampling resolution of rainfall versus runoff.
When runoff is generated over the rocky terrain, it is often produced by

short (1-3 min) but intensive rain of less than 1 mm. The isotopic
composition of the specific corresponding rain fraction is practically
unknown as the sequential rain sampler often collects rainwater over a
longer duration. It therefore might be true that the rain fraction of 2 m m
collected by the sequential sampler is too coarse compared with the actual rain
segment which generated the runoff. In fact, for a basin area of 8,150 m2 above
the UCW and assuming only 15% runoff efficiency, every millimeter of
rainfall should yield 1.2 m3 of runoff. Therefore, if the isotopic composition
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in rainfall varies during a 1 mm interval, the 2 mm sampling fraction for
rainfall is insufficient to meet the high runoff sampling resolution. A good
example is the third flow of storm of 1-2.4.90 (5.1.5). In Figure 30, the 518O
shift between two sequential rain samples (11 to 12) was 2%o while the
enrichment of the corresponding runoff segment (10 to 23) was limited to
0.2%o (Figure 33). The effect of high and low resolution of rainfall sampling
was checked and described in Chapter 5.3.1. In all storms where the isotopic
composition during the rain shower was constant (the first mode), the
sampling resolution explanation could not be validated.

The above explanations are not necessarily exclusive. Their
combination results in a very complicated isotopic picture which for this set
of experimental conditions, may be impossible to fully disentangle. Since all
these explanations may hold for every case, each might be demonstrated for a
specific storm where it was the dominant factor.

Four general conclusions can be deduced:

1. In order to properly study the relationship between the isotopic
composition of rainfall and runoff, a very detailed monitoring of the spatial
and temporal variability of the isotopic composition is required for both
rainfall and runoff. A proper spatial grid shows a few hundred meters
distance, and the time interval for runoff sampling should be limited to one
or two minutes.

2. In view of the high variability observed in the isotopic composition of
rainfall and runoff even for a single rainstorm, it seems impossible to
characterize the deep fast percolation of water through fractures of unique
isotopic composition. Chapter 6 describes an attempt to assess the isotopic
composition of the percolating water in the colluvial unit. It is almost
impossible to relate the isotopic composition of the soil moisture in the
colluvium to the isotopic composition of a single storm.

3. In rainstorms with high isotopic variability, the weighted average
value is meaningless when it is related to runoff produced over a small rocky
watershed. Differences between these values may proceed in both directions.
As previously suggested, such differences are due to the runoff having come
from a very small fraction of the rain, with a very specific isotopic
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composition. Therefore the isotopic composition of the runoff fits only that
fraction.

4. High tritium variability emerged in those three storms of the first
mode. Generally, tritium variations are used to identify the rate of deep
percolation. However, as found in this work, significant infiltration takes
place from overland flow which might be produced by small rain fractions
the tritium content of which is far from the weighted average. Therefore, if a
piston model is assumed, vertical variations in tritium might be attributed to
different runoff events rather than to seasonal fluctuations.
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5.3.1 Sampling resolution

Sequential sampling of rainfall for stable isotope analyses has
demonstrated that significant spatial and temporal variations occur (Levin et
alv 1980; Adar and Long, 1987; Adar et al. 1980). The last-mentioned paper
shows that isotopic variations may occur within a single rain even between
intermittent showers. It was often found that a specific runoff sample was
isotopically more depleted than the corresponding rain sample. This led me
to inquire what sampling resolution could be derived to characterize such
isotopic distribution of runoff in rain storms. Among other possibilities, it
may be attributed to a coarseness of rain sampling versus runoff.

A standard sequential rain sampler (S.R.S.) was designed to
accommodate approximately 2 mm of rainfall in each water sample. The
sampler was operated at the Sede Boker Experimental Site near the
hydrometric station at Plot 4. The same type of sampler, except for a higher
sampling resolution (H.R.S.) of about 1 mm was constructed and posted in
Plot 9, a distance of about 120 m from Plot 4 and 35 m higher in elevation
(Figure 5). Two rain storms, (1) on January 11-13 and (2) on February 2-6, 1993,
were sampled and analyzed for the 518O and 8D.

The distribution of rainfall is presented in Figure 50 (A and B). The first
storm (Figure 50A) lasted for 21 hours and consisted of 3 major showers. The
second storm (Figure 50B) lasted for 78 hours and contained 4 rain showers.
Nine mm of rainfall were sampled in seven samples by the S.R.S. and 13
samples were recorded by the H.R.S. samplers respectively during the first
storm. The 22% difference in rainfall between the two samplers might be a
result of local topographic conditions and variations in air turbulence around
the samplers. During the second rain storm, 4.7 mm of rainfall were collected
in four samples in the S.R.S. and in nine samples by the H.R.S., respectively.
Figure 51 shows the 818O values for both S.R.S. and H.R.S. samples compared
to the amount of rain during the first storm. On this graph, the quantities of
rainfall in the S.R.S. are normalized to that of the H.R.S. The clear bars with
heavy boundary lines represent the isotopic distribution as found by the
H.R.S. while the gray-shaded bars show results obtained by the S.R.S. The
width of the bars are proportional to the amount of rainfall portrayed by each
sample.
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Figure 50: Rainfall chart, the numbers representing the sample
numbers.

A. storm of 11-13 January, 1993;
B. storm of 2-6 February, 1993.

The S.R.S. isotopic values seem equal to a weighted average of the
H.R.S. with minor deviations on both sides. The remaining deviations might
be attributed to the imperfectly synchronized samplers (i.e. 2, 8 and 11 Figure
51). This is further emphasized by the 8D / 518O plot (Figure 52). Deuterium
analyses are not available for sample No. I (S.R.S.) and for samples Nos. 5 and
9 (H.R.S.). From Figure 52 it appears that sample No. II of the S.R.S. fits the
mixing line between segments 2 and 3 of the H.R.S. Sample IV may be a
mixture of samples Nos. 6 and 7; sample VI contains water from 10 and 11,
and sample VII is a mixture of 12 and 13, respectively.
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This phenomenon is better exemplified in the second rain storm as
presented in Figure 53. Considering the S.R.S., the 818O value varies from
-5.53 %0 in sample No. I to -10.96 %o in sample No. m, thereby forming four
major isotopic segments. The more detailed 818O distribution obtained with
the H.R.S. confirms the pattern achieved by the S.R.S. but with higher
resolution. It appears that the 518O value of the first millimeter of the rain
was -5.31 %o, and the most depleted sample (No. 8) reached -11.12%0.
Moreover, the trend toward depletion in 518O starts with sample No. 3 the
last segment of sample No. I. Similarly, it appears that the 818O value of
sample No. II is heavily affected by the isotopic composition of Fraction 5
rather than by that of Fraction 4. Therefore, these rainfall samples were
composed of two major rainfall sub-fractions, one from highly depleted rain
and a fraction with low to moderate enriched water. This pattern is clearly
illustrated in the 8D / 818O plot (Figure 54) where the H.R.S. segment 4 seems
to belong to the first segment (No. I) of the S.R.S. rather than to No. II. This is
further exemplified in S.R.S. segment III a combination of K.R.S sample Nos.
6, 7 and 8.

A comparison of the 618O values of the low and high resolution rain
samplers confirms the hypothesis that the stable isotopic composition in
convective storms varies considerably even during short intervals. This may
reflect changes resulting from spatial dynamic synoptic conditions. These
latter affect the time and space variations of air mass trajectories which
control the actual flow path of the air mass. A trajectory that leads water
vapor over the sea may produce a different isotopic composition than would
be obtained from air masses led mainly over the continent. The fact that
significant variation could be detected in such fine sampling resolution may
provide an explanation for peculiar observations where segments of runoff
were found to be depleted in heavy isotopes more than the corresponding
rain segment. This is clearly demonstrated by the isotopic composition of the
most depleted runoff samples in two storms: (1) 25-26.01.90 and (2) 1-2.04.90
are further depleted than the most depleted rainfall samples (Figures 12 and
31, respectively). A possible explanation for this phenomenon is the low
sampling resolution of the rainfall sampler. In other word, the rainfall
fraction that generated the runoff was less than 2 mm. This rain fraction was
probably further isotopically depleted, but this was masked by the 2 mm rain
fraction.
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Figure 53: Oxygen isotopic composition for both S.R.S. and H.R.S. rain
samples versus the amount of rain storm of 2-6 February,
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The separation of rainfall into sequential samples was carried out
approximately every 2 mm according to the rainfall amount, whereas runoff
sampling was undertaken by the clock every 5 min. The use of these different
techniques caused differences in the resolution of the two samplings. When
the rainfall intensity is very high (around 0.5 mm/min), the filling time for
one sample bag changes up to ten minutes for moderate rainfall intensity (0.1
mm/min), to several hours for very low rainfall intensity (0.01 mm/min).
Since runoff samplings were carried out every 5 minutes regardless of rainfall
intensities, the resolution of runoff sampling is higher than that of the
rainfall sampling with moderate intensity. A good example occurred in the
storm of 1-2.4.90. The duration of the third runoff flow is marked as a shaded
gray area in the rainfall chart (Figure 30). This flow occurred when rain
samples Nos. 11 to 14 were collected. In spite of a sharp enrichment of 2 %o
from rain sample No. 11 to rain sample No. 12 (Figure 30), the sampling of
the following runoff shows only a moderate and gradual isotope enrichment
along 14 rain samples Nos. 10 to 23 (Figure 33).

The rainfall of the above-mentioned storms amounted to 21 and 20.6
mm, respectively. Assuming a homogeneous rainfall distribution over the
entire watershed (8,150 m2), the input of rainfall from each storm was
approximately 163 m3 (8.15 m3 for each millimeter of rain). The total volumes
of runoff recorded in these storms were only 10.98 and 18.43 m3,
corresponding to 1.35 and 2.26 mm of rainfall, respectively. Even smaller was
the actual volume of the isotopically depleted runoff. In the first storm (25-
26.01.90), 14 isotopically depleted runoff fractions were found in the second
flow (Figure 13) which indicated only seven fractions that were isotopically
more depleted than the corresponding rain fraction (Figure 12) in significant
degree. The total volume of the second runoff flow was 6.64 m3 which
corresponds only to 0.81 millimeter of rain. One may conclude, therefore, that
the seven isotopically depleted samples were produced by about 0.4 mm of
rain. Figures 30 and 31 show that the most depleted rain, Fraction 11,
produced runoff Fractions 10 to 12 (Figure 33) which are even further
isotopically depleted (Figure 31). The total volume of the runoff Fractions 10
to 23 is 7.11 m3 which conforms to 0.87 mm of rain. Therefore, the runoff
Fractions 10 to 12 were generated by less than 0.2 mm of rainfall.

These results confirm that S.R.S. discretization is sufficient for a
meteorological evaluation of the isotopic distribution in rainfall. For a
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detailed study of rainfall/runoff relation in arid rocky basin by means of stable
isotopes, however, a higher resolution sampling of rainfall is required.
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6. Tracing of water percolation with stable isotopes

Large volumes of overland flows produced over the rocky terrain
infiltrate into the top colluvial unit. It seems that much of the accumulated
water later evaporates, but some of it also might percolate into deeper
sections. During the transition from precipitation and runoff to groundwater,
isotope fractionation processes due to evaporation should change the isotopic
composition of the top soil moisture. Isotopic variability along the transition
zone at the top colluvial unit is a non-linear combination consisting of
variable isotopic input from rainfall and runoff, resulting in continuous soil
evaporation. The isotopic composition of the deep percolating water
therefore, is a result of input modifications accompanying the evaporation
process. These modifications are controlled by the thickness of the local
colluvial layer because evaporation related enrichment is more pronounced
in the shallow soil cover. When water extraction by vegetation is considered,
however, even selective moisture extraction from the soil by transpiration
does not cause any noticeable isotopic fractionation of the soil water. In an
arid zone, the degree and nature of the vegetation cover controls the soil
water balance (Gat, 1994). Therefore the main factor changing the isotopic
pattern of the liquid of the green matter is seasonal variation of water
utilization of desert plants. Gat's observations imply that the soil moisture
within both shallow and deep arid root zones experience significant isotopic
fractionation.

Stable isotopes of oxygen and hydrogen have long been used to
elaborate the subsurface flow of moisture and as indicators of soil-water
movement. Among many investigations, the most relevant examples are
those of Allison and Hughes (1983). The isotopic composition of water in the
colluvium is a mixture of old water from previous storms, with water from a
new one, and fractionation due to evaporation over the entire time scale (Gat,
1980). Conceptual models which deal with the distribution of the isotopic
composition of soil moisture as a function of depth in sands have been
suggested by Dincer et al.,- (1974); Allison and Hughes (1983); Sharma and
Hughes (1985), Raz-Knoll (1994) and Gev (1996). Quantitative models which
describe the isotopic composition as a function of depth caused by
evaporation in homogeneous soil and isothermal water have been suggested
by Barnes and Allison (1982, 1983), and for non-isothermal water by Barnes
and Allison (1984). Others, like Zimmermann et al., (1967), worked in
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saturated zones. Kendall and Gu (1991) and McDonnell et al., (1991) have
shown that even within relatively small homogeneous watersheds, soil
water and groundwater concentration may also vary widely in time and
space. None of the above-mentioned works deal with isotopic composition of
water in shallow, arid sediment as it relates to the runoff contribution from
bare rocky sections standing above.

»

Many years of rainfall/runoff observations (Yair, 1983) have revealed
that the top section of the colluvium absorbs much of the runoff generated
over the bare rock hill slope. It is yet unclear whether this "belt" of moisture
eventually evaporates, or whether water replenishes the subsurface reservoir.
One of our hypotheses is that large quantities of runoff from the rocky
headwater areas that infiltrate at the upper colluvial belt, percolates into the
colluvial layers.

One of our objectives then was, to identify or to elaborate the
subsurface flow path of the percolating water. We tried by following the flow
path of the infiltrated water with 18O as a conservative tracer. Dry drilling in
colluvial material composed of pebbles and stones, is impossible with a
portable drill. Access for heavy duty drill rigs into the research basin was
impractical due to the steepness of the topography. Therefore, on November
11, 1990, a bulldozer opened a trench along a colluvial section (Figure 5) so
fresh soil samples for soil water extraction could be obtained. Thirty-three
samples for moisture extraction were taken in seven profiles along 28 m from
the upper colluvium interface (Figure 55). Samples were taken at the end of
the summer (November 1990) when pronounced isotopic differences between
isolated and evaporated soil horizons were expected. During that sampling
the soil was relatively dry showing about 10% of volumetric soil moisture.
Soil water samples were extracted by azeotropic distillation method with
petroleum ether at 122°C. Water vapor was trapped in a closed water
condenser for several hours until the entire moisture was extracted.

6.1 Results

Profiles of 518O in seven profiles are illustrated in Figure 55. Even to a
depth of 3.5 m, all the 518O profiles within the colluvial soil may be viewed as
the result of evaporation of the soil moisture. The top soil experienced heavy
evaporation with 518O values of up to +9.9 %o. Further depleted 818O values
can be seen at a deeper layers, but these values are still much heavier than
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any rainfall or runoff sample. Typical evaporative, isotopic profiles indicate
that the "heavy" isotopic profiles in the colluvial soil are a combination of
upward evaporative flux with a limited downward infiltration of mixed,
isotopically depleted rain. The most extremely isotopically depleted samples
were found within the weathered bedrock in sections 1 to 3 (the other four
sections did not reach this layer). The 818O values of the moisture extracted
from the bottom of the colluvial cover (weathered rock or from the top
conglomerate) ranged from 1.6%o to 3.09 %a. Runoff water which accumulated
at the top of the colluvium belt during the winter had 818O values such as
-5%o to -8%o (i.e. plot 12D in Chapter 5.1.3 in Figure 23). During the dry
season, evaporation enriched the isotopic values at the top sections up to
+3%o. It seems that the remaining moisture continued to flow downward
along the rock-colluvium interface with an almost unchanged isotopic
composition (unaffected by evaporation). From the rock-colluvium interface
upward, 518O values increased toward the top soil indicating that part of the
deep water was removed by upward diffusion toward the surface. After it was
lost by evaporation, moisture with heavy isotopes remained at the surface.

6.2 Discussion

That lower 5l8O values are always found at the lower and deeper part
of the profile suggests that the deeper moisture does not originate solely from
infiltration from the top soil layer. This phenomenon was also suggested by
many moisture profiles over the colluvial section (see Figures 60, 64, 68, 71
and 72). Moisture determinations during the wet season clearly show that
vertical infiltration is limited to 75 to 100 cm. Hence it is most likely that the
moisture at a depth greater than one meter (i.e., below the caliche layer)
originates along the belt of the colluvium-rock interface. Results suggest that
the infiltrated runoff along the colluvial interface experienced intensive
evaporation: from -7% to -9%o in the runoff up to +2.3 %o in the soil
moisture. The latter 818O value is probably close to the long term weighted
average of 518O in the top colluvial section, which may represent as well the
soil water flowing along the subsurface stream line either within or on top of
weathered bedrock. From the above discussion, one may conclude, that the
isotopic data from the seven profiles along the colluvium unit cannot be
related to a specific rainfall and/or runoff event. In other words the evolution
of 818O values in the colluvial soil moisture is affected by the mixing of
several storms from different years with the long term effect of evaporation.
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On the other hand, the evolution of 818O values from rainfall to runoff is
affected not by evaporation but only by the mixing of sequential rain showers.
The processes that take place in the evolution of the 518O values in overland
flows versus subsurface flows are different. They are- mainly related to the
time scale of mixing processes. This is why the quantitative model described
in Chapter No. 9, deals only with the evolution of isotopic composition from
rainfall to runoff and not with the isotopic composition of soil moisture in
the colluvium and alluvium sections.

It must be stated here that only half of the picture has been presented.
The samples of the soil moisture in the colluvial unit were taken at the end
of summer, where the only valid process is evaporation. The 518O values of
the soil moisture (Figure 55) represent values of fractionation caused by the
evaporation of the remaining water in the vertical section of the colluvium.
This picture could change during the winter, when depleted water infiltrates
from the runoff. Therefore the conclusions of this chapter are partial and a
detailed study of the evolution of the isotopic composition in the colluvium
unit has yet to be performed during sequential years with respect to dry and
wet seasons.
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7. Flow in an unsaturated zone: tracing with sodium bromide

Soluble salts such as bromide and iodide have been used as tracers to
improve the understanding of the relationship between surface and
groundwater, in other words, flow pathways of deep percolation (Meigs and
Bahr, 1993). Others like Nikanrov and Trunov (1993) used fluorescent tracers
to study the dynamic processes in surface and groundwater. Allison et al.,
(1985) used chloride to follow the recharge in karst and dune elements of a
semi-arid landscape. Most of the new work being carried out e.g. Butters et al.,
(1989); Barnes (1989); Celia et al., (1990); Moldrup et al., (1992) deals with
models which compute the velocity of the solute and of water movement in
unsaturated soils.

In our research a soluble salt of sodium bromide was chosen as a tracer.
In November 1990, before the onset of the rainy season, salt was inserted 20
cm below the surface in two sites where initiation of lateral subsurface flow
was expected, namely, in a mini-catchment at the rocky colluvial interface
and in the transition point along a stream channel from the rocky headwater
area into the alluvial channel. The local bromide level (less than 1 ppm) was
below the detection limit. Dry core hole samples were obtained after two
sequential rainy seasons (summers of 1991 and 1992). The core samples were
crushed and mixed at a 1:1 ratio with distilled water, and the vacuum water
extracts were analyzed for bromide contents. Five core holes were then drilled
at each site: one at the injection point, in order to follow the vertical
penetration of the dissolved bromide, and the others 1 to 3.5 meters below the
injection point so as to detect possible lateral flow paths.

7.1 Results

Bromide profiles from the stream channel are depicted in Figures 56
and 57 for the summers of 1991 and 1992, respectively. After one rainy season,
the peak of the bromide profiles at the injection point were washed down
toward the bedrock, but bromides could not be traced at a depth below 1.15 cm.
An observation hole one meter downstream indicated a peak of the bromide
profile at 1.25 m below the surface with limited bromide diffusion within the
top weathered bedrock 1.15 to 1.5 m below the surface. A year later (Figure 57),
the bromide profiles at the injection point were traced in a much lower
concentration as three peaks against three fractured horizons. The major
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mass of the bromide profiles had migrated 2 to 3 m downstream. This is
further emphasized in the final profile where bromide was detected 3.5 m
from the injection point.

The bromide profiles within the mini-catchment and along the upper
colluvium are illustrated in Figure 58. In the winter of 1991, this mini-
catchment received four flows with a total runoff of 21 m3 and six flows with
a total runoff of approximately 26 m3 in the winter of 1992 (two records of this
season are missing due to recording failure). Results indicate that bromide
profiles were washed down to a depth of approximately 1.5 m within the
bedrock. This occurred after complete removal of the weathered lciyer during
the construction of the mini-catchment.

Bromide profile No. 124 (in the group of 120, Figure 58c), was sampled
in 1991, approximately 1.5 m down the colluvial slope. The other two profiles,
134 (in the group of 130, Figure 58d) and 144 (in the group of 140, Figure 58e)
were sampled two and three meters down the colluvium in the summer of
1992. The most striking result is the increase in bromide peak numbers in the
lower profiles. Assuming that each subsurface flow path is associated with a
high concentration of bromides, this is a clear indication of two to three
subsurface flow routes within the colluvium.

7.2 Discussion

Runoff water infiltrating at the upper colluvial or upper alluvial
channel may move further along vertical or lateral pathways. Due to a
difference in the infiltration rate between the colluvial or alluvial material
and that of the underlying bedrock, the possibility of subsurface lateral flow at
the interface sediment/bedrock was advanced. Data obtained from the soluble
sodium bromide, as well as data provided by analysis of stable isotopes in the
aeration zone, support the aforementioned hypothesis. The rate of subsurface
flow could not be adequately determined. After two rainy seasons, however,
bromide was found at a distance of 3.5 m downstream of the injection point
in the upper channel. In addition, bromide was found within bedrock at a
considerable depth below the interface of sediment-bedrock, thus indicating a
deep frontal water movement in the downstream direction. A similar, if less
pronounced process was observed along the colluvial section.
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In summary, hydrological data support the conceptual model of deep
percolation presented at the beginning of the study. That deep percolation in
arid watersheds having loessial alluvial £ill takes place over hillslopes where
percolation occurs at specific sites rather than through the process of vertical
water infiltration into the valley beds. From the sites of deep infiltration,
water can move further along vertical or lateral subsurface pathways towards
the main channel.
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Figure 56: Bromide profiles along the channel after one rainy season.
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8. Subsurface water movement: tracing with neutron detecting
probe

Fast neutrons are emitted from a source into the surrounding soil or
rock. The fast neutrons are slowed by water molecules. Although fast
neutrons are not registered by the counter, the slow neutrons which reach the
counting tube are recorded. The greater the water content of the soil, the
greater the number of slow neutrons reaching the counting tube. Hydrogen is
the principal element which absorbs fast neutrons. Since water is the
principal source of hydrogen in the soil or rock, a high correlation exists
between the amount of water in the soil and the number of slow neutrons
that reach the counter (Hansen et al., 1979). The neutron source and counting
device are placed within the hole and lowered to the desired depth (every 20
cm in this study). The reading obtained over a period of 5 sec is proportional
to the moisture content of the soil surrounding the source and counter. The
neutron counts are transformed to a volumetric soil moisture via local
calibration curve. Data provided by the neutron probe are limited to a 30 cm
diameter from the observation borehole. Significant changes in water content
are easily detected in porous material such as soil material or weathered
bedrock, which allows a uniform and frontal diffusion of the infiltrated
water.

8.1 Results
8.1.1 Rainfall year 1988-89

(a) Colluvial Section

The location of the boreholes is shown in Figure 59, and obtained data
are displayed in Figure 60. Data analyses lead to the following main points: at
borehole 111, where a small depression collects runoff from the rocky slope,
the depth of penetration reached 160 cm with no change in moisture below
this depth. In all other boreholes, the depth of vertical water infiltration was
limited to 50-80 cm. Only a very small change was observed at this depth
throughout the whole winter season. However, significant changes in water
content were detected in boreholes 121-161 at a depth below 100 cm. These
changes are quite clear in boreholes 131 and 161. All seemed to indicate
subsurface lateral flow below a depth influenced by vertical percolation.
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(b) Alluvial Section

Data obtained are displayed in Figure 61. At this stage of the study only
two boreholes were in operation. Borehole 324 was located just below the
UCW and borehole 322 was located above the LCW. On the whole, the trends
are similar to those observed along the colluvial section but with a deeper
water infiltration. Vertical infiltration was observed at a depth of 160-180 cm
with a second wetting front at a depth of 2-4 m. Despite the similarity between
the two boreholes, water content was much higher at the upper borehole.
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8.1.2 Rainfall Year 1989-90

(a) Colluvial Section

Figures 62 and 63 display changes in water content along profiles A and
B (for location, see Figure 59). A small ditch was situated at the interface of the
rocky hill slope with the colluvium above Profile A. This increased water
detention in the top colluvium, enabling greater infiltration and percolation.
An increase in water content was observed in all boreholes following the
rainstorms at the end of January and beginning of February 1990 and in April
1990. The greatest vertical depth of water penetration, 160 cm, was obtained at
borehole 112 where a small depression collected runoff water from the rocky
hill slope (the same depth as borehole 111 which was located in the same
mini catchment (Figure 60). In all other boreholes (121,131,141, 151 and 162,
Figure 62), the depth of water penetration was in the range of 50-80 cm. No
significant changes were detected below the above figures, but in boreholes
151 and 162, which were located in the lower part of the colluvium, relatively
high soil moisture contents was detected below 2 m. Similar trends were
obtained along Profile B, which lacks a depression at its upper part. Depth of
water penetration at the top of the colluvium (borehole 211) was limited here
to 100 cm. Borehole 200 deserves special attention. This borehole was drilled
directly into the bedrock above the top of the colluvial section. Slight changes
could be observed at a depth of 100-120 cm. The measured water content was
limited here to the rock fissures that lie within a circle of 30 cm in diameter.
This result indicates deep percolation along rock fissures within the rocky
areas. The same phenomenon as seen in boreholes 151 and 162 was found in
boreholes 221, 231 and 241 (Figure 63).
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(b) Alluvial section

Two additional boreholes were drilled before the beginning of the
rainfall season. One (hole 323) was located at mid-distance between boreholes
324 and 322 and the second (hole 321) was just below the LCW (Figure 59).
Data obtained are presented in Figure 64. Vertical infiltration to 120 cm was
observed at borehole 324. No changes were observed below this depth.
Vertical infiltration at the three other boreholes was shallower, within the
range of 50-70 cm. Nevertheless, slight but positive changes were observed at
the lower part of boreholes 321 and 322.
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8.1.3 The Rainfall Year 1990-91

(a) Colluvial Section

Data obtained are presented in Figures 65, 66 and 67. The greatest depth
of water penetration was observed at the uppermost borehole (112) located in
the mini-catchment (Profile A). Depth of water penetration as well as water
content decreased in the downstream direction. The infiltration was limited
to 60 cm in borehole 161; to 80 cm in 122,131,141 and 143; and to 120 cm in
151. The same picture may be seen in Profile B (Figure 66). Peaks with relative
high content of soil moisture are probably due to water percolating through
fissures. No clear signs of subsurface lateral flow could be observed in the
downstream direction at a depth below that influenced by vertical
percolation.

(b) Alluvial Section

Data obtained are presented in Figure 68. The greatest depth of water
penetration was observed at the upper borehole (324), located just below the
UCW. The depth of water penetration as well as water content decreased in
the downstream direction. In two boreholes (Nos. 321 and 322) located above
and below LCW, a wet layer below 2.5 m was detected. This is an indication of
subsurface lateral flow in the downstream direction.
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8.1.4 The Rainfall Year 1991-92

The season of 1991-2 was very wet with 169 mm of rain, far above the
average value of 90 mm.

(a) Rocky terrain

Borehole No. 200 in Figure 69 represents the rocky terrain. No changes
in the soil moisture were found below 1.5 m. A small change was found in
the top meter, with a peak at 1.2 m, similar to the previous year's
observations.

(b) Colluvial section

Two groups of boreholes were studied: (1) Group A with mini-
catchment above Nos. 122,131,132,133,141, and 162 in Figures 70 and 71 and
(2) Group B without a mini-catchment above, Nos. 211, 221, 231, and 241 in
Figure 69).

Profile A: Vertical changes in soil moisture in borehole No. 122 were
observed, probably caused by the subsurface flow from the mini-catchment
located 1 m above. One and two meters down the hillslope (boreholes Nos.
131,132,133 and 141) the changes in soil moisture were limited to the upper
meter or less. It must be said that the change in soil moisture is limited to soil
cover. Below the soil cover there is massive rock.

Profile B: The change in soil moisture in borehole No. 211 occurred at a
depth up to 1.8 m which differs from the previous year. In borehole Nos. 221
and 231, below 2.5 m depth the soil moisture content was relative high,
probably because of subsurface flow from the upper colluvium.

In borehole No. 900, which is located in a loessial patch in the
colluvium, a lower wet layer from 2.6 down to 3.2 m was detected (Figure 71).
Soil moisture content between 1 to 2.6 m remained almost constant the year
round.

Boreholes Nos. 311 and 312 are located in a stream bed channel above a
small dam (Figure 59). During this wet winter, changes in soil moisture
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content with depth are depicted in Figure 72. Changes in soil moisture in
borehole No. 313, which is located below the dam, were found only in the
upper 1.5 m, as opposed to the penetration depth of 3 m documented in
boreholes 311 and 312.

(c) Alluvial section

Boreholes No. 411, 414 and 415 (Figure 73) show the moisture
distribution along the alluvium section. In borehole No. 411 two wet layers
can be recognized with a third layer between them showing no change in soil
moisture during the winter. Borehole No. 414 represents a plot where the soil
moisture content along the whole depth varies between the measurements.
Alternatively, the change in soil moisture in borehole No. 415 was limited to
the upper 1.25 m where with depth the soil moisture becomes high.
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8.2 Discussion

Data presented from 1988-89 seem to support the hypothesis that at
least part of the infiltrated water moves downslope or downstream by lateral
subsurface flow. The process is initiated at the rock-colluvium and rock
alluvial interfaces where high water content and deep water infiltration were
observed.

Neutron probe data obtained for 1989-90 have not provided clear-cut
evidence for subsurface flow along the colluvial slope section. Instead, the
data point to a possible limited contribution by subsurface flow along the
channel. Such results may be explained by the extremely low runoff from the
rocky zones into the colluvial or alluvial areas. Low runoff volumes collected
at the top of the colluvium were not sufficient to allow deep the percolation
necessary to initiate the process of subsurface flow. Furthermore, the two
main runoff events (February and April 1990) were separated by two months
of practically no runoff. During this period, the topsoil layer lost a substantial
amount of water due to evaporation. This long dry spell prevented the
gradual build-up of a positive water head that normally occurs when brief
intervals separate consecutive flows.

This situation characterizes the upper colluvium and upper channel
where a soil cover overlies a layer of deeply weathered bedrock, thereby
allowing fast vertical water penetration. In a sense, the neutron probe
provides good insight into the vertical component of water penetration.
Weathered bedrock underlines in all boreholes at a depth of 100-150 cm with
non-weathered limestone. Water movement was limited here to narrow rock
fissures that can absorb a limited amount of water but at the same time allow
infiltration of water to a greater depth. Although water movement along the
fissures can be quite important, the amount at any depth can be lower than
the detection limit of the neutron probes. That water moves along cracks is
supported by the observation of reddish terra rossa soil when conducting the
drillings for the boreholes at a depth where no sign of water content had been
observed. It appears that the neutron probe is not the best way to assess water
movement in a rocky crystalline terrain.

The winter of the year 1990-91, with its 134.5 mm of rain, helps the
understanding of the processes in the watershed. Changes in soil moisture
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content were limited to the upper layer up to 1.5 m. The peaks of water at this
depth were due to water movement along fissures in the limestone of the
Derorim Formation, rather than to infiltration through the matrix. The lower
wet layer found in some of the boreholes in the colluvium and in the
alluvium/ may be ascribed to the lateral subsurface movement from the
upper colluvium toward the alluvium.

The winter of the year 1991-92, with its 169 mm of rain, improves our
understanding of the processes in the watershed. The wetting front this year
was much deeper than for the previous year (1 m and 0.5 m, respectively).
This is probably due to differences in the amount of rainfall for these two
years. Changes in soil moisture content at boreholes both in the mini-
catchment and above the dam occurred along their entire depth. This suggests
that the infiltration process ran through the matrix too. When comparing the
lower wet layer during those years, no change in the soil moisture content
was found. This means that the input volume of water in the lower layer is
equal to the output volume, resulting in a steady state flow or steady flux of
water in the layer. Three explanations are available:

(a) No input and no output. The soil moisture represents stagnant water.
This hypothesis has to be rejected because a lateral flow was detected
using sodium bromide and evaporation was observed in the 818O
values;

(b) The output volume is mainly due to transpiration. This hypothesis
also has to be rejected because no sharp fluctuations in the soil
moisture content were found;

(c) The output flow contains one or two components vertical and lateral.

This third hypothesis must be checked. According to the isotopic
composition, a vertical flow toward the top (evaporation) takes place during
the summer but was not observed by the neutron emission method during
the winter in the soil profiles. The question whether part of the water moves
downward during the winter and is available for deep percolation or even
groundwater recharge remains open.

Figures Nos. 60 to 73 are non-calibrated. Figure 74 represents the
calibration curve. The neutron count values were transferred to volumetric
soil moisture.
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9. A Model of stable isotopes distribution in runoff
9.1 Introduction

Various mathematical models are used for analyzing overland flow.
The deterministic models are based on the Saint Venant equations (e.g. Ligget
and Woolhiser, 1967; Morris, 1978; Vieira, 1983). Two major approaches based
on these equations use kinematic and diffusive wave approximations.
Different solutions have been found. An example is given in Govindaraju et
al, (1988).

A variety of factors that influence runoff generation and fully account
for all of it. The process is very complicated. The most influential factors are
the amount and intensity of rainfall and the characteristics of the watershed.
The macro- and micro-scale morphology and topography of the watershed
surface make it necessary that part of its area represent stagnant zones as
depression storage. Part of the overland flow detained in these zones may
constitute a significant contribution to the water budget. The above
mentioned models account for this phenomenon except for the model
suggested by Woolhiser et al., (1990), which indirectly includes detention
ponds in the physical setup.

Mathematical modeling of overland flow is essential when considering
the quantitative study of erratic arid floods. An extensive review of
geochemical transport processes and simulation studies was done by Onishi et
al., (1981). A mathematical simulation of transport based on experiments with
Cl", K+, Sr++ and Li+ showed that active storage has a considerable effect on
the transmission of solute transport along stream channels (Bencala et alv

1984; Bencala, 1984).

The kinematic wave equations were the base for the new model,
because in a pre-laminar work (Carmi and Dody, 1994), the KINEROS model
(Woolhiser et al., 1990) gave the best fit according to peak discharge, volume
and time distribution. This project introduced the depression storage effect
into the kinematic wave approach in order to simulate runoff and transport
of stable isotopes in overland flow. A simple transport model is coupled with
the flow equation to describe transport of an environmental tracer such as
ISO.
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9.2 Theory

The problem of one-dimensional Hortonian overland flow generated
by rainfall was first considered. As was observed during many rain storms,
significant sections of the watershed area are covered by various sizes of
depression storage. The rest of the area is considered as "free" surface which
transmits the runoff in rills and/or as a thin sheet flow. A simplified
schematic illustration of the flow components including the mathematical
symbols are shown in Figure 75.

Figure 75: An illustration of overland flow components including
the codes used in the mathematical expressions.

(a) one dimensional cross section;
(b) plan view.

see explanation for the variables in Equations 1 and 2.

According to the conceptual model, fluxes of water occur only in the
"free" surface phase. Part of the overland flow fills the depression storage
where mixing takes place instantaneously. The latter assumption is correct
even for laminar overland flow and for shallow depression storage with a
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depth of several mm. When the depression storage is full, part of the mixed
water leaves the depression area to the free surface.

In the following equations,/ denotes a relative area of the watershed
covered by the free surface. Therefore, 1 - / is the relative surface area of the
depression storage. Suppose that depression storage is distributed uniformly
over the entire watershed and may be simplified as cylinders, with diameter
and depth designated by ds and /^respectively. Considering one-dimensional
overland flow, the water mass balance equation on the free surface for length
element Ax per unit width has a form of:

fR(x,t)AxAt + f[Qf(x,t) -Qf{x + Ax,t)]At-flf(x,t)AxAt - (l - f)Qs!{x,t)AxAt +

where R is the rainfall intensity [L/T];
Qf is the discharge per unit width on the "free" surface [L2/T];
Ij is the infiltration rate from the "free" surface [L/T];

Qsl is the flux intensity which goes into the storage from the free

surface [L/T];
Qso is the flux intensity leaving the depression storage into the

free surface domain [L/T];
hf is the average depth of the surface runoff [L].

The mass balance equation in the depression storage reads:

x,t + M)-h,{x,t)\ = (l-/)[R(x,i) + Q,(x,f)-Qro(x,O~ It{x,t)]Ut (2)

where hs is the average depth of water in the depression storage [L];
Is is the infiltration rate within the storage reservoir [L/T].

Note that in equation (1), for the sake of simplicity, we neglected the lateral
inflow component. For the flux on the free surface we use the following
expression (Woolhiser et al., 1990).

Qf=ah'j' (3)
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where a and m are parameters (e.g. for the Manning hydraulic expression
a = 4s/n and m = 5/3 were used, where s is the slope and n is the Manning
roughness coefficient).

The intensity of the flux which gathers on the free surface and flows
into the depression storage is expressed as:

where ds is the storage diameter.

When the depth of water in the storage is less than the maximum storage
depth ls, i.e. hs < ls, the flux out of the storage is Qso = 0. When the depression,
storage is full, then hs = ls and the balance equation (2) can be written as:

QS0=R + Qsi-Is (5)

If Ax—> 0, Ar—»0, and taking into account equations (3) and (4), the mass
balance equations (1) and (2) can be written in the following differential form
respectively:

where

0 if K

?R^-h (f K
(8)

In this study I concentrate on transport of the heavy isotope of oxygen
). Effects of dispersion, sorption, chemical and isotopic fractionation were

not taken into consideration. Changes in the isotopic ratio 18O/16O are not
affected by water-rock interaction. Variations in the isotopic ratio are solely
due to the exchange between the liquid and the vapor phases of water
molecules. Evaporation is negligible and water molecule exchange is minimal
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during a rainstorm. Therefore, the isotopic ratio is acting as a conservative
tracer.

Taking into account equations (6) and (7), the mass balance equations
for solute on the free surface and in the depression storage respectively have
the form:

do)

where Cf, Cs and Cr are the isotope ratios on the free surface in the

depression storage and in the rainfall, respectively. Equations (9) and (10) may

be rewritten as:

rL+(i-/)a^-y//c/

, + K K C , + (12)
.t

r~ + a~^T~ a n ^The terms —r~ + a~^T~ anc^ ~T~ ^ equations (11) and (12) can be replaced by
1 at ox j at

the appropriate expressions from equations (6) and (7), respectively:

dC dC

dt v r " d,

(13)

(14)

Equations (6), (7), (13) and (14) represent a double-component kinematic wave
flow and transport approach.
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The initial conditions for equations (6), (7), (13) and (14) respectively
are:

hf{x,0) = 0 (15)

hs(x,0) = h°(x) (16)
Cf(x,0) = 0 (17)

Cs(x,0) = C°(x) (18)

where h° and C° are the initial depth of water and the initial isotopic ratio in

the storage, respectively. At the uppermost section of the watershed, the

appropriate boundary conditions for equations (6) and (17) respectively are:

^(0,0 = 0 (19)
^(0 ,0 = 0 (20)

According to Smith and Parlange, (1978) and Woolhiser et al., (1990), the
infiltration rate may be calculated using the following expression:

/ =
p

where (3 is an index which can be "/" or "s" for the free surface or the
depression storage, respectively;

Ksp is the saturated hydraulic conductivity (L/T);
Fp is the amount of infiltration (L);

and
() (22)

where dsp and 9jp are saturated and initial water content;
Gp is the effective net capillary drive (L).
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9.3 Numerical algorithm

The set of equations (6), (7), (13) and (14), with initial conditions (15) to
(18) and boundary conditions (19) and (20), were solved numerically. The
combination of finite difference and the Runge-Kutta methods is used to
solve the problem. Let us introduce a uniform finite difference grid on a space
coordinate. N denotes as the number of nodes and Ax as a finite grid
increment. Equations (23) to (26) are the discretization of (6), (7), (17) and (14)
using two point schemes.

( 2 3 )

at ds

(25)

(26)

where hfi, hsi, C/t,-and Csj are unknown functions of time at the nodal point
i (i = 2JJ); hf]= 0. ^ , = 0 . Hence we have the set of 4(N-\) ordinary
differential equations with initial conditions (15) to (18) at each node i. This
system was solved by the numerical Runge-Kutta method with adaptive
stepwise control (Press et al., 1989). The approximation error is O(Ax) on space
coordinate and O(T5) on time where x is the time step. The solution of (6) for
the case when / = 1 was compared with the solution of the kinematic wave
equation using the four-point implicit finite difference method combined
with the Newton-Raphson technique (Woolhiser et alv 1990). The maximum
difference between these two solutions did not exceed 1%. The numerical
solutions of (7) and (14) for the case when hf = 0, Qw = 0 and constant R and
/w. were compared with the analytical solutions of these equations. A high
degree of correspondence was found. The numerical solution of equation (15)
for the case of / = 1 and constant R and hfwere compared with its analytical

solution which has the following form:
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_Ri_

Cr-{Cr-Cf0)e~"' if x>ah"/~]t
(27)

if x<ah"f~xt

where Cf0 denotes initial concentration of solute, i.e., Cf(0,x) = Cfo. In this

case, it is apparent that we received a considerable numerical dispersion for
the numerical solution at both sides of the wave front x = ah™~xt. However,

for practical purposes this may be assigned to the real dispersion of the flow.

9.4 Storage parameter estimation

In order to estimate storage parameters, i.e., fraction of storage area,
( 1 - / ) , and its average depth, ls, I will use a simple balance model for the
rainfall-runoff event similar to the single linear reservoir model (Bierkens
and Puente, 1990). According to it, runoff is produced from a rain cell, if its
intensity exceeds a constant loss parameter. This loss parameter may be
considered as a rough measure of losses due to evapotranspiration,
interception, infiltration and depression storage. The first two factors may be
neglected for short time intervals in arid storms over small bare rock
watersheds. Stable isotopes analyses in the above mentioned storms,
confirmed this assumption. The method is based on measurements of the
isotopic composition in runoff related to the that in rainfall. The following
assumptions were accepted for the purpose of modeling:

1) The total rainfall is divided into intervals during each of which, the
isotopic composition is assumed stable.;

2) The storage area is full of water with a known isotopic composition
reflecting that of the previous rain shower. For a single reservoir, the
effect of water routing is assumed to be negligible.

The discharge of runoff (Qrn) may be presented as:

(28)

where £^ and £„ are runoff coefficients for free surface and depression

storage, respectively; S is the total watershed area.

3) The isotopic ratio of water on the free surface area is reflected by that of
the rainfall.
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In view of these assumptions the mass balance equation for oxygen
isotope in runoff may be written as:

, ( ) (29)

where Cro is the isotope composition in runoff.

Therefore, runoff discharge may be presented as:

(30)

where £r0 denotes the runoff coefficient from the total watershed area.
Assuming that £.„ = Crf = £rsr equation (29) can be rewritten as;

Cn(t) = fCr(t) + {l-f)Ct{t) (31)

This means that the isotopic composition of the runoff is a weighted
average of the isotopic composition in rainfall and in the depression storage.
Since evaporation was neglected, no isotopic fractionation must be
considered.

Assuming an instantaneous mixing of rainfall and storage water and
considering rainfall during a small time interval to be At, the isotope mass
balance equation in the depression storage takes the form:

(i - f)SR(t)Cr(t)At + C,(0V, = Cs(t + At)[V, + (1 - f)SR(t)At] (32)

where Vs = (1 - f)Sls is the storage volume.

From (32), when Af -» 0 I get the following equation:

d§ f (33)

Assuming that during the time interval, t' </<r ;+1, the parameters R{t)=RJ

and Cr(t)= Cj are constant and Cs(t
J)-CJ is the known initial condition, then

the solution of (33) for this time interval reads:
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'' (34)

Substitution of (34) into (31) gives:

(35)

At this stage, if we know the isotope ratio in the runoff at time t",
parameters / and ls can now be assessed using the least square optimization,
i.e., minimizing the following expression:

N 2

->min (36)
n=l

where Nrg is the total number of V observations, C^5(tn) is the observed

isotope ratio at time /", and Cr0(t"} is the computed value from equation (35).

Obviously, in order to get reliable results, one should use data so that the

initial isotopic ratio in the storage differs from that in the rainfall.

A model has been implemented to data collected at Sede Boker
Experimental Site. Results demonstrate the applicability of the method to the
data obtained from a first order, bare rock watershed.

Depression storage parameters were obtained by simulating the
temporal distribution of 5l8O values. Table 1 lists the computed (using (36))
values of depression storage parameters for 6 different sets of observations.
These parameters should be unique for each basin. However, we note quite a
large scattering of the obtained parameters. The variations coefficient for the
relative area of the depression storage 1 - / , its depth ls and volume Vs are
0.56, 0.83 and 0.28, respectively. In the optimization process, however it was
found that for cases 1 and 3 (Table 1) the objective function (36) has very low
sensitivity with respect to the ls value. Furthermore, it was found that
function (36) has several local minima for the admissible range of parameters
/ and ls. I chose the values which provided the smallest deviation. Note that
I did not know exactly the initial 818O value, C°, in the depression storage and
used it as an additional fitting parameter. Therefore, the initial S18O value
was changed within the admissible range (using 518O value of the previous
rain shower) in order to obtain a better correspondence between the observed
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and computed isotopic ratio (using (35)). 518O values are shown in Figure 76.
As can be seen, this fit is quite close in cases 1,2, 3 and 6.

From Table 1 it seems that the solution of inverse problem for two
parameters/and^on the basis of equations (31). (34) and (36) is not unique. As
was shown by Kleissen et al., (1990), only one parameter can be uniquely
identified for linear single storage model with a threshold using hydrological
observations. To determine other threshold parameters the chemical
observations are necessary. In this case, since the applicability of equations (31)
and (34) is restricted by the assumptions that the depression storage is filled of
water and £ro = C/ = £„, I used only isotopic data for parameter determination.
Hence, it appears that I should consider the "implicit" parameter Vs

(proportional to product (1 - /% as the one which can be identified uniquely
as the basis of (31), (34) and (36).

Using the double component kinematic wave flow and transport
approach, equations (6), (7), (13) and (14), mean values of / and ls were then
taken for calculation of the temporal distribution of 818O values in the runoff.
Simulation was carried out for the rainfall which took place on 6 March, 1991.
Its characteristics are listed in Table 2.

Table 1: Calculated parameters of the depression storage.

N

1.

2

3

4

5
6

Date of rainfall

25.1.90
12.3.90
25.1.91
5.3.91

23.3.91
24.3.91

/ 1-/

0.640 0.360

0.902 0.098

0.200 0.800

0.650 0.350

0.630 0.370

0.503 0.497

/T (mm1)

4.0
10.0

1.4
1.6
2.9
2.6

V, fm3)

12.0
8.0
9.1
4.6
8.8

10.4

Mean value 0.587 0.413 3.75 8.8
Standard deviation 0.230 0.230 3.11 2.51
Coefficient of variation 0.392 0.560 0.83 0.28
(Area of the watershed surface S= 8150 m2)
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Table 2: Characteristics of the rainfall 6.3.1991.

Time interval

min

5
8

4

3
4
3

6

3

Rain intensity

R, mm/min

0.02

0.01

0.03

0.07

0.05

0.07

0.17

0.10

818O value

C.

-3.87

-3.87

-3.87

-3.87

-5.41

-5.41

-5.41

-5.41

The set of parameters accepted for simulation is presented in Table 3. The
hydraulic conductivity of the free surface {K^) and Manning roughness

coefficient (n) were found by trail and error using model KINEROS

(Woolhiser et al., 1990). However, the hydraulic conductivity of the

depression storage (Kss) as estimated parameter was taken from Yair et al.,

(1993).

Table 3: Simulation parameters.

Parameter Value

L Watershed length

B Watershed wid th

KsJ Hydraul ic conductivity of the free surface

Kss Hydraul ic conductivity of the depression storage

n Mann ing roughness coefficient

m Mann ing exponential coefficient

s Slope

/ Relative area of the free surface
4 Depth of the depression storage

ds Characteristic diameter of the depression storage

100 m

81.5 m

0.05 mm/min

0.001 mm/min

0.072

5/3.

0.29
0.587

3.75 mm

15 cm

C° Initial 518O value of water in the depression storage -4.2 %0
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For the simulation at the initial time the soil observed after the storm
was assumed to be saturated with water. Therefore, the parameters 9sp,9lpiGi

used for the calculation of infiltration (see Eq. (22)) have no effect on the
result of the simulation. The best agreement between observed and computed
runoff volumes was obtained by a trial and error procedure for initial water
depth in the depression storage having the magnitude of ft°=3.6 mm.

Results of the simulated discharge and distribution of 518O values
utilizing the mean storage parameters (Table 1) are shown for one storm
(March 6,1991) in Figure 77 (a) and (b). Some deviations in both hydrographs
and distribution of 518O values are noticeable (computed 1). During the first
20 minutes after the start of runoff, the computed 518O values are much
higher than the observed ones. The maximum value of the computed
hydrograph is also higher than its experimental value. These deviation
disappear with increased hydraulic conductivity. It must be noted that
samples were not taken from the beginning of the runoff (one point) for
comparison with the computed values (Figure 77b).

It was found that the only way to bring to bear a computed distribution
of 518O values to the observed one was to increase significantly the depth of
the depression storage. For the assessment of the actual depth of the
depression storage, 200 liters of water were dumped over a representative
hillslope in the rocky section of the basin. Small surface storage ponds were
formed in micro-topographic depressions. The average depth of 25
measurements revealed a depth of 8 mm, which was adopted for the second
simulation (computed 2). Taking into account that the computed storage
volume has a minor coefficient of variation, (see Table 1) I used the mean Vs

value for determining the relative area of the depression storage is (1 - / ) .
Since V, = (1 - f)Sls, I found that (1 - / )= 0.135 and / = 0.865. The results of this
simulation are shown in Figure 77. Due to a high degree of agreement, these
parameters were used for the sensitivity analysis and the model application.
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9.5 Conclusions

A one-dimensional mathematical model was developed to describe the
rainfall-runoff evolution in an arid bare rock watershed with a shallow
depression storage that is assumed to be uniformly distributed over the entire
surface. The model may be regarded as an extension of the kinematic wave
equation forming a double-component kinematic wave approach.

A transport model, coupled with the flow equation, was used to
describe the evolution of the oxygen isotope distribution values from rainfall
and runoff which effected temporary water storage in surface depression.

The entire model was presented by a set of four first order, partial
differential equations: 'wo for flow and two for transport. The numerical
solution for the problem was obtained by a combination of finite difference
and Runge-Kutta methods.

The present study provides a model for the construction of an outlet
hydrograph based on the temporal distribution of rainfall intensity and the
isotopic composition of the rain storm. It requires the assessment of a few
physical parameters of the watershed, mainly the estimation of the volume of
the surface storage. To achieve this, a single linear reservoir approach is
suggested. The relative area of the depression storage and its average depth
are derived from the temporal changes of S18O values in rainfall and runoff.
Six sets of hydrographs and sequential 518O observations from a small rocky
watershed at the Sede Boker Experimental Site, in the central Negev of Israel,
were available. The parameters that were obtained scatter considerably, but
are physically plausible. The derived mean values of the relative area of the
depression storage, its depth and volume are 0.413, 3.75 mm and 8.8 m3,
respectively. An attempt to use the parameter values for the simulation of
flow rates and the temporal S18O distribution revealed differences between
the computed and the observed results for both the temporal 818O
distribution and the discharge rate. As a matter of fact, the volume of the
depression storage has the dominant effect because it controls the magnitude
of the isotopic buffer along the flow path. Variations in the magnitude of
depth and surface area, has a negligible effect as long as the volume remains
constant. Numerical experiments show that replicable results are obtained
with the mean of measured depth of the depression storage of ls = 8 mm and
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relative area of the free surface of / = 0.865 and the mean storage volume of
V = 8.8 m3.

In conclusion, a flow and transport model was derived, but more
extensive experimental data sets are needed for a better estimation of the
depression storage parameters. Even along a small rocky basin, results
demonstrate the important role of depression storage reservoirs in the
evaluation of transport. A relatively small depression volume can have a
significant mixing effect as a buffer along the flow path. The mixing of
overland flow with water in the depression storage provides evidence for the
evolution of 818O value in runoff. The model reflects the effect of "isotopic
memory" of the depression storage between sequential rain showers.
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10. Sensitivity analysis and model application
10.1 Sensitivity analysis

A sensitivity analysis for the kinematic wave model was carried out by
Morin et al., (1993) using the KINEROS model (Woolhiser et al., 1990).
Morin's model has been shown to be particularly sensitive to the rainfall
(amount and intensity, hydraulic roughness coefficient, initial soil moisture,
and saturated hydraulic conductivity). It is less sensitive to geometric and
topographic parameters. Since the model is based on a kinematic wave
approximation, it is apparent that it is also sensitive to the above-mentioned
factors. Dealing with rocky terrain, however, the initial soil moisture is not
especially relevant. Instead, the factor that control the volume of water stored
by the depression storage seems to have a significant effect on the transport
model. In addition to other relevant parameters, we investigated the model's
behavior mainly with respect to the depression storage parameters. The
model application was then performed using data obtained at the Sede Boker
Experimental Site.

The sensitivity of the model output was assessed in terms of the
parameters influence on the hydrograph and the temporal evolution of the
818O distribution in runoff. The data set from the storm of March, 6, 1991,
which was used for the model calibration, formed the basis for the sensitivity
simulations. Those values are listed in the Tables 2 and 3. It had been
demonstrated earlier (Yair and Lavee, 1985) that the rate of infiltration for the
entire surface over the rocky terrain stabilizes quite rapidly. The rate of
infiltration was, therefore, assumed to be equal to the saturated hydraulic
conductivity as had been determined for the free surface and the depression
storage.

Values listed above (Chapter 9) were obtained in the calibration process
of the mathematical model. In the following, sensitivity simulations of / , /i°,
/t, and Cj° were examined with regard to those parameters having fixed
values as listed in Table 3. These were found to have the greatest influence on
the calibration of the discharge and isotope distribution. Figure 78 illustrates
six simulations: two with respect to the discharge hydrographs and four of the
temporal distribution of 818O values. In each diagram, the first graph (open
squares) illustrates the distribution obtained from the calibration process.
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In Figures 78a and 78b, two additional values of /=0.6 and /=1.0 were
tested. When /=1.0, the storage area was zero and the flow was simulated by
the regular kinematic wave equation. An average value of /=0.6 was
calculated from six storm simulations accrued from the mass balance model
(Eq. 35). Both the temporal distribution of the calculated discharge rate and
the 818O values of runoff were sensitive to the relative area of the free
surface, / . A decrease in this parameter led to an increase in the peak
discharge (Figure 78a) as well as in the total volume of the runoff. Returning
to the physical model, this might be explained by the fact that for any given
condition, the hydraulic conductivity of the depression storage is much
smaller than that of the free surface. Hence, the decrease of / results in a
decrease in the total infiltration into the ground and a consequent rise in the
runoff discharge. The 818O distribution in runoff for /=0.6 is more positive
than that for /=0.865 (Figure 78b). This is a result of the larger interface area
between overland flow and storage zones, which causes greater mixing
between runoff and a higher volume of water in the depression storage. In
this particular storm, the 518O values of the rainfall segments which
produced the runoff were identified to be -3.87 and -5.4%o. The initially
calculated 518O value for the runoff corresponds to the heavy rain segment.
For /=1 (no surface storage), the temporal distribution 518O values in the
following runoff follows that of the second rain segment. When the
depression storage is taken into account (/=0.6 and 0.865), the calculated 518O
value of the runoff is reflected by the isotopic composition of the storage
water.

In the depression storage, the influence of the initial water level, /?°, on
the discharge rate and 818O value of the runoff are shown in Figures 78c and
78d. Two additional values were used for sensitivity analysis: /?J°=4 and 8 mm,
respectively. When ft°=8 mm, the depression storage is full and contributes
water to the overland flow right at the beginning of the storm. When ft" =4
mm, the initial part of the runoff (or the rainfall) first fills the depression
storage. During that period of time, mixing occurs only in the depression
storage and not over the free surface. The decrease of h° induced a delay in
runoff occurrence and a drop in peak discharge and in volume (Figure 78c).
These curves deviate from the "true" curve (/2S°=7.4) only at the initial stage of
the runoff. When a small deviation was imposed (/i°=8), the observed
deviations in the isotopic distribution were minimal. Hov-rever, a 50%
deviation (/J°=4 mm) causes a drastic difference. When h°s=7A mm and 4 mm,
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the initial 518O values are close or equal to this one in rainfall at the time
runoff starts. This is caused by the depression storage not yet being filled with
water.

Figure 78e illustrates the sensitivity of the 818O distribution to the
storage depth: /s=4 and 12 mm. In field tests, the average ls was around 8 mm.
Therefore, for sensitivity analysis we chose 50% above (12 mm) and below (4
mm) this value. As expected, increase (or decrease) in ls induced higher (or
lower) isotopic ratios in runoff. Yet, the differences between the curves are
much smaller when compared to changes in the relative area / , or in the
initial depth h°. These two parameters have a much greater effect on the
storage volume than does ls. This means that the interface between overland
flow and depression storage is a more influential factor than the storage zone
volume alone. In this case, we used different initial water levels in the
storage (h°) for different ls values. However, the difference ls-h^=0.6 mm was
set as a constant value, i.e., the water volume required to fill the storage
completely was the same.

Finally, I examined the influence of changing the initial 518O ratio, C°,
in the depression storage. The measured value of the previous rain shower
was -4.2%o. Figure 78f shows the calculated distribution of the S18O values in
runoff as a result of ±2 %o deviation from the measured value. It can be seen
that the temporal isotopic distribution in runoff was very sensitive to the
initial isotopic ratio in the depression storage. This however, has a limited
time effect, as will later be discussed.

The model shows a low sensitivity to the hydraulic conductivity of the
depression storage Kss. A ten fold increase in Kss (from 0.001 to 0.01 mm/min)
results of a drop in runoff volume from 7.03 to 6.58 m3, i.e., the change being
than 6.5%. Furthermore, the mean difference in temporal isotopic
distribution for these two cases is less than 0.05 %o, smaller than the standard
deviation of the 818O distribution.

The characteristic diameter of depression storage (ds) exercises
appreciable effect on the calculated modeled outputs only when the initial
water level in storage, h° is close to zero. Recall that this parameter was
employed in Equation (4) to describe the intensity of the water flux (Qri) as it
ran from the free surface into the depression storage. Equation (4), however,
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is hypothetical. Its numerator represents the well-known formula for
discharge per unit width. As follows from (4), the smaller the diameter ds the
larger is the Qsi term. This means that for the same relative storage area
( 1 - / ) , storage zones with small diameters may fill faster than those with a
large ds. Actually/ parameters ds and / must somehow be related: ds-*0,
leads to /—»1, and our model converts into an ordinary kinematic wave
approximation. When ds —> °°, it means that / —> 0, and the mouel shifts into
a single reservoir approach. Figure 79 shows the simulated distribution of
water levels in the depression storage along the flow path carried out for ds

values equal to 0.15 ("true value") and 1.5 m when /i°=0. Calculated volumes
of runoff with the aforementioned values comprise 0.31 and 0.74 m3,
respectively. When the storage diameter is extended to the extreme value
^=1.5 m, a considerable part of the storage zones at the upper watershed
region do not completely fill.

The distribution of the 818O values on the free surface (C/) and in the
depression storage (Cs) is shown in Figure 80 for two values of ds. In the case
^=0.15 m, Cf and Cs values are equal along most of the watershed. After
about 15 m the two distribution curves remain identical. When ^=1.5 m,
however, a significant divergence occurs between the 518O distribution of the
free surface runoff and in the depression storage. In the upper part of the
watershed, where the storage is not totally filled, the 818O distribution of the
water on the free surface is equal to that in the rainfall.

10-2 Model application

The data collected at the Sede Boker Experimental Site during two
rainy seasons (1989-90 and 1990-91; Yair et al., 1993) have been used for model
application. The same data set was used to estimate the relative area of the
free surface and the average depth of the depression storage. Six different
rainfall-runoff events were analyzed. In the present report, however, one set
of input model parameters obtained as a result of calibration (see Table 3) was
used in all instances. In addition, in order to appreciate model credibility, we
used data not only to construct the temporal distribution of 518O distribution
but also to compose and to simulate the measured hydrograph.
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The initial water level in the depression storage, h°, was used as a
suitable parameter to get better agreement between computed and observed
values of the runoff volume. The effect of this parameter on the model
output is time-limited. I tested the impact of h° and of the initial isotopic
composition the storage water (C°) on the evolution of hydrographs and on
the distribution of 518O values in the runoff as a function of time. The longest
set of experimental data obtained on 24 January, 1990 was used for this
purpose (Figure 81a). The total rainfall-runoff event covered seven hours.
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Two simulations were performed with h° equal to 2 and 8 mm. The
maximum difference in the discharge rate was 0.04 mm/min at time which
was t=20 minutes after runoff initiation. This difference decreased to zero
after 60 minutes. Yet, the difference in the runoff volumes at that time was
6.3 m^, a value that remained constant until the end of the runoff.

Computations with two C° values equal to -3.7 and -1.7%0 showed a

different 518O distribution in runoff for these two cases. For time instances 5,

40, 80 and 120 min, the differences were: 1.9, 0.3, 0.08 and 0.01%, respectively.

Results of model application are shown in Figures 81 and 82. A
complete runoff hydrograph could only be obtained for one storm (25.1.91,
Figure 81c). In other hydrographs, part of the experimental data is missing
because there was an equipment failure. Still, the remaining observed data fit
their simulated values well (Figures 81a, 81b and 82b). A close agreement was
obtained between the measured and calculated isotopic distributions.
Deviations may be noticed mainly toward the end of the storms (Figures 82b
and 82c). A significant difference between measured and computed
hydrographs may be seen in the storm of 6 March, 1991 (Figure 82a).
Although the runoff recorder broke down after 50 minutes, it seems that
failure had already set in after 35 minutes. During those first 35 min, quite a
good agreement exists between the computed and the observed isotopic
distributions. Therefore, it is justified to conclude that the rainfall data are
quite accurate.

10.3 Conclusions

The purpose of this study was to investigate the sensitivity of the
double-component kinematic wave flow and transport model. This model
allows for simulations of rainfall-runoff events on a watershed with
uniformly distributed shallow depression storage. The model utilizes rocky
hillslope characteristics, rainfall intensities, runoff discharge, and stable
isotopic data. Data obtained at the Sede Boker Experimental Site and
parameters derived as a result of model calibration were employed for the
sensitivity analysis. The analysis illustrates a strong sensitivity of the model
outputs for most parameters associated with depression storage
characteristics: relative area, depth, initial water level, and initial 518O value.
Yet, it was found that for long-term storms (more than two hours), the
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influence of the latter two parameters is limited to a relatively short period.
The characteristic diameter of the depression storage bore little impact on the
distribution of oxygen isotopic composition.

Six sets of experimental data were used for model application. In the
majority of cases, a qualitative and quantitative agreement was recorded
between observed and computed data both for runoff hydrographs and the
temporal distribution of 518O values. These results allow me to conclude that
the exchange mechanism between overland flow and storage zones plays a
very important role in the nature of runoff generation on arid rocky
watersheds.

0.10-

Time (min) Time (min)

Figure 81: Observed and computed discharge and 818O values in runoff.
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11. Summary and general conclusions related to the hydrological
system

A typical first order watershed over the Negev Highlands is
characterized by three geomorphological units which correspond to three
hydrological sections (Figure 83). Each unit has unique hydrological
properties with respect to the rate of infiltration and deep percolation. As a
result, these may affect runoff production. It was assumed that the upper unit,
which is composed of rocky terrain, has a relatively low infiltration rate with
a mostly vertical flow component along the fissures. The second unit is
composed of colluvial terrain with relatively high infiltration rates along the
hillslopes and a clear lateral flow component in the stream channel. The
third unit is the alluvial fill along the main stream channels with a very low
rate of infiltration.

This research emphasized two stages of the hydrological cycle:
1. the transition from rainfall to runoff by use of stable isotopes of

oxygen and hydrogen;
2. the transition from runoff to subsurface flow by using stable isotopes

and an artificial tracer of sodium bromide.

518O was used as a tracer to study the transition from rainfall to runoff.
818O values of the runoff fractions were often found to be more depleted than
the corresponding rainfall. Three explanations were suggested to account for
this phenomenon:
1. combination of two distinguishable rain showers having different

isotopic composition;
2. differences in the isotopic composition and spatial isotopic distribution

within the rain cell itself;
3. differences in sampling resolution: low resolution in rainfall versus

high resolution in runoff.

There seem to be differences in the isotopic composition within the

rain cell itself: isotopically depleted water gravitated toward the center of the

cell whereas isotopically enriched raindrops were found around the rim

Therefore, the relative position of the sampler with respect to rain cell

trajectory appears to have determined temporal isotopic distribution.
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When the rainfall sampler was located at the edge of the rain cell, isotopically
relatively enriched rain water was collected. During the same storm,
however, the runoff sampler from the entire basin collected a larger area of
the rain cell. Hence, some isotopic deviations could be expected between
rainfall and runoff.

Observations and analysis of results from eight storms could not
entirely eliminate any of the above-mentioned possibilities. It seems that,
depending upon natural conditions all three explanations may be valid. The
first explanation was identified in six of eight storms and quantitatively used
in the double-component model (Chapter 9). The second explanation was
qualitatively examined in three storms, of which two were also included in
the quantitative model. The third possibility was clearly dominant in one
storm (not included in the six modeled storms), and re-examined in two
additional storms using a high and low rain sampling resolution (Chapter
5.3.1).

One of the main objectives of this research was to clarify the evolution
of isotopic composition from rainfall to runoff. To this end, I introduced a
novel model which combined flow equations with the evolution of 818O
values along the flow paths. Its isotopic composition enabled me to quantify
the flow components, including deep percolation, and to distinguish between
rainfall and runoff on a storm by storm basis. Figure 84 shows a flow chart
describing the isotopic evolution from rainfall (input) through overland flow
and retardation by depression storage to runoff at an outlet of rocky terrain
(output). Its isotopic composition reflects the mixing of water from direct
rainfall with stored water in the depression storage (Figures 83 and 84). The
available data at that part of the watershed enabled me to establish a
quantitative model which computes the volume, peak discharge, and isotopic
composition (as a function of time) of runoff in the outlet of the rocky terrain
(UCW).

Based on Yair et al., (1987) and from the first stage of this project the

following observations and principles may be drawn:
1. deep percolation may originate only from the runoff phase;
2. most of the runoff is produced over rocky terrain which produces five

times more runoff events in comparison with sediment covered units;
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3. rainfall without runoff does not contribute a significant volume of
water to deep percolation.

Therefore, the main focus was on hydrological processes over rocky terrain.

The aforementioned model indicates that the flow over a rocky terrain
unit divides into two parts: on-surface flow with a relative area of 86.5%
versus depression storage which covers 13.5% of the total area. From
temporal isotopic distribution, isotopic time of concentration in the rocky
terrain watershed having an area of 8150 m2 was calculated to be about 30
min. This might serve as a useful indication of the real time of concentration
in a particular basin, an equivalent of the time needed to reach the peak flow
if I assume the entire basin was covered by the rain storm. The rate of
infiltration over the rocky surface was assessed to be 0.05 mm/min (3.0
mm/hr), 50 times more than in the depression storage (0.001 mm/min). Field
experiments suggested that infiltration over the rocky unit occurs primarily
within its fissures. The total volume of depression storage over the rocky
basin was found to be 8.8 m3, with an average depth of 8 mm and mean
diameter of 15 cm. These results demonstrated the important role of
depression storage in isotopic evolution along the rocky basin. "Isotopic
memory" within the depression storage between sequential rain showers was
limited to 12 hours during which approximately 7 mm infiltrated from the
storage and less than 1 mm evaporated. The above results demonstrate how
stable isotopes used as conservative tracers may quantitatively elaborate the
role of surface depression storage in the process of rainfall runoff evaluation.

In some of the small storms, the total volume of recorded runoff in the
UCW was equivalent to only one mm of rainfall. This means that the
distribution of the 518O values of the runoff was controlled by that very small
fraction of rainfall together with its associated isotopic composition. Clearly,
relative to the runoff sampling resolution of 5-6 min interval, the sampling
resolution of a rainfall of two mm was coarse. This was confirmed a year later
by samples from two storms (Figures 51, 52, 53 and 54) with rain samplers of
two and one mm resolution, respectively.

The water from the UCW flowed along the alluvial stream channel
toward the basin outlet of the LCW. About 10 m3 of the water infiltrated into
the colluvial unit between the two stations along 150 m in the stream
channel.
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Figure 84: A flow chart of the hydrological system.
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The isotopic composition of runoff as recorded in the UCW served as isotopic
input for the infiltrated water within the colluvial unit. Tracing the
percolating water by 18O, sodium bromide and soil moisture profiles enabled
identification of subsurface flow in the colluvial unit.

An attempt to trace deep percolation over the colluvial unit with these
18O profiles revealed evaporation from up to 3.5 m below the surface. Low
moisture content imparted sparse 5l8O values along each soil profile. Because
of improper methods of utilizing wax for absorbing Petroleum Ether
impurities from the small (few drops) water samples, deuterium analyses
failed. Deep drilling for appropriate cores for soil moisture extraction in the
colluvial terrain rich in pebbles met technical difficulties which reduced the
number of profiles one might have expected. Even a limited number of soil
moisture samples indicated, however, that the isotopic composition of the
soil moisture in the colluvium was affected by a mix from many storms
possibly covering more than a one year period. Therefore, isotopic profiles
and soil moisture could not be related to specific rainfalls and/or runoff
events. As a result, 518O profiles could not, as thought earlier, be used to trace
the deep percolation over colluvial hillslopes. Hence, an artificial tracer,
bromide was employed.

As the natural occurrence of bromide fell below the detection limit
(<0.1 ppm), tracings of soluble bromide were the best indication of the
trajectory of soil moisture propagation. The edge of the bromide plume
showed the location of the wetting front, and profiles clearly indicated a
dominant vertical percolation into the massive rocky terrain. Preferential
vertical flow paths (probably fissures) were identified at the interface between
the rocks and the attached colluvium in both colluvial slopes and the stream
channel. Horizontal subsurface flow trajectories were identified mainly at the
bottom of the colluvium. Over the colluvial unit, the subsurface flow
progressed mainly along the interface between the colluvium and the
massive rocks (Figure 83).

Runoff which was discharged from rocky terrain (via the UCW) may be
assumed to be the source of the lower wet layer as observed in the alluvial
unit. Due to the lack of deep rooted phreatophytes, this water may be assumed
to be available later for deep percolation. Thus, the isotopic composition of
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the groundwater should be comparable to that of the weighted average of the
runoff in the UCW, rather than to the average 518O value of the rainfall.

Soil moisture profiles detected by the neutron emission method
revealed two wet layers with an intermening dry zone, both in the colluvial
and alluvial stream channels. The upper wet layer was formed by direct
infiltration from rainfall and runoff. Between two sequential rainstorms, the
water in the upper layer partially evaporated leaving no detectable pulse to
indicate deep percolation. Measurements during the wet season revealed that
the moisture content in the lower wet layer was almost constant while the
dry intermediate layer maintained more or less the same low level of
moisture. Hence, a vertical flow between the two wet layers, one that might
have explained the existence of the deep percolation layer does not appear to
exist even during winter. Rather, the temporal distribution of both soil
moisture and bromide profiles suggest that the source of water in the lower
layer most probably issues from subsurface flow with a lateral component
through the bottom of the colluvial units (stream channel as well as
hillslopes). That no changes in soil moisture content in the lower wet layer
were observed indicates a steady lateral inflow and suggests further vertical
percolation from that layer. This subsurface storage may serve as an
intermediate reservoir for further deep percolation into the rock formations.
Moisture profiles over the colluvial hillslope reveal that significant moisture
reaches the bedrock only along the top colluvial belt. Further down, the
moisture within the coarse colluvial matter almost totally evaporates.

As an outcome of the numerical model, the average infiltration rate

over the fractured rocky terrain (86.5% of the rocky basin; identified as a free

surface in the model) is 0.05 mm/min (3.0 mm/hr). A negligible rate of

infiltration (0.001 mm/min) was taken for the solid non-jointed bedrock

(13.5% of the area; depression storage). Close observation of the morphology

of the exposed rocks suggests that infiltration is possible only through the

joints and fissures, not through the rock matrix (Yair and Lavee, 1985). Based

on artificial tests with high rainfall intensities, Yair and Lavee reported that

infiltration rates over the rocky terrain vary from 20 mm/hr to zero after 10

min. In jointed chalk filled with loess they obtained 11 mm/hr after 25 min.

These values are one order of magnitude higher than those found with the

numerical model (Chapter 9). Therefore, an infiltration rate of 3.0 mm/hr
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into jointed bedrock filled with loess seems to be a realistic, even

conservative estimate. Rough measurements indicate that the total open area

of all joints is about 2.5% of the exposed rocky terrain. The actual rate of

infiltration into the fissures, therefore, is equivalent to 2.0 mm/min or 120

mm/hr.

Flow records in the UCW (Figure 5) revealed that the average annual

flow duration is about 15 hours during which 1.8 m of water may infiltrate

into the fractures. Assuming a porosity range between 20 to 25% for loess and

considering only saturated vertical flow, those 1.8 m of water should occupy

between 7.2 to 9 m of wet loess within the fractures. However part of the

infiltrated water may contribute to the moisture storage within the horizontal

fractures between the rock beds. After heavy storms, it is quite coirivnon to see

significant interbedded seepage flowing from between exposed bedrock.

Observations made at the end of the summer seasons revealed wet loess with

up to 18% volumetric moisture content within shallow fractures 25 to 40 cm

below surface. Yair and Danin (1980) reported an even higher moisture

content (13 to 33%) along both joints and bedding planes during winter

seasons. This clearly indicates that the effect of evapotranspiration beyond the

very top layer is negligible, and one should expect that the isotopic

composition of deep percolating water will be similar to that of the weighted

average in the overland runoff. No further isotopic fractionation may be

expected along the percolation route toward the local deeper aquifer. The

weighted average of 518O in the runoff during three seasons was -6.10 %o,

while the weighted average rainfall was -5.4%. Indeed the 518O values in

local springs issuing from the Avdat Group over the Negev Highland (Levin

et al., 1980) were similar to those measured in the UCW runoff sampler (Ein

Ziq -6.28%; Ein Aqev -5.24% to -5.86%; Ein Kuderat -6.05 to -6.28%).

Isotopic composition measurements in deep wells from the Judea

Group (Turonian Cenomanian) aquifer in the Western Negev (Revivim 2

-5.65%; Ashalim 1 -5.03 to -5.33%; Ashalim 2 -5.64 to -5.8%) show that the

contribution from the Negev Highland to aquifer recharge is negligible. This
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is understandable when one considers the huge storage capacity of this aquifer

in comparison with storage in the Avdat Group Aquifer.

The above-mentioned similarities between 8l8O in the overland flow

and that of the local springs indicates that deep percolation over rocky terrain

and from the top colluvial belt may serve as the major source of recharge

over the Negev Highlands. This contradicts the common contention that

erratic floods in ephemeral streams serve as the major source of groundwater

recharge (i.e. Besbes et al., 1978). This might be true only for alluvial basins

with coarse alluvial deposits overlaying bedrock. Indeed, Adar (1979) and

Nativ (1979) rejected the possibility of significant deep percolation from floods

into loessial alluvial streams in the Negev Highlands. Even after extreme

floods, the wetting front in the alluvial channels did not exceed 1.6 to 1.8 m.

In conclusion, for an active recharge in arid basins with loessial

alluvial deposits along stream jointed outcrops of limestone serve as the only

available terrain. Similar findings were made by Issar and Gilad (1982) for a

granite terrain in the Sinai Peninsula. After big storms, when overland flow

covers the lower colluvial hillslope sections, percolation is limited to tens of

centimeters. Part of this water flows laterally over the rock interface, but most

of this water later evaporates or transpires through sparse vegetation.

Moisture profiles along a colluvial hillslope mitigate against the existence of

significant deep percolation (Chapter 6). At most, excess water may migrate

laterally along the rock/colluvium interface toward the bottom of the alluvial

cover. The same subsurface flow model was identified along the short stream

(between UCW and LCW, Figure 5) in which runoff, produced over the upper

rocky basin, infiltrated the alluvial/rock interface. An artificial sodium-

bromide tracer identified a dominant subsurface lateral flow within the

weathered bedrock (Chapter 7). These subsurface flows were later considered

to be the source of deep percolation.

Both routes of recharge, direct infiltration through joints over the

exposed bare rocks and deep percolation from the temporal storage below the
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alluvium/ should carry the same isotopic tag. The recharge is mainly affected

by the isotopic composition of the rain shower that produced the runoff and

by the isotopic composition in the storage mainly within small depression

reservoirs. This isotopic composition is clearly reflected in local springs and

deep colluvial wells (Levin et al., 1980).

The above-mentioned processes raise another interesting

phenomenon: high recharge efficiency. Water balance over rocky terrain for

three storms (Chapter 5.3) revealed an extremely high rate of infiltration: 1.75

out of 2.9 mm of rainfall (11-13.3.90); 2.1 out of 4.2 mm of rainfall (1-2.2.90);

and 2.50 out of 4,4 mm of rainfall (5-6.3.90). On average, 55% of rainfall over

rocky terrain infiltrates into fissures. A similar calculation for the three year

period with an average annual overland flow of 15 hours revealed that 45

mm infiltrates into the ground. Long-term annual rainfall average is 95 m m

which means that almost 50% percolates into joints and fractures. As stated

earlier, most of this moisture is available for deep percolation and

ground water recharge. These findings explain the existence of many small

springs over the Negev Highlands even under conditions of extreme aridity

(less than 100 mm of annual rainfall). The frequent occurrence of bare rock

hillslopes serves as an efficient inlet for recharge in such rocky deserts.

The above-mentioned rates of recharge refer only to rocky terrain. As
long as one cannot map the actual sparse distribution and magnitude of
convective rainstorms, it will be difficult to perceive any realistic value for a
global recharge of the entire basin.
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